VOTING SYSTEM PRE-ELECTION LOGIC AND ACCURACY TESTING

The New York State Board of Elections (referred to herein as NYSBOE) was awarded a
grant from the US Election Assistance Commission (referred to herein as EAC), for the
purpose of assessing innovative methodologies for the conduct of pre-election logic and
accuracy testing. The right of the voting public, candidates and other stakeholders to
have faith in the elections in which they participate, and the goal of all election
administrators to ensure that level of confidence is as high as possible, can only be met
through the convergence of many tasks associated with the creation of a ballot and the
configuration of the voting system which will count that ballot.
The concept of pre-election testing is not new in the State of New York, as this
requirement has been a key component of voting system regulations which were
adopted in the mid-1980s. At that time, regulations were adopted to initially address
punch card voting systems and ballots. The regulations were later amended to address
the implementationof optical scan voting systems when those systems became certified
for use as central count systems in New York. At present, only optical scan voting
systems are certified for use as both precinct-based and central count voting systems
however, the pre-election testing protocols to be presented in this report are easily
adapted to touch screen and other types of voting systems.
New York's experience with pre-election testing is extensive. This report intends to
discuss the value of conducting robust pre-election testing, and the changes that can be
made to processes to make them more effective and less burdensome to implement. In
the interest of full disclosure, our experience with pre-election testing, while extensive,
does come with some unfortunate experiences which have taught county election
administrators in New York (who have vested in them the responsibility to conduct
elections), that thoroughness and attention to detail will help avoid Election Day
disasters. It is also fair to point out that the term 'disaster' is not excessive when it
comes to describing failures in the actual voting process, and further, that when there is
such a failure associated with an inaccurate election, that outcome is not one from
which recovery is easy or in some instances, even possible. New York's regulations
which address voting system maintenance and operations can be found in Appendix 1.
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The intent of this research effort and the information it produces, is to demonstrate that
adopting and exercising a robust, pre-election testing protocol, in tandem with the
thorough confirmation of ballot creation and voting system configuration tasks and a
post-election audit, will do much to ensure faith and confidence in the election process.
We hope to achieve that goal in this report.

INTRODUCTION
Pre-election testing should consist of any and every protocol election administrators in
their respective jurisdictions are required to or opt to implement, to ensure that voting
systems and ballot marking devices are properly configured and are in ready-to-deploy
working order. From a practical perspective, readiness tasks include making sure voting
systems have sufficient paper rolls for reporting results, ensuring printers are working
properly, programmable memory cards have sufficient space available to capture all
Election Day activity, etc. In New York, pre-election testing includes the validation of
certified voting system software, called 'hash-checking', and the implementation of test
decks, which together will help to further ensure that voting system logic and accuracy
is intact. While hash checking is not the only option available to jurisdictions when
opting to validate software in pre-election testing, it is the method preferred in New
York, and is discussed later in this report. The more complicated of these two tasks is
the test deck, and it is this subject with which we begin our report.
Essential to pre-election testing is the test deck, which is defined as a voted and preaudited group of ballots prepared for each ballot style included in the election to be
conducted.
The test ballots are voted with a pre-determined number of valid votes for each
candidate and each voting option on every proposal, as well as each write-in position,
that appears on a particular ballot style. The test deck is required to include one or
more ballots that have been improperly voted, or which are voted in excess of the
number allowed for a particular contest, and one or more ballots on which no votes are
cast, in order to test the ability of the system to recognize and/or notify the voter of an
under-vote or over-vote. In New York, because of our unique ballot requirements, a
test deck also includes one or more ballots on which two or more votes are cast for a
candidate whose name appears on the ballot more than once for the same office, which
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serves to test the ability of the system to count only the first of such votes cast on a
ballot for the candidate selected, again as provided for in New York's Election Law. If
there is more than one ballot style for an election, a separate test deck is created for
each ballot style. New York's test deck procedures may be found in Appendix 2 of this
report.
Ballot Integrity

The accuracy of any election and the nexus of a successful pre-election logic and
accuracy test begin with the creation of a ballot. While some election/ballot errors
experienced in New York were the result of inaccurate or inconsistent test deck
implementations, deficiencies in the critical area of ballot preparation have led to
problematic elections wherein contests did not appear on ballots, valid candidates did
not appear on ballots, the number of persons to be elected was misstated, etc. - all of
which speaks to a lack of professionalism and a disregard for the accuracy of ballot
content. The following list reflects recommended steps to take prior to creating a ballot.
Election administrators must be sure that:
•

staff has a complete listing of public offices and political party positions to be
filled at the election (in New York, municipal and county clerks must file public
office information with election administrators eight months prior to the general
election and for party positions, such information is filed by party leaders}, as
well as the text for any proposals or questions which will appear on the ballot;

•

each contest so listed is accurately defined, including the number of persons to
be elected to each position, district numbers or other political subdivision data
when applicable, the term for which such person is to be elected (unexpired
terms should be so indicated when a contest for the same position but for other
than a full term is required to appear on a ballot}, etc.;

•

staff is made aware of any ongoing litigation that either removes or restores a
candidate or question to a ballot;

•

candidates

are

appropriately

linked

to

their

respective

political

party

endorsement(s}; and
•

candidate names are spelled correctly.
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In this preliminary ballot creation process, the draft versions of ballot styles should be
proofread not only by the persons who created the drafts, but also by persons not
involved in the ballot creation process, to ensure an additional and independent review
for accuracy.

Ballot Logic
Ballot logic is tested via electronic interfaces, to establish how the voting system
software verifies votes cast. The test deck procedure:
•

validates the ability of the logic to register a vote for each candidate in each
contest and for combinations of candidates for multiple vote-for contests;

•

verifies the proper operation of the public and protective counters;

•

verifies the functionality of all electronic interfaces;

•

verifies the functionality of all tactile interfaces;

•

validates the ability to cast votes through all switch closure interfaces including
the pneumatic switch interface, where the jurisdiction requires and the voting
system accommodates;

•

verifies the ability to independently operate the voter interfaces through the final
step of casting a ballot without assistance;

•

validates via the ballot definition process how the ballot definition coding
integrates with the audio ballot - this aspect of testing is performed to verify the
functionality of the feature;

•

validates the system's ability to provide audio voting through the audio voting
features of the voting system;

•

verifies that once the ballot is cast the system will confirm to the voter that the
action has occurred and that the process of voting iscomplete; and

•

verifies that a system generates a record of votes cast.
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Election Verification
Election verification is a manual process that every jurisdiction should perform before
each election. All election configurations must be verified before the use of a test deck
is initiated. One basic component of this verification process involves comparing the
ballot itself to the definitions that are set in the Election Management Software (EMS}. A
second component is the testing of every voting position on the ballot to ensure that
marked ballots are being properly recognized by the voting system. Each ballot style will
have a unique election configuration associated with it that must be manually checked
for accuracy. All ballot styles in every language must be verified to ensure that:
•

the proper audio is present, including alternate languages in those jurisdictions
required to provide same;

•

the correct art work is displayed;

•

that the ballots contain correct
o offices to be elected
o candidates
o political party endorsements, andcross endorsements, where applicable
o ballot proposals, and
o that ballots for all political subdivisions reflect their correct respective
contests, candidates and proposals.

Ballot Configuration
Ballot Configuration (Ballot Layout} is a term that represents the positioning on and/or
linkage within the ballot of all political party names and corresponding emblems (if any},
names and emblems of all independent bodies (if any}, office titles, ballot proposals,
candidate names, and spaces for write-in candidates, in accordance with the
jurisdiction's requirements or policies as to contest and party order.
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Election Configuration
Election Configuration is the term used to represent the file or files created by the EMS
including but not limited to the following data used to program precinct-based and
central count voting systems:
•

the definition of jurisdictional information (e.g., county name, local legislative,
congressional or senatorial district, precinct, etc.);

•

electronic and paper ballot content and artwork (e.g., ballot text, voting
positions, party emblems, if any, etc.);

•

definition of contests such as office titles, candidate names, number permitted to
be voted for, propositions, or other types of data that control voting in all
contests on the ballot;

•

definition of voter groups (e.g., by political party, absentee, non-absentee, etc.),
ballot styles, linkage of candidates to their respective parties and contests;

•

linkage of contests to their respective political subdivisions;

•

linkage of ballot text to database labels to produce results reports; and

•

the allocation of trans-district vote tallies to their constituent districts for reporting
purposes.

Test Deck Theory
For the purposes of this report, we will use an optical scan voting system as the basis of
our conversation. Preparing a robust test deck will serve to test the logic and accuracy
of the voting system software and when the results of such pre-election tests match a
predetermined set of expected outcomes, a successful, fair and accurate election is
attainable. In New York State, county boards of elections (CBOE) are responsible for
preparing and maintaining test decks for all elections over which they have jurisdiction.
Each county board prepares test decks to verify:
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•

voting system election configuration;

•

ballot configuration;

•

that the voting system will accurately recognize and cast votes, and

•

that the voting system will accurately count votes within each individual ballot
style.

Any pre-election test must take into consideration the many types of scenarios that can
occur during an election, and test same to ensure voting system logic and accuracy. Any
effective logic and accuracy testing protocols consider both the recording as well as the
tabulation functionalities of the voting system to be tested. Once a test deck has been
prepared for every ballot style, it must be verified by running the ballots against the
appropriate election ballot software program or configuration. Inasmuch as test ballots
are hand-marked by elections staff members, errors may occur during this process,
therefore this verification is necessary, and is commonly called a 'dry run'. All errors
should be corrected and the test deck re-run until all pre-determined vote totals by style
are verified.
The term 'robust' can never be over-used when discussing any pre-election testing
requirements or protocols, especially when creating a pre-election test process that
results in a high level of confidence in the ability of a voting system to recognize and
tabulate voted ballots accurately. A two-level test deck approach will create just such a
robust pre-election test. Election administrators should consider that for each ballot
style configured for an election, a comprehensive test deck is created and run on at
least one voting system that will use that ballot configuration (definition}

in

that

election. For each ballot style configured with more than one precinct (referred to as
election districts in New York State}, a standard test deck is created and run on every
additional voting system that will use that ballot configuration. This theory and its
practice will help to exercise each piece of voting equipment to be deployed on Election
Day. While no one can anticipate what sort of functional issues might arise from the
actual physical task of moving and positioning voting systems to and within poll sites,
the initial effort is not only a best practice, but an excellent investment in ensuring the
trouble-free outcome of an election. The two-tiered test deck approach also takes into
consideration the best use of staff, time and fiscal resources. New York's test deck
calculator can be found in Appendix 6.
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A comprehensive test deck is made up of several sub-decks, each with a specific
purpose which will test for specific vote mark-up scenarios and will ensure confidence
that the system can tabulate votes correctly. Sub-deck types can include:
•

Election Verification sub-deck: used to test every voting position on the ballot to
ensure that votes cast are being recognized by the optical scanner. Ballots should
be manually marked just as they would be on Election Day, and should follow a
format prescribed by the jurisdiction's election officials, with pre-determined
vote counts recorded and preserved, to be used when the test is actually run.
Pattern voting format within this sub-deck test will change for each election
{prima.ry and general}. Pattern voting will provide test results which net unique
results for each candidate in a given contest, demonstrating and proving the logic
and accuracy of voting system's software.

•

Cross Endorsement sub-deck: New York State Election Law permits the
appearance of candidate names in more than one voting position for the same
contest, in direct correspondence to the number of political parties successfully
filing that candidate's ballot access documentation, called a cross endorsement.
This unique ballot provision requires that the corresponding ballot logic be
validated via the use of a unique sub-deck. This sub-deck is voted following a
specific pattern, and ensures that in those instances where a candidate does
appear on more than one political party line for the same contest, a vote for that
candidate is not counted more than once. The cross endorsement sub-deck will
check every combination associated with candidates appearing on multiple party
lines. The result of this sub deck pattern is that the first occurrence has been
compared and voted for, along with the second occurrence of the candidate, and
so on.

•

Print Validation sub-deck: Ballot Marking Devices {BMDs} are used to help meet
the voting system and voter access requirements of the Help America Vote Act
{HAVA}. The functionality and accuracy of BMDs should be included in any preelection testing protocols. Ballots for this particular sub-deck are created by
marking them during the initial BMD set-up and the ensuing pre-election
functional testing which requires that votes are placed on ballots using the
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various devices which may be available to voters with disabilities for use on
election day, including audio voting features, tactile discernible controls, and
pneumatic switch attachments which can be operated orally or by vacuum
pressure (sip-and-puff). Additionally, this sub-deck will verify that the scanner
will recognize when a contest is over-voted, and will verify the scanner's ability to
read BMD-marked voting positions.
•

Blank Ballot sub-deck: serves to verify that the optical scanner recognizes the
ballot's imprinted timing marks, thus identifying the ballot style for the scanner.
Timing marks contain encrypted ballot style data including inter alia, precinct,
contest, and political party data. This sub-deck also verifies that the scanner
displays the proper corresponding warning message to the voter, that the vote
tallies are not incremented in such instances, and serves to confirm that no stray
marks appearing on the ballot are recognized by the scanner as valid votes.

•

Random vote sub-deck: is conducted to demonstrate that votes made randomly
are properly recognized by the scanner, serving to demonstrate for election
officials, candidates and other stakeholders present for pre-election testing, that
the system recognizes all voted positions accurately, and not just those ballots
which have been pre-marked pursuant to a specific vote pattern.

As mentioned above, pre-election testing protocols should include steps that validate
the creation of a voted ballot using each of the voting system's features which allow
voters with disabilities to vote independently:
•

audio features

•

touch- screens

•

push-buttons

•

paddles

•

key pad and/or pneumatic switches
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Additionally, any pre-election testing protocol should include the confirmation of a voting
system's capability to accurately display ballots and voter messages in alternate
languages, when so required within a jurisdiction or political subdivision.
The standard test deck, as mentioned earlier, is composed of the following three ballots:
Ballot #1 - Blank ballot, which will
•

verify that the optical scanner recognizes the ballot’s informational timing marks
(the correct precinct or political subdivision, for example};

•

verify that the optical scanner displays the appropriate message to the voter (blank
ballot therefore indicating an entirely under-voted ballot};

•

verify that the vote tallies are not incremented in such circumstance; and

•

confirm that no stray marks are recognized by the voting system as votes.

Ballot #2- Multiple scenarios ballot, which will
•

be marked with as many scenarios on one ballot as possible, as follows:
◆

over-vote

◆

write-In

◆

undervote

◆

and in New York State, cross endorsement

◆ proposition/ proposal

Ballot #3 - BMD ballot
•

Vote a ballot using the Ballot Marking Device (BMD} to verify:
◆

audio functionality

◆ touch-screen,

push-button,

or

other

electronic

mechanism

functionalities

◆ key pad and/or pneumatic switch functionalities for voters with

disabilities

◆ accurate alternate language displays
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◆

overvotes

◆

and in New York State, cross endorsements

◆

undervotes

Test Deck Preparation
Prior to any election in which an optical scan voting system is to be utilized to
electronically tabulate ballots, the following steps, which should already be a part of a
jurisdiction's written and adopted procedures, should be followed:
•

A sufficient number of extra ballots should be ordered as test ballots for each
ballot style required for the election.

•

All ballots to be used as test ballots should have the word "TEST" printed or
hand-stamped on the face of each ballot, to distinguish pre-election ballots and
tasks from live, Election Day or absentee/provisionalballots.

•

Each test memory card should be clearly labeled, ensuring it corresponds to the
pre-election test being conducted.

The steps which define how to create a test deck will work for any ballot orientation, the
most common of which is a portrait-style ballot. New York State's jurisdictions are
permitted to utilize a portrait or landscape-style ballot. In the step-by-step process this
report will present, a landscape ballot orientation will be used however the concepts will
work for any ballot style. In a landscape style ballot, contests appear horizontally,
across the top of the ballot with the political parties and independent bodies appearing
vertically, down the left side of the ballot. Samples of the ballot orientations and styles
used in New York appear in APPENDIX 3 of this report.
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Creation of sub-decks
Once the election configuration tasks are complete, the next step is to determine the
number of sub-decks needed for the comprehensive test deck. This number of required
sub-decks is determined by whether the type of election being conducted is a general
election or a primary election. The following chart displays the types of comprehensive
sub-decks needed for each election.

Primary Election
Election Verification Vote (to be
tested on Optical Scanner)

Election Verification Vote (to be tested

Pattern Vote (to be tested on

Pattern Vote (to be tested on Optical

Optical Scanner)

Scanner)

Cross Endorsement Vote (to be

Print Validation Ballot (to be tested on

tested on Optical Scanner)

BMD and Optical Scanner)

on Optical Scanner)

Print Validation Ballot (to be tested Blank Ballot (to be tested on Optical
on BMD and Optical Scanner)

Scanner)

Blank Ballot (to be tested on

Random Ballot (to be tested on BMD)

Optical Scanner)
Random Ballot

.

(to be tested on BMD)

Note: At the option of the jurisdiction, randomly marked ballots may be part of any test
deck. However, election officials may find it helpful to permit candidate requests for
additional ballots to be randomly marked during the 'run for record', keeping in mind
that they must be added to the comprehensive test deck and ballot totals.
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Test Deck Implementation
Once a test deck has been validated, test decks are scanned by a team of election
officials or voting system operators, on each voting system for which that particular
ballot style is valid. (In New York, it is required that teams conducting pre-election
testing tasks are bi-partisan teams.) While it is acceptable for maintenance testing
purposes that the voting system is in test mode, it is not acceptable that it remain in
that test mode when conducting pre-election logic and accuracy tests - voting systems
must be in live, Election Day operation mode for any and all pre-election tests. This
phase of testing is called the 'run for record'. The testing staff should include the
scanning of at least one ballot from each sub-deck using each feature intended to
provide voting system access for persons with disabilities, and also scan at least one
ballot from each sub-deck using each language required to be presented to voters using
the system. While one team member casts votes for the test, the other team member
monitors that votes are cast correctly.
The test should be documented by the testing team on a log created specifically for this
purpose. The team should compare the results reported by the voting system to the
expected results articulated in the pre-election test plan, confirm the accuracy of or
discrepancies in the results, and determine if the system has passed or failed the test.
Any discrepancies indicating a failure must be investigated, resolved, and the system
must then be re-tested.
If a test deck is run and the pre-determined vote count does not successfully compare to
the voting system's tabulated results, the test team should document the problem, and
then compare the unique ballot script pattern (test plan) with the test deck pattern to
ensure that the test deck was made correctly and that all ballots were scanned. Any
corrections to the test deck itself, or to the casting of the test deck, should be made and
it is recommended that the test deck be re-run until two error-free test results are
produced. If the tested voting system fails to produce two error-free results, the system
should not be used in any election until the problem is resolved and a new round of preelection testing is successfully completed.
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The pre-election test results reports should be signed by the test team, and placed in
secure storage for any record retention periods the jurisdiction may require. After all
voting systems for which a particular ballot style is valid have been tested the test deck
should be similarly stored with all corresponding reports, audit trails and log sheets.
New York's successful experiences with test decks are many, however we would be
remiss if we did not point out that in some cases, errors have occurred in the way
ballots have been tabulated, owing to mistakes made by elections personnel. In certain
instances, local election administrators who opted to take short cuts in the creation
and/or implementation of test deck procedures were required to explain how ballots
could have been mis-counted and why election results were flawed. A majority of the
instances where test decks were not prepared properly revealed errors related to how
local officials created and executed voting patterns reflecting the uniquely New York
scenarios in which multiple appearances of candidates for the same contest, are
permitted by statute.
No voting system or its accompanying processes is without issues, however the lesson
learned from experience is that election administrators should ensure that their own
regulations and procedures are fully implemented. Any abbreviation in pre-election
procedures potentially jeopardizes the performance of voting systems and the accuracy
of the election.
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HASH CHECK OVERVIEW
As mentioned in the introduction of this report, in New York State, a key component to
successful pre-election testing protocols is the validation of the voting system software
resident on each scanner and ballot marking device, more commonly known as hash
checking. Via this grant opportunity, we have reviewed pre-election logic and accuracy
testing options and considered the processes other jurisdictions follow for same. We
have determined that as part of pre-election testing, the validation of software serves an
essential role in confirming any voting system's logic and accuracy. Hash checking is
not the only process which can be employed for the purpose of validating software,
however after much review and discussion, it is the process which New York has
incorporated into its regulations, and one which is comfortably recommended to other
jurisdictions looking to create or amplify pre-election logic and accuracy testing
processes. A copy of New York's procedure for this aspect of pre-election testing
appears in Appendix 4 of this report.
Jurisdictions opting to include this step in their own pre-election logic and accuracy
testing processes should perform a hash check on each voting system to ensure that the
firmware/software that was certified by that jurisdiction is the same as that which is
currently installed on the system and that no other unauthorized software/firmware is
present.
When a jurisdiction includes software/firmware validation via hash checking, hash
values or numerical values are derived by the use of an algorithm which is run against
the voting system's software. The 'hash value' is generated by a formula in such a way
that makes it is extremely unlikely that some other software will produce the same hash
value. A hash value is used to determine if there were any changes in the certified
version of software. When the hash value is compared against the referenced value
(such a value is obtained from the jurisdiction's testing lab) and a match is found, there
is now a high level of confidence that the software has not been disaffected in any way.
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Anecdotally, subsequent to the required hash check step of all pre-election logic and
accuracy testing, New York has added the additional requirement of conducting hash
checking whenever the chain of custody for a voting system unit has been broken, for
example:
•

when tamper-evident seals on voting systems are missing or damaged;

•

when the voting system is returned to the elec;tion officials after having been
serviced at a vendor service facility; and

•

when voting system firmware upgrades are performed.

New York's experiences in the arena of preventative maintenance and pre-election
testing have helped establish updated policies which provide that hash-checking need
not be performed as part of the testing protocols provided the voting system has
remained in the secure custody of election officials, the tamper-evident seal numbers
match seal numbers logged for that unit, and that the seals remain intact.

Model and version information for the voting systems currently certified in New York
can be found in Appendix 5.
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CONCLUSION
It is not easy for any election administrator to meld limited resources, a modest preelection window of opportunity, and any number of unique jurisdictional issues - all in
an effort to take every step possible to ensure an accurate and trouble-free election.
Nonetheless, each of the steps described in this report, and indeed every step an
election administrator can take along the path to that same end, is worth taking. The
aggregate result of all such steps taken - and taken successfully - will do much to instill
the highest degree of confidence in any election, demonstrating for all participants and
stakeholders that the election has been carefully planned for, properly configured, and
for which a robust pre-election logic and accuracy test has been implemented.
The tools this project helped to create, and in some cases revise, will serve election
administrators well. These tools, including a test deck calculator, procedures and
sample forms appear in this report's Appendices. This report is accompanied by a
training DVD, which will help to ensure that election staff members assigned to this task
are well-trained in the preparation, creation and implementation of pre-election logic
and accuracy testing. Further, because that task is a cyclical one, refresher training is
invaluable. The DVD demonstrates clearly how a test deck comes together, and can be
reviewed at the user's convenience as often as necessary.
This initiative afforded us an opportunity to consider changes to our own processes,
and the result for New York State - and those who wish to take these recommendations
and processes to heart - is a renewed acknowledgement that the highest degree of
confidence in voting system performance and election outcomes means so much to so
many, and it is the responsibility of each of us to ensure. We encourage election
administrators across the nation to explore all opportunities which will help restore the
public's faith in all aspects of the voting process.

NOTE: Samples of ballots and forms provided in this report have been reducedfor ease
of publication. If you would like to obtain full-size samples of any of the forms or ballots
referenced in this report, or a copy of the DVD mentioned herein, please contact the
Election Operations Unit at the New York State Board of Elections.
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REPORT IN RESPONSE TO THE MISSION AND OPPORTUNITY PROVIDED FOR
IN A GRANT FROM THE U.S. ELECTION ASSISTANCE COMMISSION:

Develop and Document Processes and Best Practices
for Coordinating Quality andCost-effective
VOTING SYSTEM PRE-ELECTION LOGIC AND ACCURACY TESTING

New York State
Board of Elections
Voting System Testing and
Operational Regulations

APPENDIX 1

OFFICIAL COMPILATION OF CODES, RULES AND REGULATIONS OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK
TITLE 9. EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENT
SUBTITLE V. STATE BOARD OF ELECTIONS
PART 6210. ROUTINE MAINTENANCE AND TESTING OF VOTING SYSTEMS, OPERATIONAL
PROCEDURES, AND STANDARDS FOR DETERMINING VALID VOTES
Current through January 31, 2013
Section 6210.1. Definitions.
Except to the extent set forth below, the definitions contained in section 6209 of this Title shall apply in
this section
(a) Pre-qualification test is a test prescribed by the State Board, conducted immediately prior to the
voting systems' use in an election in which a predetermined set of votes are cast which will ensure that
all voting positions for each ballot configuration are tested. Such votes shall be entered into the voting
system in the same manner as they will be entered by voters during an election. If a voting system offers
several methods for votes to be entered, such as touch-screen, push-button, or other electronic
mechanism, a key pad and/or pneumatic switch for voters with disabilities, or alternate language
displays, then a pre-determined set of votes shall be entered separately using each method and
language display. The results of the casting of said votes and all voting system logs shall be extracted
from the system as though during normal use in an election, and the results and logs shall be compared
to the predetermined results of the test votes and vote totals prepared pursuant to regulations and
procedures of the State Board.
(b) Printout means either the printed copy of zero totals, candidate names and offices and other
information produced by the voting equipment prior to the official opening of the polls or the printed
tabulation report of votes cast for each candidate and question, the names of candidates and the offices
for each candidate and other information provided after the official closing of the polls.
(c) Election mode. An operational setting and/or functional level of a voting system that would allow the
user, under the required conditions stated by law, to make selections, and/or cast a ballot, and which also
uniquely provides the potential to have a marked ballot officially accepted for counting at the time of a
defined election. Note: This mode of operation may also be synonymous with the term "live vote mode" or
similar. This mode may also be run at any time, either for the running of realistic simulations for testing,
and/or after various maintenance activities. This mode is specifically required to be run in the conduct of
an official election.
(d) Test mode. An operational setting and/or functional level of a voting system that would allow the
user to specify/select, access, and/or test various levels/areas of the device, either, for example, during
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possible upgrades, diagnostic testing, and/or specific maintenance activities that may not require full
functional simulation, or capabilities at that time. Note: This mode of operation is a separate option
from election mode, and is prohibited from being run in the conduct of an official election.
{e) Closed network. A closed network is a stand-alone server that is used for a specific purpose, such as
an election management system {EMS), and to which access is restricted to specific workstations and
users and not connected to any other internal or external network.
Section 6210.2. Routine maintenance and testing of voting systems.
(a) Testing of all voting systems shall be conducted by the county board before the use of the system in
any election and at such other times of the year as prescribed by these regulations. Testing procedures
shall be approved by the State Board. The voting system shall be tested to determine that the. system is
functioning correctly and that all system equipment, including but not limited to hardware, memory,
and report printers, are properly integrated with the system and are capable of properly performing in
an election. Testing, other than pre-qualification testing, shall be conducted by casting manual votes and
may include the casting of simulated votes.
{b) In addition to vendor-prescribed maintenance tasks and diagnostic tests, tests of voting equipment
shall be conducted by the county board, on each piece of equipment owned by the county board. Such
testing shall be administered periodically and be completed during the following periods during each
year that the equipment is in use:
(1) January 15-April 15;
(2) April 16-July 15;
(3) July 16-September 15; or
(4) September 16-November 15.
Whenever a voting system is to be tested for pre-qualification purposes, such test must be conducted
while the voting system is in election mode.. Votes cast for pre-qualification test purposes shall be
manually cast using all of the devices available to voters on Election Day (i.e.: audio, key pads and or
pneumatic switches, and/or alternate language displays).
(c) Testing shall include the comparison of software installed on the delivered system to

certified

software, via the use of a Secure Hash Signature Standard {SHS) Validation Program, as described in
Federal Information Processing Standards Publication 180-2 issued by the National Institute Standards
Technology (This publication is available electronically by accessing http:// csrc.nist.gov/publications/.
Alternatively, copies of NIST computer security publications are available from: National Technical
Information Service {NTIS), 5285 Port Royal Road, Springfield, VA 22161.)
Testing shall consist of the re-calibration of equipment, as appropriate, pursuant to recommendations
made in vendor's maintenance documentation, and the casting of a test deck by voting the minimum
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number of ballots, determined pursuant to the requirements of section 6210.8 of this Part, to ensure
that all voting positions for each ballot configuration are tested. Votes cast for the purposes of this
section shall be cumulative ballots cast on each piece of equipment during each of the prescribed
periods outlined.
(1) If the system does not accurately count the votes from the test deck cast manually, simulated, or
both, (aside from those that were deliberately designed to fail), or the calibration test, the cause or
causes for the error or errors shall be ascertained and corrected. The voting system shall be re-tested
until there are two consecutive error-free tests before the system is approved for use in the count of
actual ballots. The commissioners of the county board or their designees shall certify that they have
reviewed and verified the results of said testing. The summary results of all tests, including all inaccurate
test results, their causes and the actions taken to correct them, as well as the results of all errorless
counts, shall be entered upon the maintenance log. All documentation and/or test decks, simulation
cartridges and any test data including but not limited to copies of ballot programming used for required
maintenance tests shall be maintained in secure locked storage for two years after the election,
pursuant to Election Law section 3-222.
(2) Maintenance logs are to be kept as a permanent record of the county board.
(d) During the period including July 16 - September 15 (and in years when a presidential primary is
conducted, during the January 15 - April 15 period), the test ballot format for each piece of equipment
shall consist of each primary ballot configuration as certified by the county board, if said equipment is to
be utilized in a primary election. The voting system shall be cleared of all votes and a printed report shall
be produced by the system, to verify the correct ballot configuration and election configuration, and to
confirm that all voting positions are at zero. Ballots cast for the purposes of this test shall be manually
cast and a printed tabulation report shall be produced. The system shall again be cleared of all votes and
a printed report shall be produced by the system to confirm that all voting positions are at zero. Each
officer or board charged with the duty of preparing voting machines for use in any election shall give
written notice, by first class mail, to the State Board and to all candidates, except candidates for
member of the county committee, who are lawfully entitled to have their names appear thereon, of the
time when, and the place where, they may inspect the voting machines to be used for such election. The
candidates or their designated representatives may appear at the time and place specified in such notice
to inspect such machines, provided, however, that the time so specified shall be not less than two days
prior to the date of the election.
(e) For the period between ballot certification and seven days before the general election, the test ballot
format for each piece of equipment shall consist of each general election ballot configuration as certified
by the county board. The voting system shall be cleared of all votes and a printed report shall be
produced by the system, to verify the correct ballot configuration and election configuration, and to
confirm that all voting positions are at zero. Ballots cast for the purposes of this test shall be manually
cast and a printed tabulation report shall be produced. The system shall again be cleared of all votes and
a printed report shall be produced by the system to confirm that all voting positions are at zero. Each
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officer or board charged with the duty of preparing voting machines for use in any election shall give
written notice pursuant to Election Law section 7-128 and section 7-207, by first class mail, to the State
Board and to all candidates, except candidates for member of the county committee, who are lawfully
entitled to have their names appear thereon, of the time when, and the place where, they may inspect
the voting machines to be used for such election. The candidates or their designated representatives
may appear at the time and place specified in such notice to inspect such machines, provided, however,
that the time so specified shall be not less than two days prior to the date of the election.
(f) In addition to any vendor provided training, the State Board shall provide training on routine
maintenance and testing of voting systems to county board personnel responsible for voting systems.
The State Board shall provide sample tests to be utilized by each county board. The State Board may
revise said testing format, based upon its audit and review.
(g) All results of each routine maintenance test and/or pre-qualification test, including the final errorless
test, shall be certified as accurate by the county board commissioners or their designees, and such
certification shall be entered upon the maintenance log for each such piece of equipment, together with
any other information prescribed in said log by the State Board.
(h) The county board shall certify to the State Board, the completion of each routine maintenance test
and/or pre-qualification test. All documentation and/or test decks, simulation cartridges and any test
data including but not limited to copies of ballot programming used for required maintenance tests shall
be maintained in secure locked storage for two years after the election, pursuant to Election Law section
3-222. Such certification shall be on a form prescribed and furnished by the State Board, and shall be
accompanied by copies of each maintenance log.
(i) Each county shall keep a detailed log of maintenance performance and testing procedures. Such logs
shall be in a format provided by the State Board and ·the same shall have been reviewed by the vendor.
(j) Such logs shall be provided quarterly to or as requested by the State Board, for their review and
inspection, and shall be made available to the public.
(k) The State Board may, upon review of the maintenance logs, require further testing of any such piece
of equipment or may remove a piece of equipment from use in an election until further examination
and testing has been completed, or may rescind certification pursuant to section 6209.8 of the State
Board regulations.
(1) The State Board may reinstate the certification if the equipment passes these further tests, and a
review of the maintenance logs supports such reinstatement.
(2) County boards shall make the system or equipment available to the State Board for any such
additional testing and shall provide such assistance as may be deemed necessary.
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(I) During the initial time period in which such system or equipment is used, to include a primary election
and a general election, the State Board shall assist in the routine maintenance, testing and the operation
of the voting machines or systems. Such assistance shall include but not be limited to:
(1) election configuration and ballot configuration related to voting system testing and use;
(2) pre-qualification and post-election tests;
(3) election day support, via phone, email, facsimile or on-site, as necessary;
(4) post-election support, to include recanvass, challenges, and audit conducted pursuant to Election
Law section 9-211;
(5) staff training;
(6) defining personnel requirements and tasks;
(7) defining procedures for pre-qualification, post-election, and maintenance tests; and
(8) defining procedures for canvassing and recanvassing votes cast in an election.
(m) During successive years, the State Board, whenever it deems necessary, or at the request of a
county board, may assist in any or all aspects of the operation of the system.

Section 6210.3. Submission of procedures for unofficial tally of results of election.
County boards which adopt procedures pursuant to Election Law section 9-126(3) shall file such
procedures with the State Board of Elections.

Section 6210.4. Demonstration models.
(a) During the first five years after purchase, any county which purchases voting equipment systems
shall provide a model, diagram, video or other electronic instruction (example CD ROM) of such voting
system's equipment for each polling place in its jurisdiction.
(b) Any such model, diagram, video or other electronic instruction must be approved by the State Board
and must meet the following specifications:
(1) May not contain the name of any party or independent body which has been continuously used in
New York State.
(2) Display a ballot layout which shall consist of at least two party rows and eight voting positions
including at least one multiple-candidate office (vote for two).
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(3) Demonstrate how a votercan:
(i) Vote for a candidate, question or proposition.
(ii) Verify in a private and independent manner the votes selected by the voter on the ballot before the
ballot is cast and counted.
(iii) In a private and independent manner change the ballot or correct any error before the ballot is cast
and counted, including the opportunity to correct the error through the issuance of a replacement ballot
if the voter was otherwise unable to change the ballot or correct any error.
(iv) Cast a write-in ballot.
(v) Cast the ballot.
(vi) Be notified on the effect of the voter casting multiple votes for an office or proposal in excess of the
number permitted.
(vii) Be notified on the effects of an undervote.
(viii) Utilize the accept ballot/reject ballot feature, if any is available on such voting machine or system.
(c) If a model is used, each model must:
(1) be no less than 11 inches by 14 inches; and
(2) be operated by electricity and/or a battery power source.
(d) If a diagram is used it shall be no smaller than 11 inches by 17 inches.

Section 6210.5. Voting system operations.
(a) All voting systems used in New York State shall be used in a manner consistent with Election Law,
these regulations and the United States Election Assistance Commission's 2005 Voluntary Voting System
Guidelines and any conditions specified in the State Board's certification of the voting system for use in
New York elections.
(b) Only the county board shall have care, custody and control over all resources for the purposes of
conducting elections, including but not limited to vote counting, preparation and custody of ballots,
system maintenance and all testing. If it becomes necessary to transfer control of any equipment to a
vendor for repairs, or to other political subdivisions for use by them in their elections, such

voting

systems and/or equipment shall not be used in a live election by the county board until such time as
such equipment is returned to the care, custody and control of the county board and acceptance testing
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of each such system or equipment is performed pursuant to section 6209.10 of the State Board
Regulations.
Section 6210.6. Personnel.
It is the responsibility of the county board to provide sufficient and appropriate staff to perform the
functions required for successful use of the voting system. All tasks shall be defined in written
procedures, and personnel assigned shall be thoroughly trained to carry out their responsibilities.

Section 6210.7. Ballots.
(a) For the production of paper ballots or ballot faces for DRE voting systems, the county board shall
contract with a printer or use in-house print services that have the requisite expertise, staff, and
equipment for printing ballots of the complexity and in the volume required for the conduct of elections
in that county, and that ensures delivery of finished ballots in time to comply with the relevant
provisions of the Election Law and the electioncalendar.
(b) Detailed specifications for production of ballots shall be supplied to the county board by the voting
system vendor. These shall include but not be limited to particulars of the system's ballot such as
weight, grain and color of stock; dimensions of ballot faces, ballots and ballot cards; corner cuts;
perforations, both for ballot boundaries and for stub boundaries, when appropriate; ballot positions,
sensitive areas and voting targets; pre-marks for imprinting of ballot configuration information; printing
registration and tolerances; ink; use of drying powder; and packaging of printed ballots for shipment and
for storage until time of use. The county board shall transmit these specifications to the printer chosen
to produce itsballots.
(c) In the first year that the voting system is in use, a copy of the final form and arrangement of each
ballot configuration shall be filed with the State Board.
(d) Ballots shall be identified by ballot configuration, using marks which are machine readable and
human readable text.
(e) Ballots to be used with poll site optical scan voting systems, shall be in a form consistent with
Election Law section 7-106. Each ballot shall have a numbered stub which can be separated from it along
a perforated boundary. Such ballot shall be detached from the numbered stub prior to the election
inspector giving the ballot to the voter and be retained by the county board in a manner consistent with
election-related document retention requirements.
(1) The ballot stubs shall be sequentially numbered, and shall include the date of the election, the
political subdivision in which the ballot is valid, and in a primary election, the name of the

party

conducting the primary, and further, stubs may be color coded, to correspond to same.
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(2) Ballot stubs shall include spaces for inspectors to indicate with their initials, whether the ballot was
used for affidavit or emergency purposes.
(3) Ballots shall be bound in booklets of 100, or in such other increments as a county board may, by
written procedure, deem appropriate. Binding shall be by staples, to help ensure ballot accountability.
(4) Ballot booklets shall have a cover, on which shall be printed the date of the election, the political
subdivision in which the ballot booklet shall be valid, the range of sequential ballot stub numbers
contained therein, and such other administrative information as the county board may deem necessary.
In primary elections, booklet covers shall include the name of the party conducting a primary, and may
be color coded, to correspond to same.
(5) When more than one ballot booklet is to be used in any election district, a transmittal sheet shall
accompany the booklets, which shall specify how many booklets are included in the inspector supply
bag, the complete range of sequential ballot stub numbers for that district, and shall further provide a
space or spaces for inspectors to confirm receipt of all ballots.
(6) Ballot booklet(s) and any transmittal sheet, shall be delivered to inspectors with other election day
supplies, in a separate, secure, sealed and labeled envelope or pouch.
(7) Only one ballot booklet at a time should be on the inspector table, and the remaining booklets shall
be kept in their secure envelope or pouch, in the inspector supply case.
(8) When all ballots in a booklet have been used, leaving only the cover and the stapled pad of stubs,
such booklet shall be returned to the ballot booklet envelope/pouch and the next appropriately
numbered ballot booklet shall be removed for use.
(9) After the close of polls, the transmittal sheet shall be completed by the inspectors, indicating which
booklets were completely used, partially used, or not used. The ballot booklet envelope/pouch shall be
sealed and returned to the county board with all other election day supplies.
(f) The county board shall cause its respective printer(s) to certify to the county board, upon delivery of
ballots ordered:
(1) the actual number of ballots printed;
(2) the number of ballots delivered; and
(3) that all other ballots printed have been destroyed.
The county board shall inventory all ballots and ensure the security of any and all ballots while they are
in the possession of the county board.
(g) For central count paper-based voting systems, ballots printed for absentee voting, and those printed
for emergency, special and affidavit purposes shall be tabulated by batch, and be subject to all
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appropriate provisions of these regulations. The county board shall provide a means by which affidavit,
emergency, and special ballots shall be distinguished from absentee ballots.

Section 6210.8. Test deck procedures.
Each county board shall prepare a test deck to be used to verify that the voting system's election
configuration and ballot configuration is correct and that the voting system will accurately cast and
count votes within each individual ballot configuration.
(a) The ballots shall be voted with a pre-determined number of valid votes for each candidate, each
write-in position, and each voting option on every proposal that appears on the ballot as certified by the
county board in order to verify that the vote system is programmed to correctly count the ballots. The
deck includes one or more ballots that are intended to fail, have been improperly voted, or which are
voted in excess of the number allowed by law, and one or more ballots on which no votes are cast, in
order to test the ability of the system to recognize and/or notify of an under or over vote. If there is
more than one ballot configuration for an election, a separate test deck is created for each ballot
configuration. In election districts that will utilize a single voting system for two or more ballot
configurations, required testing shall consist of a different test deck for each ballot configuration to be
utilized on such voting system, to ensure that the addition of multiple ballot configurations has not
affected the accurate casting and counting of votes within individual ballot configurations.
(b) Test decks which include sub-decks are created once election configuration and ballot configuration
tasks have been completed, and ballot configurations have been verified, utilizing detailed procedures
for preparation of a test deck prescribed to the county board by the State Board. Using a tool or tools,
(ie Excel) make a test script for each specific ballot within the test deck, such that when all test ballots
within the test deck are completely cast it will accurately test all positions, undervotes, overvotes, writein positions, propositions and ballots that are deliberately designed to fail.
(1) To create a test deck on an optical scan voting system, test ballots must be marked, following the
pattern determined to sufficiently test the ballot programming, logic, and accuracy.
(i) For optical scan voting systems, the test deck includes one or more ballots on which two or more
votes are cast for a candidate whose name appears on the ballot more than once for the same office in
order to test the ability of the system to count only the first of such votes for the candidate.
(2) To create a test deck for DRE systems, the creation of a test script is required, so that the pattern of
votes can be followed, to facilitate the manual casting of same.
(i) For DRE systems, the test deck includes one or more ballots in which an attempt is made to cast two
or more votes for a candidate whose name appears on the ballot more than once for the same office in
order to test the ability of the system to accurately cast the voter's choice(s) for such office.
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(3) Assign each ballot in the script a unique ballot number.
(4) Calculate the number of ballots required to conduct each test. This calculation is the minimum
number of ballots that must be cast on each voting machine or system where such ballot configuration
is programmed, pursuant to section 6210.2 (c) of this Part.
(c) Upon creation of a test deck and prior to use in pre-qualification testing, the test deck must be
validated by casting the ballots in the test deck on a voting machine or system, printing out the
tabulation report and comparing same to the predetermined expected results for that test deck to
ensure accuracy. Any corrections to the test deck must be made prior to its use in pre-qualification
testing.
(d) Once a test deck has been validated, test decks are run by a bi-partisan team on each voting system
for which that particular ballot configuration is valid. The team shall enter at least one ballot from each
sub-deck using each feature intended for people with disabilities, and enter at least one ballot from
each sub-deck using each language provided on the unit. While one team member casts votes for the
test, the other member shall monitor that votes are cast correctly.
(1) The test shall be documented by the bi-partisan team, on a log to be prescribed by the State Board,
and the team shall affix their signatures to the log. The log shall include but not be limited to:
(i) The date the test was executed.
(ii) The names of the persons who performed the test and recorded the results.
(iii) The serial number of the machine on which the test was executed.
(iv) The protective counter number of the machine on which the test was executed as it appeared both
at the beginning and conclusion of testing.
(v) The name or description of the test performed.
(vi) The version number of the software under test.
(vii) The test result, either pass if the results match the expected results exactly, or fail if there is even
one discrepancy.
(e) The bi-partisan team shall compare the accuracy of the results reported by the voting system to the
expected results and determine if the machine passed or failed. Any discrepancies indicate a failure and
must be investigated.
(1) If a test deck is run on a DRE, and the pre-determined vote count does not compare to the results
reported by the voting system, the bi-partisan team shall document the problem, and then compare the
paper audit trail transactions to the unique test ballot scripts, to be sure votes were cast correctly. Any
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corrections to the test deck itself, or to the casting of the test deck shall be made, and the test deck shall
be re-run until two error-free test results are produced, pursuant to section 6210.2(c)(l) of this Part.
(2) If a test deck is run on an optical scan voting system, and the pre-determined vote count does not
match the computer generated tabulation, then the bi-partisan team shall document the problem and
compare the unique ballot script pattern with the test deck pattern to ensure that the test deck was
made correctly and that all ballots were run. Any corrections to the test deck itself, or to the casting of
the test deck, shall be made and the test deck shall be re-run until two error-free test results are
produced, pursuant to section 6210.2(c)(l) of this Part.
(3) If the test deck and voting system fail to produce two consecutive error-free results, the system shall
not be used until such time as the problem is resolved in a manner consistent with vendor
documentation and State Board procedure.
(f) For DRE systems, the paper audit trail records with the accumulation report shall be signed by the
testing team, then bound and placed in secure storage. For optical scan voting systems, the results
report shall be signed by the bi-partisan team, and placed in secure storage. After all voting systems
upon which a particular ballot configuration is valid have been tested, the test deck shall be stored with
all corresponding reports, audit trails, log sheets and system logs required to be produced and reviewed
pursuant to paragraph (e)(3) of this section.
(g) For central count paper-based systems, after entering all election ballot codes and creating header
cards, if required by the software, the following verification procedures shall be performed:
(1) Place one ballot from the appropriate ballot configuration behind each header card.
(2) Process the complete set of header cards containing the single ballots against the absentee counting
system and ballot counting program.
(3) If the software rejects a header or ballot card, the cause of the error shall be ascertained and
corrected.
(4) Re-process all cards which generated errors to verify correction.
(5) At the discretion of and mutual agreement of a county board's commissioners, a resolution may be

adopted for a specific election, which may provide that ballots be canvassed manually, rather than by
using the central count paper-based voting system. Such resolution shall be filed with the county board's
official minutes, and notice of the resolution and decision shall be provided in writing, to the State Board
and to all party chairs and candidates, whose names appear on the ballots to be counted manually. The
county board shall give written notice, by first class mail, to the State Board and to all party chairs and
candidates who are lawfully entitled to have their names appear on the ballots, of such resolution.

Section 6210.9. Vote tabulation.
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(a) Preparation of ballots for tabulation by central count paper-based systems.
(1) Ballots shall be reviewed pursuant to the provisions of section 6210.13 of this Part, to determine if
the ballot is machine-readable or if the ballot requires that it be manually counted, then recorded in the
official canvass of the votes for the election.
(2) Ballots shall be assembled in separate batches by election district unless otherwise directed by the
county board to preserve the secrecy of the ballot.
(i) Each batch shall be identified by a header card and at the end of all batches there shall be an end- or
trailer- card, if required by the software. Header and trailer cards· shall be visually distinct from ballots.
Such distinction may be made, for example, by using a different color card stock, or different edge
marking, or by other appropriate means.
(ii) The bi-partisan team of county board personnel shall place header cards, in order that the votes
recorded on each ballot shall be attributed to the correct election district. When placing header cards,
as each is placed by one person, the other person shall verify that the header card is the correct one for
the batch of ballots which follows it and that it is correctly oriented in the batch.
(3) Ballots shall then be fed into the central count paper-based voting system. Following the counting of
all ballots, a tabulation report shall be printed. Two back-up copies of the tabulation report shall be
locked in secure storage.
(4) Where the number of ballots to be canvassed is small, the county board may provide for canvassing
of the ballots by larger units of representation.
(b) Testing during ballot tabulation by central count paper-based systems. The system shall be so
designed and constructed that, at the discretion of the county board, it shall be possible to halt the
ballot tabulation at a point when a portion of the election districts have been counted, and run the test
deck to demonstrate, as in the tests listed in section 6210.2 of this Part, the accuracy and dependability
of the count without interrupting or affecting any official tabulation of results that may be

on

the

equipment at that time.
(c) Testing following the machine tabulation of ballots by central count systems. Immediately following
the machine tabulation of the ballots from all the election districts and the production of the countywide totals of votes, the pre-count tests listed in section 6210.2 of this Part, shall be run so as to
demonstrate the accuracy and dependability of the count.

Section 6210.10. Ballot accounting.
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(a) Following the counting of all votes in an election, a full accounting of paper ballots shall be made,
and shall be reported on a form to be provided by the State Board, which shall include:
(1) For each entire election and for each ballot configuration used in it, the number of paper ballots shall
equal the sum of paper ballots issued to voters and paper ballots not issued to voters, returned but not
sent for tabulation because the voter voted at the polls, ballots spoiled, and paper ballots not returned.
In each category of ballots issued, the report shall specify how many, if any, and in what category any
emergency or affidavit ballots were used.
(2) For each entire election and for each ballot configuration used in it, the number of paper ballots not
issued to voters shall equal the sum of the number of paper ballots used for testing/sample purposes
and paper ballots remaining unissued and unused.
(b) The ballot accounting report shall be attested to by the county board commissioners and shall be
retained in accordance with Election Law section 3- 222.

Section 6210.11. Voting systems security.
County board election officials shall take all steps necessary to ensure that the voting systems and
election processes entrusted to them are protected against errors, accidents and malicious or fraudulent
manipulation, consistent with voting system security procedures developed by the State Board.
(a) The county board shall establish procedures and policies which protect the voting system facility
itself, the voting systems stored therein, and servers and computer systems used therein. The county
board shall also ensure that any security features or processes recommended by the vendor, such as
virus protections, shall be implemented. The county board shall further provide

within

the

facility,

locked, secure storage for all ballots, system test materials, copies of software, copies of ballot
programming, programming devices, memory devices, disability access devices, voting system keys, key
cards, and all ancillary devices or voting system components and materials.
(b) County boards shall adopt security procedures which restrict and document all access to voting
systems, computer systems, software, firmware, system components, programming, test materials and
any other ballot creation, counting or other system components. All programming, maintenance testing,
pre-qualification and post-election testing and canvassing/recanvassing, shall be conducted by bipartisan teams and be performed in secure, restricted-access space, and logs shall be maintained
indicating task/staff assignments, time in and out, security password change dates and other such
pertinent data.
(c) Internal security procedures shall require the frequent changing of passwords at established
intervals, including prior to setup for use in any election.
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(1) If at any time the county board discovers that any password has been lost, shared or otherwise
compromised, all passwords shall be changed.
(2) If persons with administrative passwords are assisting in the performance of election tasks not
related to the administration of the voting system, they shall perform such work using their staff
password, and not their administrative password.
(d) The county board shall maintain a log, in a manner prescribed by the State Board, which clearly
tracks a chain of custody for each voting system.
(1) A log shall be maintained for each voting system, identifying the placement of and serial number on
each tamper-evident seal used to secure the voting system and its devices while in the custody of the
county board, used to secure the device for delivery to poll sites, and for the securing and return of
same, after the close of polls.
(i) At any stage of the administration, programming or conduct of an election, if a tamper-evident seal is
found to have been compromised, or if serial numbers as logged do not match those on the device, the
matter shall be immediately documented and investigated.
(ii) The county board shall adopt procedures which direct their actions in such investigations, and which
identify methods for the resolution or amelioration of such breaches of security.
(2) A copy of county board security procedures and policies shall be filed with the State Board upon
adoption.
(e) The voting system supporting software, the election management software (EMS) and the specific
election configuration and ballot configuration for each election shall be maintained under control of
the county board and placed in secure locked storage at all times when not in use. Master copies of all
election configuration and ballot configuration shall be retained in secured locked storage as designated
by the county commissioners and separate from the location of working copies, from the time of
completion of pre-qualification demonstration testing and for as long after the election as required by
law, these regulations, as ordered by a court, or as directed by the State Board.
(f) The county board shall enforce the provisions of the Election Law which relate to canvassing and
recanvassing of votes cast in an election, as well as these regulations and directives of the StateBoard.
(g) The voting system and any computers or other peripheral devices shall be dedicated solely to
election configuration, ballot configuration (layout) and vote counting functions, including tests listed in
section 6210.2 of this Part pre-qualification and post-election testing. The system components used
specifically for voting, such as any scanner, DRE or ballot marking device, shall not be capable of being
networked: no modem, telecommunications nor wireless communications devices may be components
of a voting system. Other components that are not physically or electronically connected to a scanner,
DRE, ballot marking device or other component used specifically for voting may be configured as a
closed network which cannot be connected to any other internal or external network. Such closed
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network may be used for the preparation of ballot configuration (layout) and vote counting functions.
Any EMS system configured as a closed network requires prior approval and testing by the State Board
of Elections. No unapproved software or hardware may be installed or run at any time on any part of the
voting system.
(h) Audit records shall be prepared for all phases of election configuration and ballot configuration using
devices under the care, custody and control of the county board. Such audit records shall address the
election configuration and ballot configuration phase, pre-qualification tests, and voting and ballotcounting operations. The voting system supporting software shall log and report audit data such that:
(1) Systems shall provide the capability to create and maintain a real-time audit record to record and
provide the operator or election inspector with continuous updates on voting system status.
(2) All systems shall include a real-time clock as part of the system's hardware. The system shall
maintain an absolute record of the time and date or a record relative to some event whose time and
data are known and recorded.
(3) All audit record entries shall include the time-and-date stamp.
(4) The generation of audit record entries shall not be able to be terminated or altered by program
control, hardware control or by the intervention of any person. The physical security and integrity of the
record shall be maintained at all times.
(5) The system shall be capable of printing a copy of the audit record.
(6) Any and all reports produced by the printer shall be retained by the county board in accordance with
Election Law and these regulations.
(i) All vote counting programs, including the voting system supporting software and the specific election
configuration and ballot configuration coding for each election, shall be available for inspection by the
State Board.
(j) The county board shall adopt a contingency plan, which addresses how an election shall be
configured, tested, conducted, and tabulated, in the event of an unanticipated or unavoidable event.
Such plan shall, at a minimum, identify an alternate site within the county, from which election
management, administrative or canvassing tasks can be conducted, in the event their own facility is
unavailable to them or otherwise compromised.
(k) Following voting and ballot accounting, the ballots as originally secured at the close of polls on
Election Day, shall be reassembled, packaged, sealed and labeled.
(1) The county board shall develop a written plan for the retention and storage of the foregoing, and any
other data processing materials related to the vote counting, and of all documentation of the election.
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(2) All such ballots, materials and documents shall be placed in locked storage in a secure location and
shall remain there until the expiration of the period for challenging elections and for as long as required
by law, State Board regulations, or unless a court orders their release.
(I) Voting systems and election management systems shall be implemented such that the county board's
voting system will only accept election configuration and ballot configuration from that board's election
management system and an election management system will only accept results from that board's
voting systems, unless two or more county boards enter into a mutually-acceptable written agreement
to share election configuration and ballot configuration programming services. A copy of such written
agreement shall be filed with the State Board.

Section 6210.12. Procedures.
The county board shall adopt written procedures to further implement those provisions of the Election
Law, the State Board regulations and the United States Election Assistance Commission's 2005 Voluntary
Voting System Guidelines and any conditions specified in the State Board's certification of the voting
system for use in New York elections. Such procedures shall include, but not be limited to, ballot
security, ballot distribution and counting, the challenge process and systems evaluation. Such
procedures shall also include security provisions covering the physical protection of facilities, data and
communications access control, internal procedural security, contingency plans, and standards for
programming, acceptance testing, audit trails and documentation. The State Board shall develop
guidelines for the development of security procedures. All procedures shall be submitted to and
approved by the State Board prior to the first use of these systems in an election.

Section 6210.13. Standards for determining valid votes.
The State Board hereby adopts the following regulations to provide for uniform, non discriminatory
standards for establishing what constitutes a vote and what shall be counted as a vote for all categories
of voting systems and voting procedures used in New York.
The following standards shall apply in determining whether a ballot has been properly voted and
whether a vote should be counted for any office or ballot question.
(a) The following general standards shall apply in the counting of all ballots and votes, regardless of the
voting system used:
(1) A ballot that is marked or signed by the voter in such a way that it can be identified from other
ballots must be voided and none of its votes counted. Examples of such markings include, but are not
limited to: voter signature, initials, voter name and address, voter identification number, messages or
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text, or unusual markings not related to indication of the vote choice for a contest. If there are distinctly
identifiable markings on one page of a multiple-page ballot, the entire ballot must be voided.
(2) A vote for any candidate or ballot measure shall not be rejected solely because the voter failed to
follow instructions for marking the ballot. If, for any reason, it is impossible to determine the choice of
the voter for any candidate or ballot question, the vote for that candidate or ballot question shall be
considered void.
(3) A mark is considered valid when it is clear that it represents the voter's choice and is the technique
consistently used by the voter to indicate his or her selections. Such marks may include, but are not
limited to, properly filled in voting position targets, cross mark "X", a checkmark "X", circles, completed
open arrow"<--", or any other clear indication of the voter's choice.
(i) A mark crossed out by the voter, an erasure, or words such as no next to a candidate's name or a
voting position target area for a ballot question shall not be considered to be a valid vote but will,
instead, be deemed an indication that the voter did not choose to cast a vote for that candidate or
measure and the vote for that candidate or proposition shall be considered void.
(4) In determining the validity of a partially filled-in voting position target area, the consistency of a
voter's marks on the entire ballot shall be taken into consideration. A hesitation mark such as a dot in
the voting position target area shall not be considered a valid mark unless it is demonstrated that the
voter consistently marked his or her ballot in such a manner.
(5) Overvote. If a contest is marked with a greater number of choices of different candidates or ballot
questions than the number for which he or she is lawfully entitled to vote, the vote shall not be counted
for that contest, but shall be counted in all other contests in which there are no overvotes and the
voter's choice can be clearly determined.
(6) Undervote. If a contest is marked with a lesser number of choices of candidates or ballot questions
than the number for which he or she is lawfully entitled to vote, the votes cast for all otherwise properly
marked candidates or ballot questions shall be counted.
(7) If a ballot is marked in each of two or more target areas or sensitive areas for a candidate whose
name appears on the ballot more than once for the same office, and the total number of votes cast for
such race for different candidates does not exceed the number for which he or she is lawfully entitled to
vote, only the first vote for such candidate with multiple markings shall be counted for such candidate.
(8) Ballots that are damaged, torn by the Board of Elections or its agents, or otherwise non-machine
processable as submitted by the voter, shall be manually counted by a bipartisan team of election
inspectors and such vote totals shall be added to the canvass of such other valid ballots for

the

respective office(s) and ballot questions.
(9) Unintended machine marks placed on a ballot by the voting system that are not made at the
direction of the voter shall not invalidate the ballot.
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(10) If two or more persons are to be nominated or elected to the same office or position, a voter may
vote for one or more persons whose names do appear on the ballot and one or more persons whose
names do not appear on the ballot, provided that the total number of votes cast by the voter for that
office or position does not exceed the number of persons to be elected or nominated to such office or
position.
(11) Abandoned ballot.
(i) If a voter leaves the voting machine or system without casting their ballot, a bipartisan team of
election inspectors shall cause the ballot to be cast as the voter left it, without examining the ballot.
(ii) If a voter leaves their paper ballot in a privacy booth and leaves the polling place without first casting
that ballot on the voting device, such ballot shall be marked spoiled and retained by the election
inspectors, accounted for in the statement of canvass, and returned in secure storage with such other
spoiled ballots to the county board.
(12) Write-in votes are votes cast for a person or persons whose name(s) do not appear on the official
ballot.
(i) Write-in votes for persons who names appear on the official ballot for that office or party position
shall not be counted.
(ii) A write-in vote may be cast by the use of a name stamp.
(iii) A write-in vote must be cast in the appropriate place on the machine, or it shall be void and not
counted.
(iv) A voter need not write in the first and last name of a candidate in every situation; the standard is
whether the election inspectors can reasonably determine the intent of the voter when they cast their
ballot.
(13) If a ballot is received that is a Federal write-in absentee ballot (pursuant to 42 USC section 1973ff2), the county board shall canvass the ballot as follows:
(i) If the overseas voter designated a candidate by writing in the name of the candidate or writing in the
name of a political party, the vote is counted for the candidate of that party.
(ii) If the overseas voter wrote in only the last name of a candidate whose name appears on the ballot,
the vote is counted for that candidate.
(iii) If the voter wrote in the name of only a candidate for president or only a candidate for vicepresident whose name appears on the ballot, the vote is counted for the electors of that candidate. The
name is entered into the canvass as the official ballot name of the presidential candidate.
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(iv) Abbreviations, misspellings or other minor variations in the form of the name of a candidate or
political party shall be disregarded if the intention of the voter can be ascertained. The name is entered
into the canvass so that its spelling matches the spelling of the candidate's official ballot name. If it is
impossible to determine the voter's choice of a candidate or candidates for an office upon the official
ballot, such vote shall not be counted, but shall be returned as a blank vote.

Section 6210.14. Standards for determining valid votes on direct recording electronic (DRE) equipment.
(a) A vote cast on a DRE voting device shall be the choice made by a voter, not to exceed the maximum
allowable votes per race or question than the number for which the voter is eligible to vote, by pressing
the appropriate sensitive area, or using an approved accessibility device to cast a vote on the DRE voting
device in a manner to cause an "X", highlight or similar designation to display in the voting target
position of the name of the candidate or ballot question for which the voter desires to vote, followed by
the voter activating the cast vote indicator.
(b) To select a candidate or vote on a ballot question, the voter shall:
(1) press the appropriate sensitive area on the touch-screen, press the button, target area, or use an
approved accessibility device to choose a candidate or vote on a ballot question for which the voter
desires to vote;
(2) type on the touch-screen, or use the scrolling device to select on the screen, the letters for the name
of a write-in candidate in accordance with the instructions for voting on the DRE voting system and
press the appropriate place on the touch-screen or press the button to record the write-in vote in the
designated write-inspace;
(3) press the appropriate place on the official ballot to designate a write-in candidate and write the
name of a candidate on the paper provided in the write-in candidate window; or
(4) use an approved accessibility device on an accessible voting unit to signify the voter's selection of a
particular candidate or to vote on a ballot question for which the voter desires to vote.
(c) To verify selections the county board shall allow the voter in a private and independent manner to
review and verify the votes selected by the voter on the ballot before the ballot is cast and counted,
including the opportunity to change the ballot or correct any error before the ballot is cast and counted,
including the opportunity to correct the error through the issuance of a replacement ballot if the voter
was otherwise unable to change the ballot or correct the error.
(d) To cast a ballot, the voter shall:
(1) press the place on the touch-screen or press the button to activate the cast ballot indicator; or
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(2) use an approved accessibility device for the accessible voting unit to signify the voter's desire to cast
the ballot.
Section 6210.15. Standards for determining valid votes on optical scan voting systems and/or paper
ballots.
(a) Standards indicating a valid vote. A vote cast on a paper ballot shall be the choice made by a voter,
not to exceed the maximum allowable votes per race or question than the number for which the voter is
eligible to vote, by: (the examples below in this section apply to all types of voting position target areas
on ballots, regardless of what form they may take e.g. rectangle, oval, circle, square, open arrow):
(1) voter indicates vote choice by consistently filling inside the entire voting position target;
(2) voter indicates choice by consistently filling in less than the entire voting position target for all vote
choices on the ballot and the ballot is processed in a manner consistent with the use procedures
provided and approved for the voting system;
(3) voter indicates vote choice by consistently placing a distinctive mark, such as properly filled in voting
position targets, a cross mark "X", a checkmark "X", a circle, or complete an open arrow
associated voting position target area for a candidate choice or ballot question;

"<--" inside the

(4) voter marks vote choices by circling the entire voting position target area for a candidate or ballot
question;
(5) voter writes in or stamps the name of a candidate in the designated write-in space for that race, even
if the write-in square, oval or arrow is notmarked;
(6) a write-in vote in addition to a vote for another candidate for the office, with a greater number of
choices of different candidates than the number for which he or she is lawfully entitled to vote, the vote
shall not be counted for that contest, but shall be counted in all other contests in which there are not
overvotes and the voter's choices can be clearly determined;
(7) any ballot which has any other mark or marks in the target area or sensitive area including circling
the target area and/or candidate's name or making a mark through the target area, provided that the
votes do not exceed the maximum allowable votes per race or question than the number for which the
voter is eligible to vote, shall be counted as a vote for such candidate(s) or ballot question(s);
(8) any ballot which has a mark or marks in the target area or sensitive area for one candidate, which
extended partially into one or more other target areas or sensitive areas, shall be counted as a vote for
the candidate so marked only if it is readily apparent that at least 3/4th of the mark is in that candidate's
area or target area, and no other candidate is similarly marked;
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(9) any ballot which has a mark that is clearly next to (either before or after) a candidate's name, or
across the name, shall be recognized as a mark and shall be counted as a vote for the candidate or
question so marked; or
(10) writings or remarks which appear to be ranking the candidates (e.g. letters, numbers <f::=/-) shall not
be considered valid marks unless the number of such marks does not exceed the maximum allowable
votes per race than the number for which the voter is eligible to vote.
(b) Standards indicating an invalid vote. A voter's choice shall be considered an invalid vote, if the:
(1) Voter uses random markings and there is no distinctive .and consistent voting pattern to clearly
indicate voter choice(s).
(2) A mark that is between or across more than one candidate's name, target areas or sensitive areas
shall not be recognized as a mark and no vote shall becounted.
(c) Whenever paper ballots are to be counted manually, the county board of elections shall use the
accompanying "Ballots Examples for Counting Paper Ballots" as guidance for such counts.

Section 6210.17. Standards for determining valid votes on lever type voting machine.
A vote cast on a lever-type voting machine, as specified by the legally valid ballot instructions, shall be
the choice made by a voter, not to exceed the maximum allowable votes per race or question than the
number for which the voter is eligible to vote, by either operating the lever adjacent to the name of the
candidate or ballot question or by writing or stamping the name of a write-in candidate whose name
does not otherwise appear on the ballot for that office, in or upon the proper receptacle or device
provided, followed by the voter activating the cast vote mechanism.

Section 6210.18. Three-percent audit.
(a) As required by NYS Election Law, section 9-211, the Board of Elections or a bipartisan team
appointed by such board shall manually count all votes of the voter verifiable paper audit trail (VVPAT)
from no less than three percent of each type of voting machine or system used within the county,
provided, however, that there shall be a manual count of at least one of each type of voting machine or
system used therein for each public office and any questions or proposals appearing on the ballot. The
conduct of such random audit shall be in a manner consistent with procedures prescribed by the State
Board of Elections.
(b) The voting machines or systems to be audited to meet the county-wide minimum requirement set
forth in subdivision (a) of this section shall be selected by lot through a transparent, random, manual
process where all selections of machines or systems used in the county are equally probable. The voting
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machines or systems to be audited to meet the requirements for a specific contest set forth in
subdivision (a) of this section shall be selected by lot through a transparent, random, manual process
where all selections of machines or systems used in the contest within each county are equally
probable. The county boards shall adopt one of the random, manual selection methods prescribed by
the State Board of Elections or such county board may submit for approval by the State Board a
proposed alternative random, manual selection method. County board adoption of the prescribed
random, manual selection method shall take place not later than 45 days after the purchase of a voting
system and notice by the county board of the adoption of such random, manual selection method shall
be filed with the State Board.
(1) As required by NYS Election Law, section 9-211, not less than five days prior to the time fixed for the
random selection process, the Board of Elections shall send notice by first class mail to each candidate,
political party and independent body entitled to have had watchers present at the polls in any election
district in such board's jurisdiction and to the State Board. Such notice shall state the time and place
fixed for such random selection process. Such random selection process shall not occur

until after

election day. Each candidate, political party or independent body entitled to appoint watchers to attend
at a polling place shall be entitled to appoint such number of watchers to observe the random selection
process and the subsequent audit.
(2) Such notice shall also announce the date, time, and location that the audit shall commence,
information on the number of audit teams which will conduct such audit, and such other information
that the county board deems necessary.
(3) The county board shall at a single session randomly select from all machines and systems used within
the county in the election so that no further drawings are required if anomalies are encountered during
the manual audit. The audit shall commence on the same day as the random, manual selection process.
(4) Prior to auditing the audit records, the county board shall distribute to those in attendance at the
audit session, copies of the list showing the number of machines and systems needed to meet the audit
requirement and the unofficial vote results per voting machine or system selected for audit.
(c) For each voting machine or system subject to be audited, the manual audit shall consist of a manual
tabulation of the voter verifiable paper audit trail records and a comparison of such count, with respect
to all candidates and any questions or proposals appearing on the ballot, with the electronic vote
tabulation reported for such election district.
(1) A reconciliation report, on a form prescribed by the State Board of Elections, that reports and
compares the manual and electronic vote tabulations for each audited candidate for each contest and
any question or proposal from each machine or system subject to the audit by election district, including
tallies of overvotes, undervotes, blank ballots, spoiled ballots and rejections recorded on the VVPAT,
along with any discrepancies, shall be prepared by the board of elections or a bipartisan team appointed
by such board and signed by such members of the audit team.
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(2) Any discrepancies between the corresponding audit results and initial electronic vote counts shall be
duly noted, along with a description of the actions taken by the county board of elections for resolution
of discrepancies. The number and type of any damaged or missing paper records shall be duly noted.
(3) If any unresolved discrepancy is detected between the manual count described in this subdivision
and the machine or system electronic count, even an unresolved discrepancy of a single vote, the
manual count shall be conducted a second time on such machine or system to confirm the discrepancy.
(d) The reconciliation report required in subdivision (c) of this section shall be transmitted to the county
board commissioners or their designees upon completion of the initial phase of the audit for
determination on the expansion of the audit conducted pursuant to subdivisions (e) through (g) of this
section.
(e) The county board shall aggregate the audit results reported pursuant to paragraph (c)(2) of this
section that are applicable to any contests, questions or proposals. The aggregated results for each
contest, question or proposal shall be used to determine whether further auditing is required as follows:
(1) For any contest, question or proposal, an expanded audit will be required if either or both of the
following criteria apply to the aggregated audit results:
(i) any one or more discrepancies between the confirming manual counts described in paragraph (c)(3)
of this section and the original machine or system electronic counts, which taken together, would alter
the vote share of any candidate, question or proposal by 0.1 percent or more of the hand counted votes
for respective contests, questions or proposals inthe entire sample; or
(ii) if discrepancies of any amount are detected between the confirming manual count described in
paragraph (c)(3) of this section and the original machine or system electronic count from at least 10
percent of the machines or systems initially audited then the board or bipartisan team appointed by
such board shall manually count the votes recorded on all the voter verifiable paper audit trail records
from no less than an additional five percent of each type of the same type of voting machine or system
which contains any such discrepancy or discrepancies;

(iii) when determining whether discrepancies warrant expanding the audit, the percentage-based
thresholds in this section shall be rounded down by truncating the decimal portion (with a minimum of
one).
(f) A further expansion of the audit will be required if either or both of the following criteria apply to the
audit results:
(1) For each contest, question or proposal, the county board shall aggregate the results from the initial

audit as required in subdivision (a) of this section and the expanded five percent audit. If, such
aggregated results of unresolved discrepancies satisfy the criteria in subparagraph (e)(l)(i) of this
section, a further expansion of the audit will be required.
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(2) For each contest, question or proposal, the county board shall take the results of the five percent
expanded audit under subdivision (e) of this section, and, if such results of unresolved discrepancies
satisfy the criteria in subparagraph (e)(l)(ii) of this section, a further expansion of the audit will

be

required.
(3) When an expanded audit is required for a contest pursuant to this section, each county board or
bipartisan team appointed by such board shall manually count all voter verifiable paper audit trail
records from no less than an additional 12 percent of each type of the same type of voting machine or
system which contains any such discrepancy or discrepancies.
(4) When determining whether discrepancies warrant expanding the audit, all percentage-based
thresholds in this section shall be rounded down by truncating the decimal portion (with a minimum of
one).
(g) A further expansion of the audit will be required if either or both of the following criteria apply to the
audit results:
(1) For each contest, question or proposal, the county board shall aggregate the results from the jnitial
audit as required in subdivision (a) of this section and the expanded audit as required in subdivisions (e)
and (f) of this section. If, such aggregated results of unresolved discrepancies satisfy the criteria in
subparagraph (e)(l)(i) of this section, a further expansion of the audit will be required.
(2) For each contest, question or proposal, the county board shall take the results of the 12 percent
expanded audit under subdivision (f) of this section, and, if such results of unresolved discrepancies
satisfy the criteria in subparagraph (e)(l)(ii) of this section, a further expansion of the audit will

be

required.
(3) When an expanded audit is required for a contest pursuant to this section, each county board shall
manually count all voter verifiable paper audit trail records from all the remaining unaudited machines
and systems where the contest appeared on the ballot.
(4) When determining whether discrepancies warrant expanding the audit, all percentage-based
thresholds in this section shall be rounded down by truncating the decimal portion (with a minimum of
one).
(h) The standards set forth in subdivisions (a)-(g) of this section are not intended to describe the only
circumstances for a partial or full manual count of the voter verifiable paper audit record, but instead
are designed to set a uniform statewide standard under which such hand counts must be performed.
The county boards of elections, as well as the courts, retain the authority to order manual counts of
those records in whole or in part under such other and additional circumstances as they deem
warranted. In doing so, they should take into consideration:
(1) whether the discrepancies were exclusively or predominantly found on one type of voting machine
or system;
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(2) the size of the discrepancies;
(3) the number of discrepancies;
(4) the percentage of machines or systems with discrepancies;
(5) the number and distribution of unusable voter-verified paper audit trail records as described in
subdivision (j) of this section;
(6) the number of cancellations recorded on the voter-verified paper audit trail records reported
pursuant to paragraph (c)(l) of this section; and
(7) whether, when projected to a full audit, the discrepancies detected (no matter how small) might
alter the outcome of the contest, question or proposal result.
(i) If the audit officials are unable to reconcile the manual count with the electronic vote tabulation on a
voting machine or system, then the Board of Elections shall conduct such further investigation of the
discrepancies as may be necessary for the purpose of determining whether or not to certify the election
results, expand the audit, or prohibit that voting machine or system's use in such jurisdiction.

(j) If a complete audit is conducted, the results of such audit shall be used by the canvassing board in
making the statement of canvass and determinations of persons elected and propositions approved or
rejected. The results of a partial audit shall not be used in lieu of voting machine or system tabulations,
unless a voting machine or system is found to have failed to record votes in a manner indicating an
operational failure. When such operational failure is found, the board of county canvassers shall use the
voter verifiable audit records to determine the votes cast on such machine or system, provided such
records were not also impaired by the operational failure of the voting machine or system. If the voter
verified paper audit trail records in any machine or system selected for an audit are found to be
unusable for an audit for any reason whatsoever, another machine or system used in the same contest
shall be selected at random by the county board to replace the original machine or system in the audit
sample. All such selections shall be made randomly in the presence of those observing the audit. The
county board shall inquire in an effort to determine the reason the voter verified paper audit trail
records were compromised and unusable and such inquiry shall begin as soon as practicable. The results
of the inquiry shall be made public upon completion.
(k) Any anomaly in the manual audit shall be reported to and be on a form prescribed by the State Board
and shall accompany the certified election results.

Section 6210.19. Minimum number of voting machines.
(a) The purpose of these determinations is to establish the minimum number of required voting
machines and privacy booths needed for each polling place based upon the type of voting system and
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the number of registered voters (excluding voters in inactive status) assigned to use that specific voting
device in accordance with NYS Election Law, sections 7-200 and 7-203.
(b) Determinations by type of voting system.
(1) Direct recording electronic voting systems.
(i) There shall be at least one direct recording electronic voting device for every 550 registered voters
(excluding voters in inactive status) at the polling place.
(2) Precinct based optical scan voting systems.
(i) There shall be at least one scanning device for every 4,000 registered voters (excluding voters in
inactive status) .at the pollingplace.

(ii) Privacy booths:
(a) there shall be at least one privacy booth for every 300 registered voters (excluding voters in inactive
status), except that in a general election for governor, or at elections at which electors for President of
the United States are selected there shall be at least one privacy booth for every 250 registered voters
(excluding voters in inactive status);
(b) at polling places that accommodate more than 6,000 registered voters (excluding voters in inactive
status), there shall be one privacy booth for every 350 registered voters (excluding voters in inactive
status) in a general election for governor, or at elections at which electors for President of the United
States shall be selected; and one privacy booth for every 400 active voters in all other elections; and
(c) a sufficient number of the privacy booths must be accessible to voters with disabilities.
(c) Obligations of the county boards of elections.
(1) County boards shall deploy sufficient voting equipment, election workers and other resources so that
voter waiting time at a poll site does not exceed 30 minutes. Each county board of elections may
increase in a non-discriminatory manner, the number of voting devices used in any specific polling place.
(2) The inspectors in each election district shall record the number of persons using audio, tactile or
pneumatic switch ballot devices. The county board of elections shall furnish additional voting machines
equipped with audio, tactile or pneumatic switch ballot devices when it appears that the number of
persons historically using such devices warrant additional devices.
(d) The State Board of Elections may authorize a reduction in the number of voting devices provided in
these regulations upon application of a county board of elections which demonstrates that such a
reduction will not create excessive waiting time by voters.
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Maintenance Certification Form
PURPOSE:
This form shall certify to the New York State Board of Elections, the completion of each
routine maintenance test and/or pre-qualification test. All documentation and/or test
decks, and any test data including but not limited to copies of ballot programming used
for required maintenance test shall be maintained in secure locked storage for two years
after the election, pursuant to NYS Election Law Section§ 3-222.
Check the appropriate b9,x;for desii ditquaHerl

If a Pre-Qualificationquarter is checked, provide the name and date of the election in
the space provided below (e.g. General Election 11-3-2009).

County Name:

Commissioner Print Name

Commissioner Sign Name

Date

Commissioner Print Name

Commissioner Sign Name

Date

Last Modified: 03/05/20 l 0

40 Steuben St., Albany, NY 12207

NYSBOE Election Operations Unit

Name (Team Member)

Printed:

.

Signature:
Role (Circle One)

Preformed Test/ Recorded Results

Name (Team Member)

Printed:

.

Signature:
Preformed Test/ Recorded Results

Role (Circle One)

System Make
System Model
System Serial Number
Test Performed
Protective Counter Start
Protective Counter Finish
Test Result (Circle One)

Last Modified: 04/24/2009

.
.
.
.
.
.

PASS

I

FAIL
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NYSBOE Election Operations Unit

Dominion ImageCast Maintenance Checklist
Non-Election Quarter

Pre-Qualification Standard

Pre-Qualification Comprehensive

County Name &
Number

Date

Master Serial #

County Serial #

Poll Site Location

(Pre-Qualification Only)

3
4
5

6

•
•
•

•
•

Ballot Styles(s)

(Pre-Qualification Only)

Ballot Box Compartment Keys
Security Keys (iButtons)
ImageCast Precinct Ballot Coun er Keys
Compact Flash (CF) memory ca rds
Printer paper (loaded in scanner)
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CBOE

Dominion ImageCast Maintenance Checklist

Describe Damage:

Perform Complete System Diagnostics (follow
Print Diagnostics Report and place with log

.

.

.

.

.

•
•

Inspect the printed tape and verify that the master serial number on the tape matches
the serial number located on the optical scanner and the results are zero
Verify the public counter on the O erator Screen
Locate the software version number on the tape and record here:

.
.

.
.

.
.

.
.

.
.

36

•

Locate the protective counter number on the tape and record here:

.

.

.

.

.

37
38

•
•

Remove the printout and place with log
Unplug power cord and verify that the scanner continues to operate on battery power
( lu scanner back in once verified

.
.

.
.

.
.

.
.

.
.

40
41

•

Cast ballots based on type oftest:
•
Maintenance Test Deck
•
Standard Test Deck

.
.
.

.
.
.

.
.
.

.
.
.

.
.
.

•

Locate the protective counter number on the tape and record here:

•
•
•

Remove test deck ballots from ballot box
Verify vote totals
Verify battery is charged

.
.
.

.
.
.

.
.
.

.
.
.

.
.
.

31

•

33

•

34
35

32

42
43
44
45
46
47

48
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56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Insert Blank Memory Card
Re-zero CF Cards
Power down ImageCast
Confirm all com onents from Inventory Section are acked
Record Top OS Cover (OS only system)
Record CF Card Door Security Seal #1
Record CF Card Door Security Seal #2
Record Ballot Box Shield Gap Security Seal
Record OS BMD Access Door Security Seal
Record Thermal Printer Security Seal
Record Ballot Box Security Seal
Record Emergency Ballot Box Security Seal
Record BMD Printer CF Card Security Seal (BMD/0S system)
Record Security Pack Security Seal

Tech Print Name

Date

Tech Print Name

Date
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CBOE

ES&S DS200 Maintenance Checklist
Non-Election Quarter

'-----'

Pre-Qualification Standard

Pre-Qualification Comprehensive

County Name &
Number

Date

Master Serial #

County Serial #

Poll Site Location

(Pre-Qualification Only)

2
3
4
5

6

•
•
•
•
•

1 Case & DS200 Optical Scanner
1 Ballot Box
1 Set of DS200 Scanner Keys (DS200, Ballot Box & Case)
1 DS200 Power Cord
1 Spool of3" thermal paper

8

•

Inspect power cord for damage
Inspect unit for signs of damage
0
Case
0
DS200
0
Ballot box
Veri the followin com onents move ro erl
DS200 Screen
0
Printer door
0
All locks with associated keys
0
Ballot slot lock on ballot box
lace

9
10

11
12

13

•

•

Ballot Styles(s)

(Pre-Qualification Only)

14
15
16
17
18
•
19
•
20
•
21
• Verify contact image sensors are clean (scanner)
Describe Damage:
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ES&S DS200 Maintenance Checklist

23
24
25
26
27

•
•
•
•
•

28
29
30

•
•
•

31
32

•
•

33

•
•

35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43

•
•

34

•
•
•

•

Verify external battery charger indicator- Green/ Flashing Amber/ Red
Initialize DS200 for election configuration (EQC stick)
Insert 2 USB flash drives (Poll Media Stick & Redundant Stick)
Tum on scanner and load election definition
Verify information on the Configuration Report:
o Date
o Time
o Precinct name
o ED
o Firmware version
Verify scanner is in "Admin Mode"
Perform Hardware Diagnostics
Verify System Setting
o Calibrate scanner touch screen
o Set date and time
Verify AC plug icon is present on the screen (upper right)
Unplug wall power adapter cord and verify that the scanner continues to operate while
displaying the battery status icon (plug scanner back in once verified)
Open polls
Print the following tapes and verify:
o Ballot Status Accounting Report
• Date
• Time
• Firmware Version
o Zero Totals Report
• Date
■
Time
■
Candidate Names
■
Vote Totals are Zero (0)
Record Protective Counter:
Cast ballots based on type oftest:
• Maintenance Test Deck
• Standard Test Deck
• Comprehensive Test Deck
Close Polls
Print close polls report
Remove test deck ballots from ballot box
Verify vote totals
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.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

CBOE

ES&S DS200 Maintenance Checklist

53
54
55
56
57

58
59
60
61

62
63

64
65
66

67
68
69

•
Insert Programmed USB Stick with Ballot Definition(s)
•
Insert Blank USB Stick
•
Re-zero USB Sticks
•
Close Lid
•
Confirm all components from Inventory Section are packed
Ballot Box
•
Record External Top Lid Security Seal (Plastic #1)
•
Record Side Security Seals (Plastic #2A & #2B)
•
Record Hinged Access Door Security Seal (Plastic #3 / Steel #1)
•
Record Ballot Box Door Security Seal(s) (Plastic #4 / Steel #2A & #2B)
•
Record Emergency Ballot Box Security Seal (Plastic #5 / Steel #3)
Optical Scanner
•
Record USE/Printer Compartment Security Seal (Steel #1)
•
Record USB - Election Definition Security Seal (Plastic #1 / Steel #2)
•
Record USB - Redundant Memory Security Seal (Plastic #2 / Steel #3)
Peripherals
•
Record Security Pack Security Seal #1
•
Record Secure Ballot Stor e Container Securi Seal #2

Tech Print Name

Date

Tech Print Name

Date
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CBOE

ES&S AutoMARK Maintenance Checklist
Non-Election Quarter

-

Pre-Qualification Standard

Pre-Qualification Comprehensive

County Name &
Number

Date

Master Serial#

County Serial #
Ballot Styles(s)

Poll Site Location

(Pre-Qualification Only)

(Pre-Qualification Only)

3
4

5
6

7
8
9
10

11
12

13

14
15
16
17
18
19

20
21
22
23

•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•

2 CF Door Keys
2 AutoMARK O eration Keys
1 Compact Flash Card
1 Ink Cartridge
1 ADA Paddle
1 Sip-n-puffDevices
1 Headphones
1 Power Cord
1 Privacy Sleeve

Verify the rear access door is in lace
. Verify to and rear clean-out trays are installed
Verify the followin com onents mover ro erly:

lace

o Pa er feed tray
o All locks with associated keys
Inspect power cord for evidence of physical damage
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ES&S AutoMARK Maintenance Checklist

Describe Damage:

25
26

27
28
29
30
31

32
33
34
35

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

36

37

38
39
40

•
•
•

Verify AutoMARK setup according to vendor documentation and training
Verify battery charger indicator lights up
Verify LED indicator is on
Verify AutoMARK powers up
Verify touch screen calibration
Verify setting date and time
Verify a er tray roller are in the correct orientation based on ballot size
Verify Test Ballot Print
Unplug power cord and verify that AutoMARK continues to operate on battery power
(plug AutoMARK back in once verified)
Cast ballots based on type of test:
•
Maintenance Test Deck
•
Standard Test Deck
•
Comprehensive Test Deck
Verify Ballot Marking
Verify battery is charged
Power down AutoMARK

Tech Print Name

Date

Tech Print Name

Date
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CBOE

REPORT IN RESPONSE TO THE MISSION AND OPPORTUNITY PROVIDED FOR
IN A GRANT FROM THE U.S. ELECTION ASSISTANCE COMMISSION:

Develop and Document Processes and Best Practices
for Coordinating Quality and Cost-effective
VOTING SYSTEM PRE-ELECTION LOGIC AND ACCURACY TESTING

New York State
Board of Elections

TEST DECK PROCEDURE

APPENDIX 2

1.

INTRODUCTION

1.1

Background:

The New York State Board of Elections (NYSBOE) and its' Independent Testing Authority (ITA) have
conducted comprehensive tests according to New York State Election Law, New York State Regulations
and the 2005 Voluntary Voting System Guidelines (VVSG). A voting system must pass all
requirements set forth by New York State to become certified for use within the State. During the
certification process, a hash code is generated from the final software build that will identify the
certified software version. When the voting systems are being prepared for use in elections, the first test
conducted on each voting system will be the software verification test (hash check). A hash code will be
generated on each voting system being tested using the software verification procedure provided by the
voting system vendor. The voting system software will be checked against the hash code value that was
generated during the final software build. These two values must be identical or the voting system will
fail the pre-qualification test. Any change to the software/firmware will result in a hash code value that
is not the same as the hash code value that was generated during the final build.
Confirmed software verification demonstrates that the system in use is the same as the system that was
certified by the NYSBOE and the logic and accuracy that was rigorously tested during certification
testing is intact. The NYSBOE has designated specific sub-decks that must be created and verified,
making up the test deck. Each sub-deck has a specific purpose in verifying the logic and accuracy of the
voting system i.e. hardware and software. The number of ballots and votes needed to be run for the prequalification test, acceptance test or maintenance test is calculated per ballot style, pursuant to this
procedure (described later in this document) may be modified by NYSBOE, based upon user experience,
system functionality and other factors. The votes represented on each ballot within each sub-deck have
been randomly selected during the test deck script creation. This random selection of votes used in the
predefined sub-deck categories will help reduce the risk of 'voting predictability'.
The purpose of this guide is to provide county boards of elections with detailed instructions for
preparing test decks. The preparation of test decks is a required part of pre-qualification testing
performed prior to General and Primary elections, as well as for periodic maintenance testing, and
acceptance testing.
The following guide presents an overview to electronic voting systems test deck preparation and
implementation. This guide is based on best practices from throughout the election community. This
guide provides a general overview on test deck definitions, test deck components, ballot logic, test deck
validation and implementation.
This guide will outline the steps necessary to create a test deck for General and Primary elections. The
test deck is divided into sub-decks. Each sub-deck section will be divided into an overview section
which provides general information about what is being tested followed by detailed instruction steps for
actually preparing a test deck.
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2.

TEST DECK OVERVIEW

2.1

Definitions

Test Deck means a pre-audited group of ballots prepared for each election. The ballots are voted with a
pre-determined number of valid votes for each candidate, each write-in position, and each voting option
on every proposal that appears on the ballot as certified by the county board. The deck includes one or
more ballots that have been improperly voted, or which are voted in excess of the number allowed by
law, and one or more ballots on which no votes are cast, in order to test the ability of the system to
recognize and/or notify of an under or over-vote. It also includes one or more ballots on which two or
more votes are cast for a candidate whose name appears on the ballot more than once for the same office
in order to test the ability of the system to count only the first of such votes for the candidate. If there is
more than one ballot style for an election, a separate test deck is created for each ballot style. (Subtitle V
of Title 9 of the Official Compilation of Codes, Rules and Regulations of the State of New York, Part
6209 Voting System Standards)

2.2
Theory
A test deck must be prepared in order to test the logic and accuracy of the voting system software to
ensure that the tested results match a predetermined set of expected results. County Boards of Election
(CBOE) are responsible for preparing and maintaining test decks for all elections over which they have
jurisdiction. Each county board shall prepare a test deck to verify:
• voting system election configuration,
• ballot configuration,
• voting system will accurately cast votes, and
• voting system will accurately count votes within each individual ballot style.
A test deck is implemented by casting votes via a paper ballot. The test voting must account for the
many types of scenarios that can occur during an election. These scenarios test the logic and accuracy
of the voting system. The logic and accuracy testing of the voting system includes both the recording
and tabulation functionality of the voting system to be tested. Once a test deck has been prepared for
every ballot style, it should be verified by running the ballots against the appropriate election ballot
software program. This verification is commonly called a 'dry run'. All errors should be corrected and
the test deck rerun until all pre-determined vote totals by style are verified.
The ballots shall be voted with a pre-determined number of valid votes for each candidate, each write-in
position, and each voting option on every proposal that appears on the ballot as certified by the county
board in order to verify that the vote tabulating system is programmed to correctly count the ballots.
The deck includes one or more ballots that are intended to fail, have been improperly voted, or which are
voted in excess of the number allowed by law, and one or more ballots on which no votes are cast, in
order to test the ability of the system to recognize and/or notify of an under- or over-vote. During a
general election, the test deck shall include one or more ballots on which two or more votes are cast for
a candidate whose name appears on the ballot more than once for the same office in order to test the
ability of the system to count only the first of such votes for the candidate (crossendorsement).

2.3
Test Deck Implementation
Once a test deck has been validated, test decks are run by a bi-partisan team on each voting system for
which that particular ballot style is valid. This phase of testing is called the 'run for record'. The bipartisan team shall enter at least one ballot from each sub-deck using each feature intended to provide
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voting system access for people with disabilities, and shall enter at least one ballot from each sub-deck
using each language required to be presented to voters using the system. While one team member casts
votes for the test, the other member shall monitor that votes are cast correctly.
The test shall be documented by the bi-partisan team, on a log to be prescribed by the State Board, and
the team shall affix their signatures to the log. The bi-partisan team shall compare the accuracy of the
results reported by the voting system to the expected results and determine if the machine passed or
failed. Any discrepancies indicate a failure and must be investigated.

If a test deck is run and the pre-determined vote count does not compare to the computer-generated
tabulation, the bi-partisan team shall document the problem, and then compare the unique ballot script
pattern with the test deck pattern to ensure that the test deck was made correctly and that all ballots were
run. Any corrections to the test deck itself, or to the casting of the test deck, shall be made and the test
deck shall be re-run until two error-free test results are produced, pursuant to 6210.2 (C)(l) ofNYS
Regulations.
If the test deck and voting system fail to produce two error-free results, the system shall not be used until
such time as the problem is resolved.
The results report shall be signed by the bi-partisan team, and placed in secure storage. After all voting
systems upon which a particular ballot style is valid have been tested, the test deck shall be stored with
all corresponding reports, audit trails and log sheets.

2.4
Ballot Logic
Ballot logic shall be tested via electronic interfaces to establish how the voting system software verifies
the votes. The test deck procedure shall:
• Validate the ability of the logic to register a vote for each candidate in each office and for
combinations of candidates for multiple vote-for offices.
• Verify the proper operation of the public and protective counters.
• Verify the functionality of all electronic interfaces.
• Verify the functionality of all tactile interfaces.
• Validate the ability to cast votes through all switch closure interfaces including the pneumatic
switch interface as required by statute.
• Verify the ability to independently operate the voter interfaces through the final step of casting a
ballot without assistance.
• Validate via the ballot definition process how the ballot definition coding integrates with the
audio ballot and testing shall be performed to verify the functionality of the feature.
• Validate the systems ability to provide audio voting through the audio voting feature.
• Verify that once the ballot is cast the system will confirm to the voter that the action has occurred
and that the process of voting is complete.
• Verify that a system generates a record of votes cast.
2.5
Election Verification
Election verification is a manual process that every CBOE must perform before each election. All
election configurations must be verified before the use of a test deck is initiated. One component of this
verification process is comparing the ballot to the definitions that are set in the Election Management
Software (EMS). A second component is the testing of every position on the ballot to ensure that
marked ballots are being recognized by the voting system. Each ballot style will have a unique election
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configuration associated with it that must been manually checked for accuracy. All ballot styles in every
language must be verified to ensure:
• the proper audio is present, including alternate languages in those counties required to do so
• the correct art work is displayed
• that the ballots contain correct
o offices to be elected
o candidates
o endorsements
o ballot proposals, and
o all political subdivisions reflect their correct respective offices, candidates and proposals.
2.5.1 Ballot Configuration
Ballot Configuration (Layout) means the positioning on and/or linkage within the ballot of all political
party names and emblems, and names and emblems of all independent bodies, office titles, ballot
proposals, and candidate names, and spaces for write-in candidates, in accordance with the requirements
of the Election Law as to order and rotation.
2.5.2

Election Configuration

Election Configuration means the file or files created by the EMS but not limited to the following data
used to program polling place and central count voting systems: definition of jurisdictional information
(e.g., counties, local legislative, congressional or election districts), both electronic and paper ballot
content and artwork (e.g., ballot text, voting positions), definition ofraces (e.g., elected offices,
candidates, number to vote for, propositions, or other types that control voting in other races on the
ballot, definition of voter groups (e.g., by party, absentee, non-absentee), ballot styles, linkage of
candidates to their respective parties and races, linkage of races to their respective jurisdictions, linkage
of ballot text to database labels to produce results reports, and allocation of trans-district vote tallies to
their constituent districts for reporting purposes.

2.6

Creation of sub-decks

Once election configuration is complete, the next step is to determine the number of sub-decks needed
for the comprehensive test deck. This is determined by the type of election being conducted: General
Election vs. Primary Election. The following chart displays the types of comprehensive sub-decks
needed for each election.

Election Verification Vote (Optical Scanner)

Election Verification Vote (Optical Scanner)

Pattern Vote (Optical Scanner)

Pattern Vote(Optical Scanner)

Cross Endorsement Vote (Optical Scanner)

Print Validation Ballot Ballot(BMD, 0 tical Scanner)

Print Validation Ballot (BMD, Optical Scanner)

Blank Ballot (Optical Scanner)

Blank Ballot (Optical Scanner)

Random Ballot (BMD)

Random Ballot (BMD)

.
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Note: At the option of the CBOE, randomly marked ballots may be part of any test deck. However, if
any candidate requests additional ballots (maximum of 10) to be marked during the Run for Record,
they must be added to the comprehensive test deck and ballot totals.

2.7
Test Deck Preparation Optical Scan
Prior to any election in which an optical scan voting system is to be utilized to electronically tabulate
ballots, the following procedures are mandatory.
•

A sufficient amount of extra paper ballots shall be ordered as test ballots for each ballot style
required for the election.

•

All ballots to be used as test ballots are required to have the word TEST printed or hand stamped
on the face of each ballot.

•

Each test memory card shall been labeled according to the test procedure being conducted

2.8
Ballot Orientation
The steps on how to create a test deck will work for both landscape and portrait style ballots. The
examples in this procedure are based on landscape ballot orientation but the concepts will work for
portrait style ballots. For landscape style ballots, the contests are listed across the top of the ballot with
the parties listed down the left side, whereas the portrait style ballot has the parties listed across the top
with the contests listed down the left side. Please see examples below.
Example #1 – Landscape
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Example #2 – Portrait
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3.

RE-QUALIFICATION GENERAL ELECTION TEST DECKCOMPREHENSIVE

For each Ballot Configuration (Ballot Style) programmed for the election, a comprehensive test deck
must be created and run on at least one voting system that will use that ballot configuration (definition)
in the election. For each Ballot Configuration (Ballot Style) programmed with more than one Election
District(s) (EDs) for the election, a standard test deck must be created and run on every additional voting
system that will use that definition. Marks in "Blue" represent marks (votes) on the ballot. Marks in
"Yellow" represent additional marks to invoke cross endorsements and over-votes.
To determine the number of ballots required for each sub-deck, the CBOE may use the Manual Method
or the General Election Ballot Calculator. Each method is described below in detail.
3.1

Election Verification Vote: Sub-deck One

3.1.1

Overview:

The Election Verification vote sub-deck is first to be created in the testing process. This sub-deck is
used to test every position on the ballot to ensure that votes cast are being recognized by the optical
scanner.
3.1.2
deck

3.1.3

Manual Method - calculate the number of ballots needed for the election verification vote subStep 1

Determine the number of rows on the ballot.

Step 2

Determine if propositions / proposals are present on the ballot (propositions /
proposals are only present for General Elections). If propositions / proposals are
present then they will be tested in the first two ballots of this sub-deck.

Step 3

The number of ballots required for this sub-deck is equal to the number of rows
on the ballot.

Creating Test Deck Script: Election Verification Sub-deck
Step 1

Starting with the first row (Ballot 1), mark each valid selection in the row. If
propositions/ proposals are present then mark 'Yes' for each one displayed on the
ballot.

Step 2

Continuing with the second row (Ballot 2), mark each valid selection in the row.
If propositions/ proposals are present then mark 'No' for each one displayed on·
the ballot.

Step 3

Continue with a new ballot for each row and mark each valid selection in the row
until all rows have been completed.

Step 4

Tally the votes from each ballot once all ballots have been marked.
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3.2

Pattern Vote: Sub-deck Two

3.2.1

Overview:

The pattern vote test deck shall be entered manually via prescribed State Board of Elections (SBOE) test
format for each election (primary and general). Pattern voting will provide test results which net unique
results for each candidate in a given race, demonstrating and proving the logic and accuracy of system
software.
To test primary elections, the pattern test deck shall validate the means by which a desired party
selection can be made by enabling a voter to cast a ballot containing votes for any and all candidates of
his registered party, while preventing voting for a candidate of another party to which the voter is not
entitled.
To test the general election, the pattern test deck shall validate the ability of a voter to select:
• any candidate for any office in the number allowed for the office;
• any proposition / proposal on the ballot.
Pattern test deck ballots will provide test results which will give unique results to every candidate in the
race. Each vote-for-one race on all ballot styles will generate the following results: 1 vote for the first
candidate, 2 votes for the second candidate, three votes for the third candidate, four votes for the fourth
candidate, etc.
3.2.2

Manual Method- calculate the number of ballots needed for the pattern vote sub-deck
Formula #1:

Ballots per row= the row number multiplied by number of candidates in
the largest vote-for-any contest

Formula #2:

Total number of ballots= the sum of all individual ballots per row

Step 1

Determine the largest vote-for-any contest for row one.

Step 2

Multiply the row number by the number of candidates in the largest votefor-any contest in row one to determine the number of ballots for row one.
(Note: If there are only vote-for-one contests for a given row then multiple
the row by one to determine the number of ballots).

Step 3

Determine the largest vote-for-any contest for row two.

Step 4

Multiply the row number by the number of candidates in the largest votefor-any contest in row two to determine the number of ballots for row two.

Step 5

Determine the largest vote-for-any contest for row three.

Step 6

Multiply the row number by the number of candidates in the largest votefor-any contest in row three to determine the number of ballots for row
three.

Step 7

Continue to determine the largest vote-for-any contest for the remaining
rows on the ballot.
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Step 8

Multiply the row number by the number of candidates in the largest votefor-any contest for the remaining rows to determine the number of ballots
for specific row.

Step 9

Add the number of ballots per row to calculate the total ballots required
for the Pattern Test Deck.

3.2.3 Creating Test Deck Test Script: Pattern Vote Sub-deck
The pattern vote test script will be based on the number of ballots calculated in the above steps. Each
row of the pattern test script has a designated number of ballots per row that must be completed for a
comprehensive logic and accuracy test.
First Row, Column or Group Pattern
Vote this row, column or group one time for each candidate in the row, column, or group. The first row
voting pattern per ballot will only be voted once. Each candidate in a multiple vote for contest will
initiate a voting pattern that may cause the votes to be marked on additional rows within the contest.
Note: If propositions/proposals are present mark 'Yes' for each one on the first ballot and mark 'No' for
each one on the second and third ballots of the pattern test deck.
Step 1 Starting with an individual ballot lot, take the first ballot and mark one vote for
. the first candidate in each of the vote-for-one contest in the first row. (If
propositions / proposals are included on the ballot then mark one vote for each
'Yes' response).
Step 2 If you have contest(s) that require a vote for more than one, start with the first
candidate in the multiple vote for contest(s) on the first ballot and vote the
appropriate number to be elected.
Step 3 If you have a contest(s) from Step 2; start with the next candidate in the same row
and vote one vote per candidate on a new ballot for the appropriate number to be
elected. Voting pattern may cause the votes to be marked on additional rows
within the contest. (If propositions / proposals are included on the ballot then
mark one vote for each 'No' response on the second and third ballots of the test
deck).
Step 4 Continue voting pattern from Step 3 until all candidates within a contest have
initiated a voting pattern for their row.
Step 5 Each voting pattern per ballot will be repeated according to the candidate's row.
For example, each voting pattern that starts in Row 3 will be repeated three (3)
times in the test script before the next candidate will start their pattern.
Step 6 If you have multiple vote for contest(s), always start with the next candidate in the
same row and vote one vote per candidate for the appropriate number to be
elected. If there are not the appropriate number of candidates remaining to
generate a valid vote, vote the allowable candidates in the row to the right of the
candidate for the same contest.
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Step 7 Tally the votes from each ballot once all ballots have been marked.
Example 1: Vote-for-any six (two rows with six candidates per row)
(vote-for-any-six contest the pattern vote would be as follows)
1st ballot -

Row 1: candidates 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 are voted.

2nd ballot-

Row 1: candidates 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 are voted.
Row 2: candidate 7 is voted

3rd ballot -

Row 1: candidates 3, 4, 5, 6 are voted.
Row 2: candidate 7, 8 are voted.

4th ballot -

Row 1: candidates 4, 5, 6 are voted.
Row 2: candidate 7, 8, 9 are voted.

5th ballot -

Row 1: candidates 5, 6 are voted.
Row 2: candidate 7, 8, 9, 10 are voted.

6th ballot -

Row 1: candidates 6 are voted.
Row 2: candidate 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 are voted.

This will complete the pattern vote for the first row, column or group.
Second Row, Column or Group Pattern
Vote this row, column or group pattern two (2) times for each candidate in the row, column or group.
Take one ballot and give one vote to the second candidate in each of the vote-for-one contest. In the
multiple vote-for contest start with the first candidate in the second row, column or group and vote the
appropriate number to be elected, As an example, in a vote for any eleven contest the pattern vote would
be as follows:
7th ballot - candidates 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12 are voted.
8th ballot - (same as 7th)
9th ballot- candidates 8, 9, 10, 11, 12 are voted.
10th ballot - (same as 9th)
11th ballot- candidates 9, 10, 11, 12 are voted.
12th ballot - (same as 11th)
13th ballot - candidates 10, 11, 12 are voted.
14th ballot- (same as 13th)
15th ballot - candidates 11, 12 are voted.
16th ballot- (same as 15th)
17th ballot - candidates 12 are voted.
18th ballot - (same as 17th)
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This will complete the pattern vote for the second row, column or group.
This pattern voting by row, column or group continues through all rows, columns and groups of
each ballot style until the last candidate in the last row or column of every contest has been
voted. The number of ballots voted is an increment in conjunction with the row, column, and
group starting that vote pattern i.e. in the vote-for-six contest with twelve candidates consisting
of two groups; the twelfth candidate ends the test pattern for the contest with two ballots being
voted for that candidate only.
3.3

Cross Endorsement Vote: Sub-deck Three

3.3.1

Overview:

Cross endorsement ballots are voted to ensure that instances where a candidate appears on more than
one political party line for the same contest, a voter's vote for that candidate is not counted more than
once. The cross endorsement vote will check several combinations associated with candidates appearing
on multiple party lines. The result of this test pattern is that the first occurrence has been compared and
voted for, along with the second occurrence of the candidate and so on.
On an Optical Scan system, the cross endorsement sub-deck is conducted to ensure that when more than
one vote is marked for the same candidate, the system will recognize and count only one vote for that
candidate at their highest party line endorsement. This same process can be repeated to compare the
cross endorsed votes for all occurrences of the same candidate. The cross endorsement sub-deck will be
checking the voter's selection at the candidate level. Note: Cross-endorsements do not apply to primary
elections.
3.3.2
deck

Manual Method - calculate the number of ballots needed for the cross endorsement vote subStep 1

Determine if a candidate appears on one or more political party lines for
the same contest (view each contest on the ballot).

Step 2

Starting with the first cross-endorsed candidate in every contest, vote the
first occurrence and the second occurrence where the cross-endorsed
candidate name appears (not to exceed the allowable for the contest).

Step 3

In a contest where a candidate has multiple cross endorsements (3 or 4) or
more than one candidate is cross-endorsed, vote a separate ballot for each
combination until all combinations have been exhausted.

Step 4

Tally the votes from each ballot once all ballots have been marked.
Cross Endorsement Calculation Chart

No. of Times Endorsed

No. of Ballots Needed

5

5-1=4

4+3+2+1=10

4

4-1=3

3+2+1=6

3

3-1=2

2 +l =3

2

2-1=1

1
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3.4

Print Validation Ballot: Sub-deck Four

3.4.1

Overview:

The print validation ballot will be marked during the Pre-Qualification testing and setup of BMDs.
•

It will verify that the scanner will recognize when a contest is over-voted.

•

If will verify the scanners ability to read BMD marked ovals

AutoMARK
Generate a fully marked ballot by selecting "Test Ballot Print" in test mode. Scan this fully marked
ballot in the DS200. All contests should be reported as over-voted on the results tape. The inclusion of
this ballot will serve as the over-vote test.
ImageCAST
Hand mark a ballot choosing every oval position and then scan this ballot. All contests should be
reported as over-voted on the results tape. The inclusion of this ballot will serve as the over-vote test.

3.5

Blank Ballot: Sub-deck Five - Five (5) Ballots
•
•
•
•

Verify the optical scanner recognizes the timing marks (correct ED)
Verify the optical scanner displays the proper message to the voter (blank ballot therefore
indicating an entirely under-voted ballot)
Verify the vote tallies are not incremented in such circumstance
Confirm that no stray marks are recognized by the voting system as votes

3.6

BMD Random Ballot: Sub-deck Six - Three (3) Ballots

3.6.1

Overview

The random vote sub-deck is conducted to demonstrate that random voting patterns made are recognized
and marked as valid votes by the BMD.
Vote a ballot to verify:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

audio
touch- screen, push-button, or other electronic mechanisms
key pad and/or pneumatic switch for voters with disabilities
alternate language displays
over-votes
under-votes
cross endorsements
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4.

PRE-QUALIFICATION STANDARD TEST DECK- GENERAL ELECTION

4.1
Overview
For each Ballot Configuration (Ballot Style) programmed for the election, a comprehensive test deck
must be created and run on at least one voting system that will use that ballot configuration (definition)
in the election. For each Ballot Configuration (Ballot Style) programmed with more than one Election
District(s) (EDs) for the election, a standard test deck must be created and run on every additional
voting system that will use that definition. Marks in "Blue" represent marks (votes) on the ballot.
Marks in "Yellow" represent additional marks to invoke cross endorsements and over-votes. The prequalification general election standard test deck is designed to ensure that:
•
•
•
•
•

Ballot definition was coded correctly in the EMS
Printed ballots from the print vendor can be read by the optical scanner and BMD
Logic and accuracy are functioning
All ADA devices are functioning
Expected vote tallies equal tally results on the printed tapes

The standard test deck is composed of the following 3 ballots:
4.1.1

Ballot #1 - Blank ballot
•

Verify the optical scanner recognizes the timing marks (correct ED)

•

Verify the optical scanner displays the proper message to the voter (blank ballot therefore
indicating an entirely under-voted ballot)

•

Verify the vote tallies are not incremented in such circumstance

•

Confirm that no stray marks are recognized by the voting system as votes

4.1.2

Ballot #2 - Vote as many scenarios on one ballot as possible
• Over-vote
• Under-vote
• Write-In
• Cross Endorsement,
• Proposition / Proposal

4.1.3

Ballot #3
Vote a ballot using the Ballot Marking Device (BMD) to verify:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

audio
touch- screen, push-button, or other electronic mechanisms
key pad and/or pneumatic switch for voters with disabilities
alternate language displays
over-votes
under-votes
cross endorsements
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5.

PRE-QUALIFICATION PRIMARY ELECTION TEST DECKCOMPREHENSIVE
For each Ballot Configuration (Ballot Style) programmed for the election, a comprehensive test deck
must be created and run on at least one voting system that will use that ballot configuration (definition)
in the election. For each Ballot Configuration (Ballot Style) programmed with more than one Election
District(s) (EDs) for the election, a standard test deck must be created and run on every additional voting
system that will use that definition. Marks in "Blue" represent marks (votes) on the ballot. Marks in
"Yellow" represent additional marks (votes) to invoke cross endorsements and over-votes.
To determine the number of ballots required for each sub-deck, the CBOE may use the Manual Method
or the Primary Election Ballot Calculator. Each method is described below in detail.
5.1

Election Verification Vote: Sub-deck One

5.1.1 Overview
The election verification vote sub-deck is first to be created in the testing process. This sub-deck is used
to test every position on the ballot to ensure that votes cast are being recognized by the optical scanner.
5.1.2 Manual Method - calculate the number of ballots needed for the election verification vote subdeck
Step 1

Determine the number of candidates per contest (be sure to include writein positions).

Step 2

Divide the number of candidates by the number of allowable selections
("Vote for ... ") per contest to obtain a total for each contest. Note: If the
calculation results in a decimal, round up to the next existing whole
number i.e. 7.2 would equal 8.

Step 3

The number of ballots required for this sub-deck is equal to the contest
with the largest total.

5.1.3 Creating Test Deck Script: Election Verification Sub-deck
Step 1

Mark the first valid selection(s) for each contest across the ballot (do not
exceed the allowable).

Step 2

Continue with a new ballot (Ballot 2) and mark the next valid selection(s)
for each contest across the ballot (do not exceed the allowable).

Step 3

Continue with a new ballot and mark the next valid selection(s) for each
contest across the ballot (do not exceed the allowable) until all positions
have been voted.

Step 4

Tally the votes from each ballot once all ballots have been marked.
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5.2

Pattern Vote: Sub-deck Two

5.2.1

Overview:

The pattern test deck shall be entered manually via prescribed State Board of Elections (SBOE) test
format for each election (primary and general). Pattern voting will provide test results which net unique
results for each candidate in a given race, demonstrating and proving the logic and accuracy of system
software.
To test primary elections, the pattern test deck shall validate the means by which a desired party
selection can be made by enabling a voter to cast a ballot containing votes for any and all candidates of
his registered party, while preventing voting for a candidate of another party to which the voter is not
entitled.
Pattern test deck ballots will provide test results which will give unique results to every candidate in the
race. Each vote-for-one race on all ballot styles will generate the following results: 1 vote for the first
candidate, 2 votes for the second candidate, three votes for the third candidate, four votes for the fourth
candidate, etc.
5.2.2

Manual Method - calculate the number of ballots needed for the pattern vote sub-deck
Step 1

Determine the contest that has the largest number of candidates (do not
include write-ins).

Step 2

Add the number of candidates together to determine the number of ballots
required of the sub-deck.
Example: Councilman race has 5 candidates

Number of ballots= 1 + 2 + 3 + 4 + 5 = 15 Ballots
5.2.3

Creating Test Deck Script: Pattern Vote Sub-deck
Step 1

Determine the "Vote for... " (allowable) for each contest

Step 2

First Ballot - Starting with the first candidate in each contest, mark the
allowable per contest.

Step 3

Second Ballot - Starting with the second candidate in each contest, mark
the allowable per contest (if applicable).

Step 4

Third Ballot - Repeat step 3

Step 5

Fourth Ballot - Starting with the third candidate in each contest, mark the
allowable per contest (if applicable).

Step 6

Fifth Ballot - Repeat step 5

Step 7

Sixth Ballot - Repeat step 5
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Step 8

Seventh Ballot - Starting with fourth candidate in each contest, mark the
allowable per contest (if applicable).

Step 9

Continue pattern.

Step 10

Tally the votes from each ballot once all ballots have been marked.

5.3

Print Validation Ballot: Sub-deck Three

5.3.1

Overview:

The print validation ballot will be marked during the Pre-Qualification testing and setup of BMDs.
•

It will verify that the scanner will recognize when a contest is over-voted.

•

If will verify the scanners ability to read BMD marked ovals

AutoMARK
Generate a fully marked ballot by selecting "Test Ballot Print" in test mode. Scan this fully marked
ballot in the DS200. All contests should be reported as over-voted on the results tape. The inclusion of
this ballot will serve as the over-vote test.
ImageCAST
Hand mark a ballot choosing every oval position and then scan this ballot. All contests should be
reported as over-voted on the results tape. The inclusion of this ballot will serve as the over-vote test.

5.4

Blank Ballot: Sub-deck Four - Five (5) Ballots
•
•
•
•

Verify the optical scanner recognizes the timing marks (correct ED)
Verify the optical scanner displays the proper message to the voter (blank ballot therefore
indicating an entirely under-voted ballot)
Verify the vote tallies are not incremented in such circumstance
Confirm that no stray marks are recognized by the voting system as votes

5.5

BMD Random Ballot: Sub-deck Five - Three (3) Ballots

5.5.1

Overview

The random vote sub-deck is conducted to demonstrate that random voting patterns made are recognized
and marked as valid votes by the BMD.
Vote a ballot to verify:
•
•
•
•
•
•

audio
touch- screen, push-button, or other electronic mechanisms
key pad and/or pneumatic switch for voters with disabilities
alternate language displays
over-votes
under-votes
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6.

PRE-QUALIFICATION PRIMARY ELECTION TEST DECK- STANDARD

6.1

Overview

For each Ballot Con.figuration (Ballot Style) programmed for the election, a comprehensive test deck
must be created and run on at least one voting system that will use that ballot configuration (definition)
in the election. For each Ballot Configuration (Ballot Style) programmed with more than one Election
District(s) (EDs) for the election, a standard test deck must be created and run on every additional voting
system that will use that definition. Marks in "Blue" represent marks (votes) on the ballot. Marks in
"Yellow" represent additional marks to invoke cross endorsements and over-votes. The prequalification primary election standard test deck is designed to ensure that:

6.2

•

Ballot definition was coded correctly in the EMS

•

Printed ballots from the print vendor can be read by the optical scanner and BMD

•

Logic and Accuracy

•

All ADA devices are functioning

•

Expected vote tallies equal tally results on the printed tapes

Details

The standard test deck is composed of the following 3 ballots:
6.2.1

Ballot #1 - Blank ballot
•

Verify the optical scanner recognizes the timing marks (correct ED)

•

Verify the optical scanner displays the proper message to the voter (blank ballot therefore
indicating an entirely under-voted ballot)

•

Verify the vote tallies are not incremented in such circumstance

•

Confirm that no stray marks are recognized by the voting system as votes

6.2.2

Ballot #2 - Vote as many scenarios on one ballot as possible:
• Over-vote
• Under-vote
• Write-In

6.2.3

Ballot #3 - Vote a ballot using the Ballot Marking Device (BMD) to verify:
•
•
•
•
•
•

audio
touch- screen, push-button, or other electronic mechanisms
key pad and/or pneumatic switch for voters with disabilities
alternate language displays
over-votes
under-votes
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7.

QUARTERLY MAINTENANCE TEST DECK

7.1
Overview
The quarterly maintenance test deck .ballot configuration (definition) will be provided to CBOE by
SBOE if the CBOE doesn't have an available ballot configuration. The quarterly maintenance test deck
is designed to ensure that:

7.2

•

Ballot definition was coded correctly in the EMS

•

Printed ballots from the print vendor can be read by the optical scanner and BMD

•

Logic and accuracy is functioning

•

All ADA devices are functioning

•

Expected vote tallies equal tally results on the printed tapes

Details

The standard test deck is composed of the following 3 ballots:
7.2.1

Ballot #1 - Blank ballot
•

Verify the optical scanner recognizes the timing marks (correct ED)

•

Verify the optical scanner displays the proper message to the voter (blank ballot therefore
indicating an entirely under-voted ballot)

•

Verify the vote tallies are not incremented in such circumstance

•

Confirm that no stray marks are recognized by the voting system as votes

7.2.2

Ballot #2 - Vote as many scenarios on one ballot as possible:
• Over-vote
• Under-vote
• Write-In
• Cross Endorsement
• Proposition I Proposal

7.2.3

Ballot #3 - Vote a ballot using the Ballot Marking Device (BMD) to verify:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

audio
touch- screen, push-button, or other electronic mechanisms
key pad and/or pneumatic switch for voters with disabilities
alternate language displays
over-votes
under-votes
cross endorsements
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Hash-Check Procedure
APPENDIX 4

DOMINION IMAGE CAST
VOTING SYSTEM
Hash Check Process

OVERVIEW
Each County Board of Elections (CBOE) will perform a hash check on each voting system to ensure that
the same firmware / software that was authorized by the ITA is currently installed and that no other
unauthorized software / firmware is present. The hash check procedure will need to be performed
during each Pre-Qualification Test and Maintenance Test. Each hash check option is described in detail
below.

1.

DOMINION IMAGECAST HASH CHECK PROCEDURE - OPTION 1

Hash Check Option 1 - Perform hash check on each individual voting system
CBOE will perform a hash check on each individual voting system. Refer to sections 3, 4 and 5 of this
document for hash checking details. Option 1 must be used:
A. When performing a hash check after receiving any device that has been out of the
CBOE Secure Control

Or
B. When the security seals are found to have been broken, after receiving a device from
the NYS State Board of Elections Acceptance Testing.
Option 1 may also be used when performing a hash check during Quarterly Maintenance Testing and
during Pre-Qualification testing.

2.

DOMINION IMAGECAST HASH CHECK PROCEDURE - OPTION 2

Hash Check Option 2

- Perform Upgrade / Hash Check Combination

CBOE will perform an upgrade on each voting system using the current process (contact New York
State Board of Elections (NYSBOE) regarding any upgrade questions). CBOE will then randomly
select 5 percent of the upgraded voting systems to perform a hash check on. Option 2 may only be
used when performing a hash check during Quarterly Maintenance Testing or during PreQualification Testing.
Option 2 Details:
1. Verify the latest software/firmware version from NYSBOE
2. Verify the latest extraction program from NYSBOE
3. Verify the latest hash value from NYSBOE
4. Randomly select one ImageCast from county inventory
5. Perform upgrade using the software/firmware from step #1 above using the current process
(contact NYSBOE regarding any upgrade questions)
6. Once the upgrade is complete, perform the hash check procedure as outlined in this document.
7. Verify the SHA-lvalue produced from HashCalc against certified hash value
8. Perform upgrade on all ImageCast optical scanners in county inventory
9. Randomly select five percent (5%) of the ImageCast optical scanners in county inventory
10. Perform the hash check procedure as outlined in this document on the 5% selected
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11. Verify that the SHA-1 value produced from HashCalc against certified hash value shows no
differences for each of the 5% selected

3.

GETTING STARTED

3.1 Supplies
The following supplies will be required in order to conduct a hash check on the ImageCast Optical
Scanner (OS or OpScan).
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1 Compact Flash (CF) Card with Firmware Extract application
1 Blank CF Card
1 CF Card Reader
1 USB Cable
1 iButton Technician Key Programmed for "Extraction" Only
1 PC with USB Port
HashCalc Application file provided by the State Board of Elections (SBOE)
1 Security Seal
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3.2

Security Seal

The following security seal is used by the SBOE when conducting a hash check on the ImageCast
OpScan during acceptance testing.
Company Name: A.Rifkin
Seal Type: Fortris Fast Seal 8" (plastic)
Color: White/Blue
Alpha: 0
A.Rifkin Fortris Fast Seal 8"

Seal attached after Hash Check
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3.3

Set Up - Hardware

Connect the CF Card Reader to the PC using a USB cable. The USB port on the PC may be located on
the front OR on the back. Plug the CF Card Reader into available USB port on PC. See screenshots.

Plug USBcable
into CF Card
Reader
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3.4

Set Up-Software

"Copy" the HashCalc application from the email provided by SBOE and "Paste" the HashCalc
application into desired directory. If you have any questions, please contact SBOE at 518-485-5637.
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4.

IMAGECAST OPTICAL SCANNER FILE EXTRACTION
Below are the steps for conducting the IrnageCast Optical Scanner Hash Check Procedure. If you
have any questions or need assistance when performing procedure please call 518-485-5637.
1. Start with the Optical Scanner "OFF".
2. Open access doors on front of OpScan.

CF Access Doors Open

3. Carefully Insert Firmware Extract Compact Flash (CF) Card into slot #1
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Firmware Extract
CF Card

Insert CF card into
channel with RED
label facing up
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4. Insert Blank CF Card into slot #2.

Blank CF Card
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Insert CF Card into
channel with RED
label facing up
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5. Close access doors on front of OpScan once CF Cards have been inserted.
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6. Turn on optical scanner.

Note: If unit is a BMD/Optical Scan system then open the ballot box door to gain access to the
power button on the UPS. Start up the BMD by pressing the "ON" button as indicated below.
Hold the button until you hear a loud beep.
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7. Let system boot-up (start-up)
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8. Please insert technician key (iButton) to authenticate external software screen will be displayed

Please insert
technician key to
authenticate external
software

9. Place key on security iButton receiver within 5 seconds of the system booting up and hold on
receiver until system reads key. If a technician key is NOT placed on receiver, the system will
continue to load and it will prompt "Please insert administrative key to authenticate elections
files". If this message is displayed, power off the system by holding down the power button and
return to step 6.
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10. OpScan LCD will request password

Please enter the admin
password to verify the
application

11. Use keypad to type in password provided with iButton and press "ENTER"
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12. System will go through a series of 3 steps to extract the firmware onto the Firmware Extract CF
Card that was inserted in slot #1.

13. Once completed, select "Power Down" from the screen and remove CF Cards once system is off.
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Note: If unit is a BMD/Optical Scan system then press and hold down the power button on the
UPS to power off the BMD and remove CF Cards from slots.

Power Down
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5.

HASHCALC PROCESS
14. Insert Firmware Extract CF Card #1 into CF card reader attached to PC.
CF Card Reader

15. Open HashCalc application by "Doubling Clicking" the HashCalc icon
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16. HashCalc application will launch and the following screen is displayed.
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17. Browse and point- to the file that was generated on CF Card #1. This file will be located in
Removable Disk (x:), where xis the letter assigned to the CF Card Reader.
"Click"

to browse to desired file.
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18. Select file based on the following naming convention: DvsICPimage-snxxxxxxxxxxx.bin where
"x" = system serial number located on the OpScan. To select file, "Double Click" on the file
name.

Example of
Format
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19. File is selected.
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20. To generate the hash value make sure ONLY the following items are selected:
a. Data Format= File
b. SHAI is checked
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22. Hash value is generated byHashCalc.
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23. Compare hash calc SHAl value to SysTest provided SHAl hash value.

24. If values are the SAME then system PASSES.
25. If values are NOT THE SAME then call SBOE- 518-485-5637.
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26. Delete the log file and the DvslCPimage-snxxxxxxxxxxx.bin file generated on CF Card #1. The
files will be located in Removable Disk (x:), where xis the letter assigned to the CF Card
Reader. WARNING: DO NOT DELETE cf200.enc file.
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27. Place cursor over the log file and "click" press the right mouse button. Select delete fromthe
menu and send it to the recycle bin.

cf200.enc
TextDocument
1KB

D:'sICPimage-snNYJAB8I0409

tilNflle

1KB

Print
Edit
Open With •••
SecureDoc Auto Encrypt
SecureDoc Auto Decrypt
SecureDoc file Encryption
SecureDoc Wipe file

1tiil Convert to Adobe PDF

1iJi Combine supported flies in Acrobat. .•
Scan for Viruses.,..
(§l!WinZip
Send To
Cut
Copy
Create Shortcut
Delete
Rename
Properties
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28. Place cursor over the DvsICPimage-snxxxxxxxxxxx.bin file and "click" press the right mouse
button. Select delete from the menu and send it to the recycle bin.

cf200.enc
Text Document
1KB

vsICP!mage"SflNYJAB8I0409
Open With .••

SecureDoc Auto E:ncr'fpt
SecureDoc Auto Decrypt
SecureDoc Fde Encr'fPtion
SecureDoc Wipe File
Scan for Viruses...
WinZip
Send To
Cut
Copy
Creatte
Dele
e Shorkut
... ..,.

,..

Rename
Properties
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29. Verify only the cf200.enc file is left on the CF card.

cf200.enc

TextDocument
lK!l
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30. Remove Firmware Extract CF Card #1 from CF Card Reader.
CF Card Reader

31. Insert Blank CF Card #2 into reader attached to PC and verify that there are no files present. If
files are present, delete all files using process described above.
32. Place security seal on CF access doors when finished

33. Repeat process for each OpScan requiring a Hash Check.
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6.

BALLOT MARKING DEVICE HASH CHECK PROCEDURE
34. A hash check is required if SBOE notifies CBOE of a BMD software/firmware update OR the
BMD Printer CF Card Security Seal has been compromised.
BMD Printer CF Card Security Seal

35. CBOE accesses SBOE secure FTP site to download authorized software/firmware image. If you
have any questions, please contact SBOE at518-485-5637.
36. CBOE performs hash check on image to verify downloaded software/firmware image is valid.
Open HashCalc application by "Doubling Clicking" the HashCalc icon.
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37. HashCale application will launch and the following screen is displayed.

38. Browse and point to the authorized software/firmware image file that was downloaded from the
SBOE secure FTP site. "Click"

to browse to desired file.
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39. Select authorized software/firmware image file.

40. File is selected.
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41. To generate the hash value make sure ONLY the following items are selected:
a. Data Format= File
b. SHAl is checked
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Ca!cu1ii·/·

42. Click·•··. ··•· · •· •.· .· •·.. to generate hash value.
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43. Hash value is generated by HashCalc.
44. Compare hash calc SHAl value to SysTest provided SHAl hash value.

·::r. ;

..: ;':SRA·i' ...·. i

: r.. HA266

i.

( ,!i::t;..

45. If values are the SAME then the authorized software/firmware image file that was downloaded
from the SBOE secure FTP site PASSES.
46. If values are NOT THE SAME then call SBOE-518-485-5637.
47. If the values are the SAME then the CBOE will remove the BMD Printer CF Card security seal
and will remove the BMD CF Card.

48. The CBOE will reimage the CF card using the authorized software/firmware image file that was:
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a. downloaded from the SBOE secure FTP site
b. passed the hash check
Note: Jfyou have any questions on how to reimage the CF Card please contact SBOE at 518485-5637.

49. The CBOE will insert the reimaged CF card into BMD.

50. The CBOE will place a new security seal over access plate and will record the new seal serial
number.
BMD Printer CF Card Security Seal

51. The CBOE will perform test to ensure that reimaging was successful.
a. Tum on BMD/Optical Scanner (See Step 6for details)
b. Verify all software/firmware loads (green light on BMD)
c. Print a test ballot
d. Tum off BMD/Scanner (See Step 13 for details)
52. NOTE: A hash check is required when SBOE notifies CBOE of a BMD software/firmware
update OR the BMD Printer CF Card Security Seal has been compromised.
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ELECTION SYSTEMS AND
SOFTWARE {ES & S)
DS 200
VOTING SYSTEM

Hash Check Process

OVERVIEW
Each County Board of Elections (CBOE) will perform a hash check on each voting system to
ensure that the same firmware / software that was authorized by the ITA is currently installed
and that no other unauthorized software / firmware is present. The hash check procedure will
need to be performed during each Pre-Qualification Test and Maintenance Test. Each hash
check option is described in detail below.

1. ES&S DS200 HASH CHECK PROCEDURE - OPTION 1
Hash Check Option 1 - Perform hash check on each individual voting system
CBOE win perform a hash check on each individual voting system. Refer to sections 3, 4 and 5
of this document for hash checking details. Option 1 must be used:
A. When performing a hash check after receiving any device that has been out
of the CBOE Secure Control
Or
B. When the security seals are found to have been broken, after receiving a device
from the NYS State Board of Elections Acceptance Testing.
Option 1 may also be used when performing a hash check during Quarterly Maintenance Testing
and during Pre-Qualification testing.

2. ES&S DS200 HASH CHECK PROCEDURE - OPTION 2
Hash Check Option 2 - Perform Upgrade/ Hash Check Combination
CBOE will perform an upgrade on each voting system using the current process (contact New
York State Board of Elections (NYSBOE) regarding any upgrade questions). CBOE will then
randomly select 5 percent of the upgraded voting systems to perform a hash check on. Option 2
may only be used when performing a hash check during Quarterly Maintenance Testing or
during Pre-Quaiification Testing.
Option 2 Details:
1. Verify the latest software/firmware version from NYSBOE
2. Verify the latest Linux CD and Hashing Scripts from NYSBOE

3. Verify the latest Hash.txt file from NYSBOE
4. Randomly select one DS200 from county inventory

5. Perform upgrade using the software/firmware from step #1 above using the current process
(contact NYSBOE regarding any upgrade questions)
6. Once the upgrade is complete, perform the hash check procedure as outlined in this
document.
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7. Verify that the report.txt file shows no differences
8. Perform upgrade on all DS200 optical scanners in county inventory
9. Randomly select five percent (5%) of the DS200 optical scanners m county
inventory
10. Perform the hash check procedure as outlined in this document on the 5% selected
11. Verify that the report.txt file shows no differences for each of the 5% selected
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3. GETTING STARTED
3.1. Supplies

The following supplies will be required in order to conduct a hash check on the ES&S DS200
Optical Scanner (OS or OpScan).
• 1 USB Stick with valid election definition
• 1 USB EXTRACT Stick (See section 3.1.1 to prepare USB EXTRACT Stick)
• 1 USB HASH SCRIPT Stick (See section 3.1.2 and 3.13 to prepare USB HASH SCRIPT
Stick)
3.1.1. Preparing USB EXTRACT Stick

To prepare the EXTRACT USB Stick, perform the following steps:
1. Insert the USB stick into the Windows computer
2. Left-click the Start button on the desktop and
select My Computer
3. Left-click on the USB Stick. The contents will be
displayed on the right side pane. If the Stick is
already labelled EXTRACT, then verify the stick
is empty. If not, delete all the files and proceed to
step 5. If the label needs to be changed, proceed
to step 4.
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4. With the USB Stick highlighted, right-click on the USB stick and select Rename from the
flyout menu. The name of the USB will become editable, type EXTRACT and press the
Enter key.

,esktop

i&t) My Documents

El :1¥ My Computer
r:lJ;;;;;. Local Dlsk(C:)
!II
DVD/CD-RW Drive (D:)
ff)

ctJ

'WiiMMiiil
Control Panel

5. Remove the USB EXTRACT Stick and put aside.
**Note** When preparing the USB sticks for the Hash checking, the Names/Labels of the USB
sticks are extremely important to the process. When the USB Stick with the Valid Election
Definition is created in Electionware, the stick will be automatically given the name
POLL PLACE. The EXTRACT and HASH SCRIPT sticks will have to be set manually
through Windows. The labels ARE case sensitve.
3.1.2.
Preparing USB HASH SCRIPT Stick
To prepare the HASH SCRIPT USB Stick, perform the following steps:
1. Insert the USB stick into the Windows computer
2. Left-click the Start button on the desktop and select My Computer

3. Left-click on the USB Stick. The contents will be displayed on the right side pane. Verify
the stick is empty. If not, save any existing archive files to a safe location before
performing step 4.
4. With the USB Stick highlighted, right-click on the USB stick and select Format from the
flyout menu. A dialog to format the stick will open. Verify the following options:

•
•
•
•
•

Capacity: Approximate size of stick - 3.73GB
for a 4GB stick OK
File System: FAT 32
Allocation Unit Size: Default allocation size
Volume Label: HASH SCRIPT
Format Options:
o Quick Format: Checked
o Enable Compression: Unchecked (disabled)
o Create an MS DOS Start Up disk:
Unchecked (disabled)

5. Click the Start button. Once completed, close the dialog
and verify the USB is labelled HASH SCRIPT and is
empty. Do not remove from Computer.
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3.1.3. Placing the scripts on the HASH SCRIPT USB Stick
To prepare the HASH SCRIPT USB Stick, perform the following steps:
1. If not already done, load the DVD provided by NYSBOE which contains the Hash Script
Stick Creator.exe and the ES&S DS200 Hash Check Procedure.pdf instructions.
2. Verify prepared USB HASH SCRIPT Stick is plugged into the computer.
3. Navigate to the folder containing the Hash Script Stick Creator.exe and double-click the
Hash Script Stick Creator.exe icon. A dialog will open titled "WinRAR Self Extracting
Archive".
·,;!'l.,.lfi<Htlooioot•-........

::"""'"'-- ""-:.w-,.•,
·::.. '.- .±::=.t..
'i:

... .. .

....... .

4. In the dialog, click the Browse button next to the Destination folder drop down box. A
Browse for Folder dialog will open
5. Click on the HASH SCRIPT stick and click the OK
button. Browse for Folder dialog will close. Verify
HASH SCRIPT is listed in the Destination folder.
6. Click the Install button. Once complete, the WinRAR
dialog will close. Click on the HASH SCRIPT USB
and verify ONLY the following are present on the USB
stick.

Desktop
Ii'! lifil\) My Documents
I:'!
My Computer
EB
Local Disk (C:)
EB
HP_RECOVERY (D:)
EB
[)VD·RAMl)riv, JF:)

lJ

validate

·

., Hash Validator 4,5_4-02-2013
Bengali.sh
SHf·'ile

To runHash Validator clickfile
ONCE

FH,,

7. When the files are verified, remove the USB and set aside.
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3.2. PC Set up

Note: some of the screens shown below may look different on your PC based on the System
BIOS (basic input/output system).
1. Start PC

2. Press the F12 key on your keyboard

When the PC is starting up, press the "F12" key on the key board when the F12 prompt is
displayed on the screen. The prompt will only be displayed for a few seconds.
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3. Navigate to BIOS Setup
Use the up and down-arrow keys to move the highlight selection to [BIOS Setup] and
press[Enter].

\1$e the up and d u,ow up to liWMI tn p,a.- t@ tkt m&r"
hoot 4ev1ce. P"H Ht1tlrJ to 1Uapt tt. .t • EK ma!,

interul HDD
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4. Navigate to System> Boot Sequence
Use the Up/Down arrow to select a different field.
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5. Determine if CD/DVD/CD-RW Drive is listed as the first Boot Sequence in the list.
IF NOT, follow instructions at the bottom of the screen to make it the top item (number 1)
in the list.

• Press the 'U' key to move CD/DVD/CD-RW Drive to the top of the list.
• Press 'ENTER' when finished moving the CD/DVD/CD-RW Drive to the top of the list.
6. Once completed, follow instructions below to exit the BIOS Setup.
• Press the 'ESC' key
• Select 'Save/Exit' from the pop-up menu to exit BIOS Setup.
7. Confirm hard drive is named 'Local Disk'
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• Go to 'Start' and select 'My Computer'

;ffr Microsoft Office Word 2007
- '«·.< '. .

'

Ado Att' t"8Standard

2

(J_t-1icr9sftoffi·xcef2067'
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• Right click on 'Local Disk (C:)'
! My Computer

Nelwork()ti<ie
NotwprkQrive

,

NerwoiKDrive

,Notwoii<'Privo

• Select 'Properties'
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• On the 'General' tab, verify that the hard drive is labeled 'Local Disk'. If the disk is not
named 'Local Disk' - click in the box and type 'Local Disk'. Click the 'Apply' button
and then click 'OK'.

38,3 2:.461;05!:lbiief

•4119f2fi4'.78tbl!tlls•

- - ---

3!3:6G .
38,8GB

-- - -.

- - ..

EJ,.CQ/rjpress;dri\le;!o $ 1/eoisk .s ilce'.•

·. ]AU0111l·Gdei ,se;,eftoidgtisqiskf!)ffcls.tfj)SEfi!TCQig

8. Once completed, proceed to Section 4: Perform Hash Validation for next stepsto Bootup in Linux environment.
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4. DS200 FILE EXTRACTION
1. Start up DS 200 with a valid ballot definition
2. The Election Security Code screen will be displayed. Enter the Election Security Code and
press the Green "Accept" button.

3. The scanner will continue to boot up and a Configuration Report will print. Verify the
correct firmware version is printed on the report.
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4. The following message is displayed: "This voting device is ready for poll to be opened".

Press the "Admin Icon" located in the upper right comer of the display.

5. The Voting Device Status screen will be displayed. Press the "Log In" button.
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6. The Election Security Code screen will be displayed. Enter the Election Security Code and
press the Green "Accept" button.

7. The Administration Menu is displayed. Press "Create Validation Media".

◄
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8. Press "OK" to continue.

9. The following message will be displayed "Please remove backup media, if present, and
insert validation media. Press "OK" to Continue".

Remove Redundant Media stick (if inserted) and insert a formatted (blank) Validation
Media stick (SBOE provided EXTRACT Stick) into the Redundant Port.
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10. Press "OK" to continue.

11. The following message is displayed "Create Validation Media - Warning: Do not remove
the ES&S Memory Device or Validation Media during the process. Creating Validation
Media. Please wait ... "
·
Note: This will take a few minutes.
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12. The following message is displayed "Validation Media successfully created. Please
remove Validation Media now. If required, please re-insert the Backup Media. Press
"OK" to continue." Remove the SBOE provided EXTRACT Stick and Press the OK

button.

13. The following message will be displayed "Please remove backup media, if present, and
insert validation media. Press "OK" to Continue".
DO NOT PRESS THE "OK" BUTTON PRESS THE "LOGOUT" BUTTON.
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14. Press "Logout"

15. Press "Exit"
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16. Press the Red "Turn Off" button to power down the optical scanner.

17. The DS200 Optical Scanner will shutdown.
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5. PERFORM THE HASH VALIDATION
NOTE: Perform step I or 2 depending on current PC/Laptop Status:
1. If your PC/Laptop is currently running then:

a. Insert Linux CD
b. Restart your PC/Laptop
c. PC/Laptop will now start using Linux Operating System
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2. If your PC/Laptop is not running then:
a. Turn on PC/Laptop
b. Insert Linux CD
c. Restart your PC/Laptop
d. PC/Laptop will now start using Linux Operating System
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3. Insert HASH SCRIPT Media (USB) Stick
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4. Single click on "My Documents"

5. When My Documents opens, perform the following steps:
•
Single click the "HASH SCRIPT" directory in the list.

•

Single click "Hash Validator4.sh".

•

Hash Validation Reminder will be displayed. Verify the information displayed in the
reminder and click "OK" to continue.
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6. Select the number of USB sticks to be hashed (1 to 10). Use the scroll bar to increase the
number of machines. Once the desired number is selected, press the "OK" button.

Use.ttie scroll bar to seJect·th:e
numb; r of use· Sticks to be hashed

.

.

.·•. $ 1i,tnvmb (6fl;JSll. StlcU!l:to 1,r b.a M
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7. The Hash Validation application will prompt the user to insert the "EXTRACT Media
(USB) Stick". Click "OK" once inserted.

l.a lo< ., Disk

8. Extraction #1 - Data is ready for copying from the EXTRACT Media (USB) Stick.

Click "OK" to start the copy process.
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9. Hash Validation application starts copying files from the EXTRACT Media (USB)
Stick.

10. Hash Validation application notification message is displayed showing how many
Extractions were completed.
Click "OK" to continue.
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11. Insert the next EXTRACT Media (USB) Stick if needed.
Click "OK"to continue.
Note: The application can handle up to 10 extractions per session.

,,0y KNOPPIX
\_¢t I Disk

12. Repeat steps for each EXTRACT Media (USB) Stick.
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13. Hash Validation application displays....... Need to look at logic behind this.

.
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14. Once all EXTRACT Media (USB) Stick(s) have been copied, click "OK" to continue.
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15. The Hash Validation application will generate hash values from the DS200 files
and compare those values to the certified values. Click "OK" to continue.
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16. The Hash Validation application will prompt the user to enter the serial number
for Machine #1. Enter the serial number and click "OK" to continue. Note - it is
recommended to have a printed list of the serial numbers in the order that the files were
copied.
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17. The Hash Validation application displays a system message displaying the progress of
the hash validation.

sr1a1, Ei;testi,esmiiid

Compaling Filei/."
l o t ofJ
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18. The Hash Validation application displays the Report Confirmation for the current
validation.
The following message will be displayed for a valid hash check "PASS". "Two card
il1'lqges {fr(!l1'l card partition files)match!"

::Tw·"tard ibgs:'{f(Otrt:t.t'tf Ptilt'®
]fi! •.l match!

·

·

The following message will be displayed for an invalid hash check "FAIL". "Two card
DIFFER!"
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19. Hash Validation application displays the following system message. "Hash
Verification Complete for ES machine serial number. Reports have been transferred to:
HASH SCRIPT Media (USB) Stick. Click "OK" to continue.

,pfute(ot E!lte t1Jest1, st1,
l'\ fertld.t/>:

(USB)Stkk

.

20. If multiple machines are to be verified then the system will prompt the user for the
next serial number. Enter the serial number and click "OK" to continue. Follow the on
screen prompts.
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21. Upon completion of the last machine, the Hash

Validation application displays a
system message indicating the total number of machines hashed. Click "OK" to exit
application.
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AUTOMARK
Hash Check Process

ES&S HASH CHECK PROCEDURE AUT0MARK
OVERVIEW
Each County Board of Elections (CBOE) will perform a hash check on each voting system to ensure that
the same firmware / software that was authorized by the ITA is currently installed and that no other
unauthorized software I firmware is present. A hash check is required if the New York State Board of
Elections (NYSBOE) notifies CBOE of a BMD software/firmware update OR the security seals have
been compromised.

1. GETTING STARTED
Below are the steps for conducting the ES&S Hash Check Procedure. If you have any questions or need
assistance when performing this procedure please call 518-485-5637.
1.1 Required Supplies (Hardware and Software)
The following supplies will be required in order to conduct a hash check on the ES&S AutoMARK
Ballot Marking Device (BMD).
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
1.2

# 10 torx wrench
1 USB cable
MS Excel
MS DOS
Application - AutoMARK Validater
Application - File Checksum Integrity Verifier (FCIV)
File - MS Excel Spreadsheet with Authorized Hash Check Values provided bySysTest

Security Seal

The following security seal is used by the SBOE when conducting a hash check on the ES&S
AutoMARK BMD. SBOE recommends that each county order at a minimum, 10 security seals per
BMD for initial order.
Company Name: Intab
Seal Type: Barcode Easy Twist Seal
Color: Red
Item Code: 03-1370-001
Security Seal
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1.3

Create Directories (Folders)

The following two directories must be created on the C:\ Drive of the PC in order to conduct the hash
check on the ES&S AutoMARK:
•

automark

•

hashcheck

NOTE: The following screen shots were made with Microsoft XP Professional Operating System (OS).
Depending on the OS being used, some screenshots may appear different.
1. Start by navigating to "My Computer" by double clicking the "My Computer" icon located on
the desktop.
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2. The following screen is launched in "Details" view - see second screenshot for this setting.
I My Computer
F11e Edil: View Favorites Tools Help

.

....

.. .

r,'1 IJ'search t:t,.Folder .1 rmJ·
,._.,...............,..,.,.,. .,,,...,...._,

...•,,

,"

LocalDisk

55,8GB

25.0GB

local Disk

4,87GB

1,89GB

CO Drive

Explorer Bar

Thumbnalls
Tiles

Local Disk
LocalDisk

55.8GB

19,6GB

4,87GB

1,77GB

DeviceswithRelll{lvable Storage
CDDrive

3. Double click on "Local Disk (C:)
I My Computer
Fde

Local Disk

Local Disk

55.8GB

25.0GB

4,87GB

1.89GB

CD Drive
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4. The following screen is launched:
-

»

=

M

Local Disk (C;)

''

~

S

-

File Folder
File Folder
File Folder
File Folder
File Folder
File Folder
File Folder
File Folder
FileFolder
FileFolder

drivers

i386

ISS

OfficelO
Progrc1m Files
SATelelogic
Telelogh;Ucenses

p.

WINDOWS

'

-

S

=

9/24/200710:22.AM
2/29/2008 8:44 AM
2/2B/20063:32PM
3/20/2006 9:55 AM
5/22/2006 10:01AM
9/25/2007 11:38 AM
4/28/2008 8:39 AM
9/27/2007 9:30 AM
1/14/2008 11:34 AM
3/24/2008 8:28 PM
6/9/2008 1:25 PM

dell

Documents and Settings

¼

5. Select FILE> NEW> FOLDER

Delete

Renarne

Close

•

Briefcase

Iii Windows BMP Image

I) Microsoft Word Document
l;s Microsoft Office Access Application

!fl Microsoft Project Document

1G Microsoft PowerPoint PresentatJm
flJ Microsoft Office Publisher Docur ent
IE Text Document
Microsoft \lisio Drawing

ii W.AV Audio
i:D Microsoft Excel Worksheet
WinZipFile
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6. A "New Folder" is created
•

local Disk (C:)
File Edit View Favorites Tools Help

·' • . [ j:) Search

}

Foklers

eadrivers
eai386
ea ISS
ea dell
ea Office10
O)SA Telelogic
earelelogic Licenses
eaoocuments and Settings
ea temp
Program Files
WINDOWS

jl4ii§$i;j

7.
•

File Folder
File Folder
File Folder
File Folder
File Folder
File Folder
File Folder
File Folder
FileFolder

◄◄• ------------- FileFolder

3/20/2006 9:55 AM
5/2'lj2006 10:01AM
9/24/2il0.710:22 AM
9/25/2.007 11:38 AM
9/27/2007 9:30 AM
1/14/2008 11!34 AM
2/29/2008 8:44 AM
3i24/'2008 8:28PM
4/28/20088:39AM
6/912008 1:.25PM
6/9/2008 3:10PM

Type "automark" to name the new folder (i.e. Directory) and then press the "Enter" key
local Disk (C:)

File .Edif 1/iew Favorites Toofs l-f lp

eadell
QDotuments and settings
Qdrivers
1386

CJjrss

QOffice10
QProgram Files
SA Tele(ogic
QTelelogic Licenses
Qtemp
QWINDOWS

fQautomark

◄◄.■.,. ----------------------•
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File Folder
F11eFolder
File Folder
File Folder
File Folder
File Folder
File Folder
File Folder
File Folder
File Folder
F.ileFolder

9{24/2007 10:22AM
2/29/200S 8:44 AM
2/28/2006 3:32PM
3/20/2006 9:55.AM
5/22/2006 10:01 AM
9/25/2007 11:38.AM
4/28/20088:39AM
9/27/20079:30 AM
1/14/2008 11:34 AM

3/24/2008 8:28 PM

6/9j2008 1:25 PM
6/912008 3:12PM
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8. Repeat the process for Steps 5 through 7 to create a "New Folder" named "hashcheck".
;-,m-,==o

Local Disk (C:)

o

o

"'

S<

"

,

Sdrivers
t::l)i386
t::l)ISS
t::l)dell
t::l)office10
t::l)SA Telelogic
t::l)TelelogicLicenses
t::l)Documents and Settings
t::l)temp
t::l)Program Files
WINDOWS
automark
hashcheck

◄
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A

o,.

,;

File Folder
File Folder
File Folder
File Folder
File Folder
F.ile Folder
File Folder
File Folder
File Folder
File.Folder
FileFolder
File Folder
File•Folder

~

-

2/28/2006 3:32PM
3/20/2fJ06 9:55AM
5/22/200610:0t AM

..S/24/2007 10:22 AM

9/25/200711:38 AM
• 9/27/2007 9:30 AM

1/14/2fJ()811:34 AM
2/29/20Q8.8:'.44 AM
3/24/2008 8:28 PM
..4/28/2008 8:39 AM
• 6'/9/2008 1:25PM
6/9/2008 3:12PM
g/9/2008 3:i4 PM
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1.4

Install AutoMARK Validater

9. Install the AutoMARK Validater. This is done only once for each PC that will be used to
conduct the hash check. The State Board of Elections (SBOE) will provide all the necessary
files to install the AutoMARK Validater Application.
If temp
Rle. Edit View Favorites Tools

H lp

Automark Technical Systems

10. Copy the "Automark Technical Systems" folder provided by SBOE that contains all the
necessary files to install the AutoMARK Validater Application to the C:\ Directory.

drivers

i386

File Folder

ISS

FileFolder

dell

File Folder

bffice10

Rle Folder
File Folder

SA Telelogic
l Teleloglc Licenses

File Folder

Documents and Settings

File Folder

Program Files

FileFolder

automark

FileFolder

hashcheck

AleFolder

WINDOWS
Automark Technical Systems
temp

◄◄--- -
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File.Folder
File Folder
File Folder

2/28f}J)063:32PM
. 3f}J)/'}Jj069:55AM
5/22/200610:0lAM
9/24/200710:22AM
9/25/2007 11:38 AM
9/27/2007 9:30 AM
1/14/2008 11:34 AM
2/29/2008 8:44 AM
4/'lS/2008 8:39 AM
6/9/2008 3:12 PM
6/9/2JJ08 3:HPM
6/10/2008 8:15AM
6/10/2008 9:16 AM
6/10/2fJ089:16AM
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11. Open the "Automark Technical Systems" folder by double clicking it to display the contents of
the folder.
Ii Automark Technical S tems
Tools Help

gcommon
program files
system32
t{;ox0409
1if1Automark Validater Software
IE:;Autorun
§insbnsia
§insbnsiw
fllsetup
lf;setup
r:lwindowslnstaller·KB893803-x86

6KB
1,089 KB
1.KB
1,669KB
1,780KB
288KB
3,KB
2,525KB

File Folder
.File Folder
Configuration Settings
Windows Installer Package
SetupInformation
Application
Application
Application
Configuration Settings
Application

6/11{2008 10:17 AM
3/Zl/2006 11:44 AM
3/7/2008 11.:26 AM
3/7/2008 11:26 AM
11/28/2004 8:53 AM
11/28/2004 8:53 AM
3/7/2008 11.:26 AM
3/7/2008 11:26 AM
5/16/2005 3:42 PM

12. Locate the Automark Validater Software (Windows Installer Package) Icon. Double click this
icon and follow steps provided by the Installation Wizard to install the "Validater" application on
the PC.

r:I Windowslnstaller-KB89'3803-x86

6/11/200810:17AM
6/11/200810:17AM
6/11/200810:1.7 AM
6KB
3 27 2006 11:44 AM
1,089KB Windows Installer Package 3/7/2008 11:26AM
1KB Setup In rmatioh
3 2008 11:26 AM
1,669KB Application
11/28/20048:53AM
1,780.KB Application
11/28/2004 8:53 AM
288KB Application
3/7/2008 11:26 AM
3KB Configuration Settings
3/7/2008 11:26 AM
2,525KB Application
5/1.6/2005 3:42PM
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File Folder
File Folder

Setup

13. Installation Wizard Step 1 - Click"Next"

Welcome to the InstaUShield Wtzard for

Automar'k Validater Software

TheInstal!Shield(R) Wizard will install Automark Validater
Software on your computer. To continue, dick Next.

WARNING: Thisprogramisprotected by copyright law and
international treaties.

14. Installation Wizard Step 2- Click "Install" to use Current Settings.
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15. Installation Wizard Step 3 - Installation Status Bar showing progress of the install.

16. Installation Wizard Step 4 - click "Next"

Welcome to the Device Driver
Installation Wizardl
This wizardhelps youinstall thesoftware driversthat some
computers devices need in order to wotk.

17. Installation Wizard Step 5 - Installation of the device drivers.
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"""'' """",,."'" "'"' =, ,.,_ "'' """ " « , "'' '""'""

w . "'"'"""""--""" '"'''''"'"'"

Device Driver lnstilllation Wizard

"'""""'"=='-""""'"-''"'' "'"'.,,,"'' " """" ,,,,,,.,,._,,,, ,.,,,.,_""'"""'"''""'"'" """ ""'' "'""""',

The drivers are now in.stalling _

18. Installation Wizard Step 6 - click "Finish" to complete device driver installation.

Completing the Device Driver
Installation Wizard
The drivers were successfully 'installed on this computer.
Youcannowconnectyourdevicetothiscomputer. If yourdevice
came wlth instructions. please read them first.

19. Installation Wizard Step 7 - click "Finish" to complete the Automark Validater Installation.
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Instal1Shie1d Wizard Completed

The InstallShield Wizard has successfully installed Automark
Validater Software, Click Finish to exit the wizard,

20. Verify that the Automark External Validater icon is present on the desktop.
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1.5

Install File Checksum Integrity Verifier (FCIV) Application

21. Install the FCIV on the C:\ Drive. This is done only once for each PC that will be used to
conduct the hash check. The State Board of Elections (SBOE) will provide the application
(executable).

fciv

22. Copy the fciv application (executable) to the C:\ Directory. That completes the install.
Local Disk (C:)
File

Edi!:: View

.

.

Favorites

CJ)drivers
CJ)i386
ISS
C]dell
CJ)Office10
CJ)SATelelogic
IQTelelogic Licenses
Documents and Settings
CJ)Program Files
CJ)temp
C]hashcheck
Copy ofautomark
ii;aautomark
fQWINDOWS
CJ)AutomarkTechnicalSystems
fciv
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• 2/28/2006 3:32PM
File Folder
File Folder
File Folder
File Folder
File Folder
File Folder
File Folder
File Folder
File Folder
File Folder
File Folder
File Folder
File Folder
FileFolder
83KB Application

• 3/20/20069:55 AM

5/2.2/200610:0tAM
• 9/24/200110:22. A1:v'1
..9/25/2fJ07H:38 AM.

·.s121f;J!Jo19:30Ml.

..1/14/20081.1:34 AM
2/29/20038:44 AM

4/2.8/2008 8:39 AM
6/10/20089:25.AM

6/10/2008 1:20 PM
6/10f;J/J08 2:19PM
6/10/20082:19PM

6/11/20088:12AM
6/11/200810:17AM
5/13f;J/J041:.26 PM
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1.6

Setting the Directory (folder) to save files downloaded from the AutoMARK BMD

23. Double click the "Validater" icon
application. The following screen will appear.
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located on the desktop to launch the
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24. Click the "Set Directory" button to create a path to the "Saving Files To This Location". The
"automark" folder that was created in step # 7 will be used to save the files that will be
downloaded from the ES&S AutoMARK.

25. The "Save As" dialog window opens

26. Browse to the "automark" folder located on the C:\ Drive. See example below.
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27. From the pull down menu select "Local Disk (C:)
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28. Double click "automark"

tl}Documenls and Settngs
QTelelogic Licenses
SA Telelogic
OfficelO

-------QdeH
QISS
i386

Qdrivers

29. Click the "Save" button
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30. The path to the Directory is now set (C:\automark\)
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1.7

Hardware Set-Up

NOTE: The orange tape that may be present in some photos is not security seals. This tape is used by
ES&S for shipping purposes only.
31. Slide latches out on top ofBMD.

32. Lift top cover and lower ballot feed tray.
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33. Pull the touch screen forward and lower top cover back into place.

34. Open printer compartment door for access to the USB port. Remove security seal on bracket.

35. Remove security bracket using# 10 torx wrench. Be careful not to lose the screw.
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# 10 Torx Wrench
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36. Start with the (BMD) "OFF"

37. If the BMD does not have a Compact Flash (CF) card loaded, unlock and open CF access door
on front of AutoMARK.
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38. Carefully Insert CF Card into slot
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39. Close, lock and place a security seal across the CF access door on front of AutoMARK.

40. Insert key and turn key to "TEST" mode position.
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41. The AutoMARK will start-up "boot-up" in approximately 3 minutes. Wait for the motor to stop
running before continuing.

42. Connect Universal Serial Bus (USB) cable from 1 way output port located under rear access door
to PC.
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2. ES&S AUTOMARK BMD FILE EXTRACTION
43. Select "System Maintenance" from the touch screen.
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44. User is prompted for a password. Enter provided password and select "OK"
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45. From the AutoMARK System Maintenance Menu select "Security".

46. Select "With External Verifier"
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47. User is prompted for a password. Enter provided password and select "OK"
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48. From the AutoMARK System External Security Menu select "With External Verification"

49. Verify that "Output Entire Image" is checked on the External Verification of Firmware Screen
while BMD pre-loads.
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50. Select Item to Send "Application and All Components (OS, Bootloader, and files).

51. From the AutoMARK Validater Application, click "Connect"
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52. Validater connected - Communications channel ready to receive data from AutoMARK ...

53. Select "Connect" on the ES&S AutoMARK BMD

54. Verification BMD is connected to external verifier interface.
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55. Select "Send" on ES&S AutoMARK BMD. This step takes approximately 15 to 17 minutes to
complete.

56. Verification that application and all components were sent. This completes the file extraction
from the ES&S AutoMARK BMD.

57. Close the Automark Validater application by clicking the "X"

,•,

:

•. S e g•
-

'

'

.

Erasetog:
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3. CALCULATE HASH CHECK PROCESS
3.1

Using File Checksum Integrity Verifier (FCIV)

58. Start the MS DOS Command Prompt by following the numbers:
1) Start
2) All Programs
3) Accessories
4) Command Prompt

in OLYMPUS CAMEDIA
in Quicklime

'iii New Office Document
Open Office Document
·-

1'
•

►
►

la Xacti Screen Capture 1.1
iJJ EMC Retrospect

SetProgram Access and Defaults
Windows Catalog

►

Windows Update

Cl WinZip

£-mail

Microsoft Offlce Outlook

3

(1J HP Solution Center

► I in Accessibility
► ill Communications
► il Entertainment

i l;i Accessories
lfim Bluetooth

Microsoft OfficeExcel

TrueCrypt

in Broadcom
in Citrix
in Dell
in Dell Accessories
in Dell QuickSet
in Games
in IntelPROSet Wireless
iJJ Microsoft Office
in Modem Helper
iJJ Mozilla Firefox
ill NetVi/aiting
ill Sonic
ill Startup
ill Symantec Client Security
ill Telelogic
fiD WinZip

►
►

4

il
il

MicrosoftInteractive Training
System Tools

► \U AddressBook
Calculator
►

►
►
►

►
►

►
► I Paint
► i ) Program Compatibility Wizard
► f/1 Synchronize
► ,i)
►

Tour Windows XP
Windows Explorer

► [j· WordPad
► 1fllJ Scanner andCameraW.izard
►
►

2
1
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59. The MS DOS Command Prompt Launches

60. Navigate to the root of the C:\ Directory (folder) by using MS DOS command "cd :\c" andpress
"Enter".
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61. Run the Checksum Integrity Verifier (FCIV) application (executable) using the following DOS
Command: c:\>fciv c:\automark >> c:\hashcheck\xx-xxxx.txt -shal and press "Enter".
xx = County and xxxx = machine number

The application is computing the hash values on the files located in the folder "automark" and
place the results in the folder named "hashcheck". The results are stored in a file that is named
in the command prompt. In this example, the file name is 00-0001.txt
62. Verify that the file 00-0001.txt was created and is located in the "hashcheck" folder.

II

"

hashcheck

File

.

Edit ... View.. Favor)tes.

TOol. H

lp

00-0001

◄--- •

TextDocument 11

BOKB
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3.2

Import values into MS Excel

63. Open MS Excel
Click Start > All Programs > Microsoft Office > Microsoft Office Excel

►
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65. Browse to C:\ Drive

esktop

! My Computer

..,.•,

Q Local Disk (C:)
DVD-RW Drive (D:)
Q Local Disk{M:)
My Network Places

fl

IQ Desktop Information

I

1

OGS

SBOE
Unused Desktop Shortcuts
FTP Locations
Add/Modify FTP Locations

66. Double click "hashcheck"

Automark Technical Systems
dell
Documents and Settings

Telelogic Licenses
temp
\f,JINDOWS

[All icrosoft Office Excel Flies

I
L

Qp n
Cancel

rl
J,

67. Select "All Files" from the drop down menu
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-+-----1Microsoft Office Excel Files

All Web Pages
1------+----+ --------- 1XMLFiles

t---------+----1'-'-T.;;;ex.:..:ct"""'Fic.::le.::;..s

-,------,-----.-

68. Double click "00-0001.txt"

69. MS Excel Text Import will automatically launch.
Step 1: Make sure "Fixed width" is selected and Start import at row "l ". Select "Next".
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71. Step 3: Make sure that "General" is selected and verify information in the Data preview looks
correct. Click "Finish".
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72. Excel will open and the data will be displayed.

Autornark AutoMARKexe
HelperUbra ..dll
F_la_,s_h_Ato1nark AutoMarkData
i
Flash Autornark AutoMarkStartu_e.exe
1
Flash Autornark chs.syn - +- - - -1--- Autornark chsrom.dll
er.di!
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73. Copy all values in column A (776 values) and paste them into SBOE provided spreadsheet with
the Authorized hash check values for comparison.

c:\automar LOADER
I
c:\automark\OS
Flash AutomarkService DiagnosticLogg_er_.d_ll
Flash AutomarkSeivice NonVolatilelibra ..dll

Flas,h Auton1afk AutoM.ark dll

!

, -. ·- - -

.;.....---+·····
4

• •••··

..................-.

c:\autom Flash Automark AutoMARK..exe
c:\automa Flash Automark .! MarkDataHel erLibrarY,:!!,lj
c:\automa Flash Autornark AutoMarkStartu
c:\automa Flash Automark chs.s n
, -;
.......
Flash Automark chsrom.dll
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74. Paste values into column C starting at row 3.

----------,,-----+------------------,,,,,,,,.-

851!57e379e583312ef5dd2954edf7d9a
FA
IL
--t
-----+ --------------------------- 1
11b4ae62e6be5f1631938501b6.2d24d8
FAtL
2c68846d4021c88fb4002212a0050990
FAIL
642f0338f06dc-3ab647196e349cec74d
FAIL
cdbc1c82ce32517a68f2633a318f0a84
FAIL
FAil
5a19cac6735ae6f4069cbe613669fe7b
16b86150
FA
7553ea93be72dc21d232da77
4 -- ,IL ,_,,,+,,,-,,, ------------------------------------ 1
7257ae2ec8771835e4c3965d7cacc890
FAIL
FAil
c47ee5de77c3753c243a54fea99d8538
FAIL
'862fe798cec85ac2160ee233
FAIL
2c68846d4021c88fb4002212a0050990
FAil
1206f4e8478d96ta235b9bf03b40268a
FAlL
89f413c078a2869e724c8c6c76f1:f3b6
FAll
19643935d30d3431ff06f0e279f07b9e
3f5655f6ae8798500a5018f6a5743f27
FAil
2e5898ca2279420bd5905850df8ed
FAIL
FAll
bdf595ae0ad9d26e6b01985eae212
FAil
.... 8b4860edcdb279e3bddtadbd5db04b95
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85157e379e583312ef5dd2954edf7d9a

PASS

85157e379e583312ef5dd2954edf7d9a

,..c..c;c1b4:..=
..:ea6=..2
:-_e6=;.b,;;;.e=5f,..c..16=3:....:.1..::.:...:3:.=.:8:.5..0.:1..b
::..::.6=2d=2:....:4==d8-----+ --'-:.A
...:.S =---,1 11b4ae62e6be5f1631938501b62d24d8
2c68846d4021c88fb4002212a0050990
PASS
2c68846d4021c88fb4002212a0050990
642f0338f06dc3ab6471:96e349cec74d
A
SS-- 642f0338f06dc3ab647196e349cec
74d
------P
- CdbC1C82ce32517a68f2633a318fOa84
P
ASS cdbc1c82ce32517a68f2633a318f0a84
5a19cac6735ae6f4069cbe613669fe7b
· 5a19cac6735ae6f4069cbe613669fe7b
---PASS
7553ea93be72dc21d232da7716b86150
PASS
7553ea93be72dc21d232da7716b86150
7257ae2ec8TT1835e4c3965d7cacc890
PASS
7257ae2ec8771835e4c3965d7cacc890
47ee5de77c3753c243a54fea99d8538
,
PASS c47ee5cle77-c3753c243a54fea99d85-38
, 00d6bd44862fe798cec85ac2160ee233
PASS
06d6bd44862fe798cec85ac2160ee233

----

2c68846d4021i c-88fb4002212a0050990
1206f4e8478d961a235b9bf03b40268a
9f413c078a2869e724c8c6c76f1f3b6
5d30d3431ff06f0e279f07b9e
=-=-a=e=-=8..::...79::,,,::8::..::5-=-00=-:a=5-=-01:.::.8::..:f6:.::a:..::.57=-4.:.=3:.=.f2:::..7
7942e5898ca2279420bd5905850df8ecl
99dbdf595ae0ad9d26e8b01985eae212
8b4860eckdb279e.3bdd1adbd5db04b95
494374b4a94caaa2559dc74cbecfb659
195a4597923d67d7a2855913d12b116c
4105b6c0
==----31bd82.fa5b3da7f739a54d45

PASS
PASS
PASS
PASS

2c68846d4021c88fb4002212a0050990
1206f4e8478d961a235b9bf03b40268a
89f413c078a2869e724c8c6c76f1f3b6
19643935d30d3431ff06f0e.279f07b9e

PASS
PASS
PASS
PASS
PASS
PASS

3f5655f6ae8?]?500a5018f6a5743f27
7942e5898ca2279420bd5905850df8ed
99dbclf595ae0ad9d26e6b01985eae212
8b4860edcdb279e3bdd1adbd5db04b95
494374b4a94caaa2559dc74cbecfb659
195a4597923d67d7a2855913d1.2b116c
4105b6c031bd82fa5b3da7f739a54d45

-J:§§
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75. Double click the line between C and D to expand column for proper width.

85157e379e583312ef5dd2.954edf7d:9a
PASS 85157e379e583312ef5cld2954edf7d9a
11b4ae62e6be5f1631938501b62d24d8
PASS 11b4ae62e6be5f1631938501b62d24d8
2c68846d4021c88fb4002212a0050990
PASS 2c68846d4021c88fb4002212a0050990
642f0338f06dc3ab6471:96e349cec74d
PASS 642f0338f06dc3ab647196e349cec74d
cdbc1c82ce32517a68f2633a318f0a84
PASS cdbc1c82ce32517a68f2633a,3,18f0,a_84 ---------------------t,
19cac6735ae6f4069cbe613669fe7b
PASS 5a19cac6735ae6f4069cbe613669fe7b
PASS 7553ea93be72dc21d232da7716b86150
3ea93he72dc21d232da7716b86150
··· ,,··"· ·-·· --·
- ------- t
57ae2ec8771835e4c3'965d7cacc890
PASS 7257ae2ec8771835e4c3965d7cacc890
c47ee5de77c3753c243a54fea99d8538
PASS c47ee5de77c3753c243a54fea99d8538
06d6bd44862fe798cec85ac2160ee233
06d6bd44862fe798cec85ac2160ee233
PASS
-+--------------------+----PASS 2c68846d4021cB8fb4002212a0050990
2c68846d4021c88fb4002212a0050990
1206f4e8478d961a235b9bf03b40268a
PASS 1206f4eB478d961a235b9bf03b40268a
PASS 89f413c078a2869e724c8c6c76f1f3b6
c078a2869e724c8c6c76f1f3b6
PASS 19643935d30d3431ff06f0e279f07b9e
643935d30d3431ff06fDe279f07b9e
PASS 3f5655f6ae8798500a5018f6a5743f27
f56.55f6ae8798500a5018f6a5743f27
PASS 7942e5898ca2279420bd5905850df8ed
942e5898ca2279420bd5905850df8ed
5eae212
99dbdf595ae0ad9d26e6b01985eae212
-·------ -PASS - 99dbdf595ae0ad9d26e6b0198
PASS 8b4860edcdb279e3bdd1adbd5db04b95
8b4860edcdb279e3bdd1adbd5db04b95
74b4a94caaa2559dc74cbecfb65
9c.;;... PASS
494374b4a
94c'aaa
2559
d
c-74cbecfb659 -------------------------- '
.. .. .
--1-------J
---..-
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76. If values are NOT THE SAME in Column A and Column C, then call SBOE- 518-485-5637

85'157e379e583312ef5dd2,954e,,d,,,,f,7,,,,d,,,9, a----·--+P-A--S-S-+-8,5,,1,5,,7,e379e583312ef5dd2954edf7d9a
,,
11b4ae62e6be5f1631938501b62d24d8
PASS 11b4ae62e6be5f1!631938501b62d24d8
2c68846d4021c8Hfb400221'2a0050990
PASS 2c68846d4021,c88fb4002212a0050990
642ID338f06dc3ab647196e349cec74d
PASS 642ID338f06dc3ab647196e349cec74d
cdbc1c82ce32517a68f2633a318f0a84
PASS cdbc1c82ce32517a68f2633a318f0a84
5a19cac6735ae6f4009cbe613669fe7b
PASS 5a19cac6735ae6f4009cbe613669fe7b
7553ea93be72dc21d232da7716b86150
PASS 7553ea93be72dc2_1d232da7716b86150
725Tae2ec8771835e4c3965d7cacc890
PASS 7257ae2ec8771835e4c3965d7cacc890
PASS c47ee5de77c3753c243a54fea99d8538
c47ee5de77c3753c243a54fea99d8538
d44862fe798cec85ac2160ee233
PASS 00d6bd44862fe798cec85ac2160ee233
- .:::...;:.::.=..:_
6d4021c88fb40022t2aO050990
PASS 2c68846d4021c88fb,,4002212a0050990
.c;;:;_;:;,..:..;:;.;;: =-=-=-=..: :,;:;_,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,t_..;_.,,;._;;c;;:-=--._t=- _::_:;_::...:c:..c:..:;_,
4e8478d961a235b9bf03b40268a
PASS 1200f4e8478d961:a235b9bf03b40268:a
'13c078a2869e724c8c6c76f1f3b6
PASS 89f413c078a2869e724c8c6c76f1f3b6
43935d30d3431ff00f0e279f07b9e
PASS 19643935d30d3431ff00f0e279ID7b9e
PASS 3f5655f6ae8798500a5018f6a5743f27
f5655f6ae8798500a5018f6a5743f27
942e5898ca2279420bd5905850df8ed
PASS 7942e589Hca2279420bd5905850df8ed
PASS 99dbdf595ae0ad9d26e6b01985eae212
99dbdf595ae0ad9d26e6b01:985eae21'2
8b4860edcdb279e3bdd1adbd5db04b95
PASS 8b4860edcdb279e3bdd1adbd5db04b95
494374b4a94caaa2559dc74cbedb659
PASS 494374b4a94caaa2559dc74cbedb659
195a4597923d67d7a28559'13d12b1Hk
PASS I195a4597923d67d7a2855913d12b116c
PASS 4105b6:c031bd82fa5b3da7f739a54d45
41:05b6c031bd82fa5b3da7f73Ha54d45
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77. Label the inserted column with name of file- xx-xxxx which represents a specific BMD and
click the "Save" icon.

00-0001
PASS 85157e379e583312ef5dd2954edf7d9a
85157e379e583312ef5dd2954edf7d9a
11b4ae62e6be5f1631938501b62d24d8
PASS 11b4ae62e6be5f1'631938501b62d24d8
2c68846d402.1c88fb4002:21i2a0050990
PASS 2c68846d4021•c88fb400221.2a0050990
642f0338f00dc3ab647196e349cec74d
PASS 642f0338f00dc3ab647l96e349cec 74d
cdbc1c82ce32517a68f2633a318f0a84
PASS cdbc1c82ce32517a68f2633a318f0a84
PASS 5a19cac6735ae6f4009cbe613669fe7b
a1'9cac6735ae6f4009cbe613669fe7b
PASS 7553ea93be72dc21d232da7716b86150
3ea93be72dc21d232da7718b86150
7ae2ec8771835e4c3965d7cacc890
PASS 725lae2ec8771835e4c3965d7cacc890
c47ee5de77c3753c243a54fea99d8538
PASS c47ee5de77c3753c243a54fea99d8538
06d8bd44862fe798cec85ac2160ee233-+-PASS 06d6bd44862fe798cec85ac.2160ee233
2c68846d4021c88fb4002212a0050990
PASS 2c68846d4021c88fb4002212a0050990
,'e8478d981a235b9bf03b40268a
PASS 1200f4e8478d961a235b9bf03b40268a
89f413c078a2869e724c8c6c76f1f3b6
PASS 89f413c078a2869e724c8c6c76f1f3b6
. 19843935d30d3431ff00f0e279f07b9e
PASS 19643935d30d3431ff00f0e279f07b9e
3f5655f6ae8798500a5018f6a5743f27
PASS 3f5655f6ae8798500a5018f6a5743f27
- . 'C<
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3.3

Prepare spreadsheet for the next set of hash check values.

78. Highlight column C and right click. Select "Insert".

=·"""'

PASS
e379e583312ef5dd2954edf7d9a
PASS
e62e6be5f1631938501b62d24d8
PASS
68846d4021c88fb4002212a0050990
PASS
642f0338f06dc3ab647196e349cec74d
PASS
cdbc1c82ce32517a68f2633a318f0a84
PASS
5a19cac6735ae6f4069c be613669fe7b
7553ea93be72dc21d232da7716
b
8615
0
PAS
S
·---,,·-·-·
·-· ·········-- +---·
7257ae2ec8771835e4c3965d7cacc890
PASS
c47ee5de77c3753c243a54fea99d8538
PASS
862fe798cec85ac2160ee233---+--'PASS'-c88fb4002212aOO50990
PASS
1a235b9bf03b40268a
PASS
3c078a2869e724c8c6c76f1f3b6
PASS

98ca2279420bd5905850df8ed
9dbdf595ae0ad9d26e6b01985eae212-

PASS
PASS-
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79. New column "C" Inserted

157e379e583312ef5dd2954edf7d9a
11b4ae62e6be5f1631'93850lb62d24d8

PASS
PASS

00-0001
85157e379e583312ef5dd2954edf7d9a
11b4ae62e6be5f1631938501b62d24d8

--------- -

2c68846d4021c88fb4Q02212a0050990
PASS
2c68846d4021c88fb4002212a0050990
642f0338f06dc3ab647196e349cec74d PASS
642f0338f06dc3ab647196e349cec74d
cdbc1c82ce32517a68f2633a318f0a84 - - PASS
cdbc1c82ce325Ha68f2633a31.8f0a84
+--·
5a19cac6735ae6f4069cbe613669fe7b--PASS ----------------------- 5a19cac6735ae6f4069cbe61'3669fe7b
7553ea93be72dc21d232da7716b86150
PASS
7553ea93be72dc21d232da7716b86150
7257ae2ec8771835e4c3965d7cacc890
PASS
7257ae2ec8771835e4c3965d7cacc890
c47ee5de77c3753c243a54fea99d8538
PASS
c47ee5de77c3753c243a54fea99d8538
06d6bd44862fe798cec85ac2160ee233
PASS
06d6bd44862fe798cec85ac2160ee233
2c68846d4021c88fb4002212a0050990
PASS
2c68846d4021! c88fb4002212a0050990
1206f4e8478d961a235b9bf03b40268a
PASS
t206f4e8478d961a235b9bf03M0268a
89f413c078a2869e724c8c6c76f1f3b6
PASS
89f413c078a2869e724c8c6c76f1f.3b6
19643935d30d3431ff06f0e279f07b9e
PASS
19643935d30d343tff06f0e279f07b9e
3f5655ffiae8798500a5018f6a5743f27
PASS
3f5655f6ae8798500a501:8f6a5743f27
7942e5898ca2279420bd5905850df8ed
PASS
7942e5898ca2279420bd5905850df8ed
99dbdf595ae0ad9d26e6b01985eae212
PASS
99dbdf595ae0ad9d26e6b01985eae212
8b4860edcdb279e3bdd1adbd5db04b95
PASS
8b4860edcdb279e3bdd1adbd5db04b95
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80. Click on cell B3. In the formula bar, change the value from "D" to "C" and press"Enter"

00-0001--------t·········
85157e379e583312ef5dd2954edf7d9a
11b4ae62e6be5f1631:938501b62d24d8
2c68846d4021c88fb4002212a0050990
642f0338f06dc3ab647196e349cec74d
cdbc1c82ce32517a68f2633a318f0a84
5a19cac6735ae6f4069cbe61:3669fe7b
7553ea93be72dc21d232da7716b86150
7257ae2ec8771835e4c3965d7cacc890
c47ee5de77c3753c243a54fea99d8538
06d6bd44862fe798cec85ac2160ee233
2c68846d4021c88fb4002212a0050990

PASS

5157e379e583312ef5dd2954edf7d9a
ae62e6be5f1631938501b62d24d8
2c68846d4021c88fb4002212a0050990
642f0338f00dc3ab647196e349cec74d
cdbc1c82ce32517a68f2633a318f0a84
5a19cac6735ae6f4069cbe613669fe7b
7553ea93be72dc21d232da7716b86150
7257ae2ec8771:835e4c3965d7cacc890
c47ee5de77c3753c243a54fea99d8538
06d6bd44862fe798cec85ac2160ee233
2c68846d4021c88fb4002212a0050990

PASS
PASS
PASS

,. ,,, "•'-"•-- ""'"•'-6''""'

PASS
PASS
PASS
PASS

PASS
PASS
PASS

00-0001
.=!F(A3=C
85157e379e583312ef5dd2954edf7d9a
85157e379e583312ef5dd2954edf7d9a
t 1b4ae62e6be5f1:63t938501b62d24d8
PASS
11b4ae62e6be5f1631938501b62d24d8
c68846d4021c88fb4002212a0050990- - PASS
2c68846d4021c88fb400221,2a0
- -! - .,.,.,. ,,050990
... ,,.,,,.......,,....,,,,,....
06dc3ab647196e349cec74d
PASS
642f0338f06dc.3ab647196e349cec74d
ce32517a68f2633a318f0a84
PASS
cdbc1c82ce32517a68f.2633a3t8f0a84
PASS
6735ae6f4069cbe613669fe7b
5a19cac6735ae6f4069cbe613669fe7b
a93be72dc:21d232da7716b86150
PASS
7553ea93be72dc21d232da7716b86150
ii} 7257ae2ec8771835e4c3965d7cacc890-l--P-A_S_S_ ------· ..... 7257ae2ec8771835e4c-39-65-d7-cac-·"c890
--

, ••,•• •••••••,, •._,

.

"Mh"W h

0

.,,,, ~"=·'····'"·"'"'"'""''""'"='~·

- ·-""""""'" ,,

mm,.u,,,,,,,,,.,,,,,,.,,.m,,,,,,,

,_ """""""', "• "'"•

•"•"•"' -.=• «-'""

•11', c47ee5de77c3753c243a54fea99d8538

12 06d6bd44862fe798cec85ac2160ee233
....,

.......... -.

.,._....,•..,....,,...a

,....,...,..,

a.,..,.,.,,.,.......,""""'

PASS
PASS

•-•"'"••)•""•••••••'•••••••••••,,_,..

-•um=,,=••>m«,,.,m

,,...-,-.,.._...,,.,..,

c47ee5de77c3753c243a54fea99d8538
06d6bd44862fe798cec85ac2160ee233

-- -····•···,·'+--------l,----------•·--•-•--....,_. ..-.......,,
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00-0001
85157e379e5833

t2ef5dd2954edf7d9a ............... ... .............-,,----1-------.....:c..
FAIL
8515
e379
583312
.7
:c--e
=
-c' "--' ef
--5
-' dd295
- ---4
"'edf7
=:...d
'9a
-----'
11b4ae62e6be5f1631938501b62d24d8
PASS
11b4ae62e6be5H631938501b62d24d8
2c68846d4021c88fb4002212a005099
0-+
PASS
- PASS
-------2c68846d4021c88fb4002212a005099
- 642f0338f00dc3ab647196e349cec74d
- - -- - ·0+.. .
642f0338f00dc3ab647196e349cec74d
-----+------+---+ ----------- j
cdbc1c82ce32517a68f2633a318f0a84
PASS
cdbc1c82ce32517a68f2633a318f0a84
-····-----··..··· ...........f----....,,,,... + ...-----1--------------5a19cac6735ae6f4009cbe613669fe7b
PASS
5a19cac6735ae6f4009cbe613669fe7b
7553ea93be72dc21d232da7716b86150
7553ea93be72dc2M232da7716b86150
PASS
7257ae2ec8771i 835e4c3965d7cacc890
PASS
7257ae2ec8771835e4c3965d7cacc890
e77c3753c243a54fea99d8538
P
A
SS
c47ee5de77c3753c243a54fea99d8538
+----!--····-00d6bd44862fe798cec85ac2160ee233
00d6bd44862fe798cec85ac2160ee233
PASS
- -1-2c68846d4021c88fb4002212a0050990
PASS
2c68846d4021c88fb4002212a0050990

""='-' """ =«

,

,
---

_,

·--,

---· --· ·---,-

....

81. Click the bottom right corner of cell B3 and drag down the entire length of values in Row B and
click "Save" icon.

5157e379e583312ef5dd2954edf7d9a
11b4ae62e6be5f1631938501b62d24d8
2c68846d4021c88fb4002212a0050990
642f03-38f06dc3ab647196e349cec 74d
cdbc1c82ce32517a68f2633a31'8f0a84

'""·""-'•"'"'""''" '•'"""..

·A-VVWAv--,-,vv

"-"A½"

, ,,_ ,,

,

,,, SA-,-,,,,--,,"ll'--m=s,s.. =,,,,.

PASS
PASS

00-0001
85157e379e583312ef5dd2954edf7d9a
11b4ae62e6be5f1631'938501b62d24d8
2c68846d4021c88fb4002212a0050990
642f0338f06dc3ab647196e349cec74d
cdbc1c82ce32517a68f2633a318f0a84

rn, --o.mm•--'-~••

_

-

m•~••-'-W >''"•-••"" ,,,

PASS
5a1:9cac6735ae6f4009cbe613669fe7b
5a19cac6735ae6f4009cbe613669fe7b
7553ea93be72dc21d232da7716b86150
PASS
7553ea93be72dc21d232da7716b86150
10, 7257ae2ec8771835e4c3965d7cacc890
PASS
7257ae2ec8771835e4c3965d7cacc890
c47ee5de77c3753c243a54fea99d853.S
PASS
c47ee5de77c3753c243a54fea99d8538
00d6bcl44862fe798cec85ac2160ee233
PASS
06d6bd44862fe798cec85ac2160ee233
, , ,,,,,,,, ,,." ' ----+-"''"'·"·'" .,,,=2c68846d4021c88fb4002212a00509HO
PASS
2c68846d4021c88fb4002212a0050990
.w,•,,.=•=v

mm,m ,.v,uw;,

..

«•-"_,_,_,,,,,,_,,

,_,

J;

,

,.,.,,..,,....,,,.,.

....,

_._.....,

,....,""" _.

,.,,.....,.,_ ,.,,,

,.,,..,,.._

••

.........,,-....,.

•• cmu,• •,u"»wu- v ,._,

.

-

--

"'.,-,.•.-..
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-----·······
85157e379e583312ef5dd2954edf7d9a
11b4ae62e6be5f 1631938501b62d24d8
2c68846d4021c88fb4002212a0050990
642f0338f06dc3ab647196e349cec74d
c82ce32517a68.f2633a318f0a84
ac6735ae6f4069cbe613669fe7b
53ea93be72dc21d232da7716b86150
7257ae2.ec8771835e4c3965d7cacc890
c47ee5de77c3753c243a54fea99d8538
06d6bd44862fe798cec85ac2160ee233
2c68846d4021c88fb4002212a0050990
----=
1206f4e8478d961a235b9bf03b40268a
89f413c078a2869e724c8c6c76f1f3b6
19643935d30d3431ff06f0e279f07b9e
f5655f6ae8798500a5018f6a5743f27
942e5898ca2279420bd5905850df8ed
bdf595ae0ad9d26e6b01985eae212
860edcdb279e3bdd1adbd5db04b95
494374b4a94caaa2559dc74cbedb659
--195a4597923d67d7a2855913d12b116c
4105b6c031bd82fa5b3da7f739a54d45
878322.385315556eb49a83fe0c638851

,m,.»muummu-,u,

00-0001

•

,1 85157e379e58.3312ef5dd2954edf7d9a

11b4ae62e6be5f 1631938501b62d24d8
2c68846d4021c88fb4002212a0050900
642f0338f06dc3ab647196e349cec74d
cdbc1c82ce32517a68f2633a318f0a84
5a19cac6735ae6f4069cbe613669fe7b
7553ea93be72dc21d232da7716b86150+-7257ae2ec8771835e4c3965d7cacc890
c47ee5de77c3753c243a54fea99d8538
06d6bd44862fe798cec85ac2160ee233
2.c68846d4021c88fb4002212a0050990
--- 1!206f4e8478d961a235b9bf03b40268a
89f413c078a2869e724c8c6c 76f1f3b6
1:9643935d30d3431ff06f0e279f07b9e
3f5655f6ae8798500a5018f6a5743f27
7942e5898ca2279420bd5905850df8ed
99dbdf595ae0ad9d26e6b01985eae212
8b4860edcdb279e3bdd1adbd5db04b95
.. .....
-----·--·--· 494374b4a94caaa2559dc74cbecfb659
1'95a4597923d67d7a2855913d12b116c
4105b6c031bd82fa5b3da7f739a54d45
878322385315556eb49a83fe0c638.851
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82. Repeat this process for each hash check conducted per BMD to verify that the hash values are
correct. Remember to save regularly.

....................... oc..co_.oo00-0001
---·-····· .
'02cc.
......................
85157e379e583312ef5dd2954edf7d9a
PASS 85157e379e583312ef5dd2954edf7d9a
11b4ae62e6be5f1631938501b62d24d8
PASS 11b4ae62e6be5f1631938501b62d24d8 11b4ae62e6be5f1631938501b62d24d8
PASS 2c68846d4021c88fb4002212a0050990
2c68846d4021c88fb4002212a0050990
2c68846g_1Q?1c88fb4002212a0050990
PASS 642f0338f06dc3ab647196e349cec74d 642f0338f06dc3ab647196e349cec 74d
642f0338f06dc3ab647196e349cec74d
cdbc1c82ce32517a68f2633a318f0a84
PASS cdbc1c82ce32517a68f2633a318f0a84 cdbc1c82ce32517a68f2633a318f0a84
5a19cac6735ae6f4069cbe613669fe7b
-'--"-P.;;.A=S=S-+5=a'-'-19;:..:cc~=:a.::..c6::.:.7=3=5a;c;ceti.::.. f"-'-40=6=9.;;;cb::.:e6=·.:..:13=6.:::.69f::.:.e;:_:7.:;;.b_+·5.::.a.:·::.c1-=-9c=-=a;.:.c6.:;..;7c..::3.:::.5a;;;ce6c::.f;..;..4 cbe613669fe,It...
7553ea93be72dc21d232da7716b86150
PASS
7553ea93be72dc21d232da7716b86150
7553ea93be72dc21d232da7716b86150
7257ae2ec8771835e4c3965d7cacc890
PASS 7257ae2ec8771835e4c3965d7cacc890 7257ae2.ec8771835e4c3965d7cacc890
c47ee5de77c3753c243a54fea99d8538
PASS c47ee5de77c3753c243a54fea99d8538 c47ee5de77c3753c243a54fea99d8538
06d6bd44862fe798cec85ac2J§Q e,?J_3_.f---'P.. cA.c.cS;_;;S'--+.c..06c.cd=6b""dc..:4...:.48c..c6=2f=e.;;...79=8=ce=cc.::8.::..5a::.;;c=2"-'16:;..:;0e.::..e=2=3c:.3-i-::.06=d6==bd"-4:...:..::4862f 798cec85ac2160ee233
2c68846d4021c88fb4002212a0050990
PASS 2c68846d4021c88fb4002212a0050990
2c68846d4021c88fb4002212a0050990
85157e379e583312ef5dd2954edf7d9a

1206f4e847 8d961a235b9bf03b40268a
f413c078a2869e 724c8c6.i_76_f1.f ···· .•
9643935d30d3431ff06f0e279f07b9e
f5655f6ae8798500a5018f6a5743f27

PASS
PASS
PASS
PASS

942e5898ca2279420bd5905850df8ed
df595ae0ad9d26e6b01985eae212
60edcdb279e3bdd1adbd5db04b95

PASS
PASS
PASS

1206f4e8478d961.a235b9bf03b40268a
89f413c078a286 e,I?1E :,§qjlf1f3b6
19643935d30d3431ff06f0e279f07b9e
3f5655f6ae8798500a5018f6a5743f27
7942e5898ca2279420bd5905850df8ed 7942e5898ca2279420bd5905850df8ed
99dbdf595ae0ad9d26e6b01985eae212
99dbdf595ae0ad9d26e6b01985eae212
8b4860edcdb279e3bdd1adbd5db04b95 8b4860edcdb279e3bdd1adbd5db04b95

PASS
PASS

494374b4a94caaa2559dc74cbecfb659
195a4597923d67d7a2855913d12b116c

a94caaa2559dc 74cbecfb659
i95a4597923d67d7a2855913d12b116c

1206f4e8478d961a235b9bf03b40268a
1'1.9f413c078a28 .ElZ.?1:c8c6c76f1f3b6
19643935d30d3431ff06f0e279f07b9e
3f5655f6ae8798500a5018f6a5743f27

_,_,,,mum, •
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3.4

Clear "automark" folder contents

83. Browse to "automark" folder on the C:\ Drive

Search

!Dt Folders I IIliJ

y

..

•

• •

•

•

···
->.:.-·•"-·-...'.·.'. ......:....;.:;,..'.,...··:,,.. ,;,:......,.·::,:.,:,:- :,,.'.· '-·•'•"

·',-b;.: ,:,:, ,::·.1tii1:s:i:tii::j:tgflit I,::t}:,\,;:i! I,;.Jlii!::Li:iI: isitit:Iti.•riifilil;ii ;£1

IG;l) drivers
li!l)i386
IG;l)ISS

File Folder
File Folder
File Folder

IG;l)dell

IG;l)SA Telelogic
IG;l)Te1elogic Licenses
IG;l)Documents and Settings
IG;l)Program Files

File Folder
File Folder
File Folder
File Folder
File Folder
File Folder

QWINDOWS
QAutomark Technical Systems
IG;l) temp
IG;l)hashcheck
epautomark
11111

file Folder
File Folder
File Folder
File Folder
File Folder

li!l)officelO

2f18{)iJ06 3:32PM
3/2IJl2006 9:55 AM
.
5/22/2006 10:01AM

9/24/'}IJ0710:22 AM
9/25/200711:38 AM
9/27/2007 9:30 AM
.

.

1/14/2008 11:AM·
2/29/2008 8:44 AM .
4/28/2008 8:39 AM
6/10/2008 8!15 AM
. 6/10/2008 9:16 AM
. 6/10/2008 9:25 AM
6/10/2008.1:20PM
6/10/2008 2:08 PM

84. Double click the "automark" folder to open.
It automark

_NOR
Flash_Automark_AutoMark.dll
1. 4,2970, 26618

...NOR
Flash_Automark_c:hsrom.dU

.}JOR

Flash_Automark_AutoMarkDat.••
J'lOR Flash_Automark_eci.dll

NOR

ti.1,(l,()

Flash_Automark_DiagnosticLo,.,

Eloquence Command I11h:rfac€

NOR
Flash_Automark ftd2xx,dll

.}IOR
Flash_Automark_ftdi_d2xx,dll

NOR
i=iash_Automark_Graphics_Co,••
190 x 150

_NOR
Flash_Automark_Graphics_Co•••

_NOR
Flash_Automark_Graphics_Co.,,
375 X 60

.}lOR
Flash_Automark_Graphics_Co,••

NOR
Flash_Automark_Graphics_Co.,.
3J5x 60

_NOR
Flash_Automark_Graphics_Co...
375 X 60

.}lOR
Flash_Automark_Graphics_Co,••

_NOR
Flash_Automark_Graphics_Co••,
375 x60

_NOR
Flash_Automark_Graphics_Co.. ,
375 x 60

.}lOR

NOR
Flash_Automark_Graphics_Co.• ,

.}IOR
Flash_Automark_Graphics_Co.. ,
375 x 60

6,1,0,0

_NOR Flash_Automark_ftd2xx

Sel!Jp lnformafon

1KB

375 K 00

37$ X 6()

Flash_Automark_Graphics_Co,,.
375 X 60

375 x6D

3/5 xOO

85. Click> Edit> Select All from the drop down menu
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It automark
"-'

-

>,

0

V

,'.'

Favorites

- --

--

, ,-· ·--···· --..

_NOR
Flash_Automark AutoMark.dll
1.4.2'170,26618

_NOR
Flash_Automark_chsrom.dU
6.LO.O

_NOR Flash_Automark_ftd2xx

_NOR
Flash_Automark_DiagnoslicLo•••

_NOR
Flash_Automark_AutoMarkDat.,,
_NOR Flash_Automark_eci.dll

6, 1,(),0

Efoqurn::e Coromand In rfo-re

Setup Information
11/Jl

_NOR
Flash_Automark_ftd2xx.dll

_NOR
Flash_Automark ftdi_d2xx.dll

NOR
Flash_Automark_Graphics_Co.,,

NOR
Flash_Aulomark_Graphics_Co.,,

_NOR
Flash_Automark_Graphics_Co,••

190 X 150

375 x60

3:75 X 60

86. Verify that all 776 files have been selected.
It automark
File Edit View Favorites Tools. Hel ,.··
(}sack

NOR

ash Automark AutoMarl<Dat...

NOR
ash_Autc,mark_dmom.dll
.1.0,()

NOR

NORFlash_Automark_ftd2r,

NOR

'eti.!pInformation

ash Automark OiaanoslicLo..,

ash Automark ftd2xx.dll

1KB

NOR

ash_Automark_Graph,cs_Co•••

190 X 150
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87. From the keyboard, press the "Delete" button and verify that all files have been deleted.
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4. ATTACH SECURITY SEAL
88. Once the BMD has passed the hash check, remove the USB cord.
ES&S AutoMARK USB Port Unsealed

89. Attach the security bracket.
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ES&S AutoMARK USB Port Covered with security bracket

90. Attach security seals.
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91. Repeat process for each BMD requiring a Hash Check.
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New York State
Board of Elections

Voting SystemVersion
Information
APPENDIX 5

ES&S DS200

DS200 Scanner Version 2.9.0.0
DS200 Scanner Board Version 2.24.2.0
DS200 Power Management Firmware 1.2.8.0

ES&S AutoMark
AutoMark VAT Firmware Version 1.8.3.0

ES&S DS850
DS850 Firmware Version 2.4.0.1

Dominion BMD
lmageCast Scanner Version 4.9.10
lmageCast BMD Version 4.9.6

Dominion Central Count
ICC Version 4.9.14
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TEST DECK CALCULATOR

APPENDIX 6

REPORT IN RESPONSE TO THE MISSION AND OPPORTUNITY PROVIDED FOR
IN A GRANT FROM THE U.S. ELECTION ASSISTANCE COMMISSION:

Develop and Document Processes and Best Practices
for Coordinating Quality andCost-effective
VOTING SYSTEM PRE-ELECTION LOGIC AND ACCURACY TESTING

PRIMARY ELECTION
BALLOT CALCULATOR

How TO USE THE PRIMARY ELECTION BALLOT CALCULATOR
The Primary Election Ballot Calculator will assist County Board of Elections (CBOE) in
determining the number of test deck ballots required to create a Comprehensive Test Deck.
The Primary Election Ballot Calculator (MS Excel spreadsheet) is available for download on the
SBOE FTP site.
File Name: Primary Election Ballot Calculator Amended Procedure 11_22_1 l.xls
Step #1- Download the Primary Election Ballot Calculator Amended Procedure 11_22_11.xls
file from the SBOE FTP site.
SBOE FTP site is located at ftp://ftp.elections.state.ny.us (if needed, contact SBOE Election
Operations for user name and password- 518.473.5086)
Step #2 - Open the Primary Election Ballot Calculator Amended Procedure 11_22_l 1.xls (MS
Excel File). The following spreadsheet will open.
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Verification
Pattern Vote

OS - EV
# Ballots

Ballots Required by OS Sub-deck
OS - Pattern
# Ballots

OS - Blank
# Ballots

SBOE Election Operations

Sub-Total
OS Ballots

Page 2 of 5

Step #3 - Determine the number of ballots required for the OS - EV # Ballots.
I

2

3

Representative in Congress.

6/1 =6
(Vote for otlE)

B

RepubHcan

REPUBLICAN

Randal

Republican

Terry

4

5

WRITE-Ill

WRITE-ti

1

WRITE-IN

/

Republican
2B
Douglas
Drazers

1B

10

2

11

38

Wil:li!m

I

4B
David

Repubtica.n
56
Richard

Republican

R publican

Repub can

Thomas

James

1

2

3

Reif

4

Oavid
Beers

10

11

, Republican
Harder

6

8

9

'WRITE-IN

WRITE-IN

12

13

8 / 2 = 4 (VOie for TWO)
Councilman

B

Republican

REPUBLICAN

Jo n
Chauncey

WRITE-IN

10B

1

5

WRlrE-111

Republican
HB

Republicen

Republicen

Alen

Splgel

Carol

Robert
ae.r\Si

Michael

2

6

WRlrE-IN

6B

Richards

3

12B

3

7

WRrrE-IN

9

12

(Vote for ONE)

Watlikas

Walker

8

Sheriff

........;;;;

-

WRITE-IN

7B

WRITE-II'!

8B

5

Republican '
9B
Derald
!:Hiott

L
-6

WRITE-Ill

···············

136

4

, ...................

8

WRITf IN

Step #4 - Enter the # of Candidates and# of Allowables (Vote for) into the Election
Verification fields for the contest that has the largest total. The Ballots Required By Sub-deck
will automatically update for OS - EV # Ballots.
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........

Step #5 - Calculate the number of ballots required for OS - Pattern Vote sub-deck. Determine
the contest that has the largest number of candidates (Do Not Include Write-Ins).
..

•········

1

2

4

J

5

Republican

REPUBLICAN

RandaD

1B

Terry

1

Republican

26
Douglas
Orazers

2

9

Sherill

(Vole forONE)

(VoleforONE)

B

3

V

Representativein Congress

r Republican

Republican
3B

WIiiiam
Walter

3

I

48
Davxi
Harder

1

Republican

1homas

Republican
78
James

3

4

5

Repubtican
SB
Richard

Republican

2

Waffi!cas:

6B

Richards

Republican '

BB

9B

David
Beers

Reif

Dera.ld
Elliott

6

WRITE-IN
:

WRITE-Ill
10

WRITE-It!

WRITE-IN

WRITE-IN

12

11

13

-.

WRITE-if!

WRITE-IN

...........

.........

'

WRITE-IN

Councilman

(Vote forTWO)

B

Repubfican

RepubUcan

10B

118

REPUBLICAN

Chauncey

Michael
Allen

WRITE-#!

WRITE- !

WRITE-IN

Jolln

1

2

Republican
128
Carol

Repob!ic:an

3

4

BB

Spig;,I

Robert
Bens!

WRITE-IN

WRITE-IN

,,

Enter the number of candidates into the # of Candidates field for the Pattern Vote. The Ballots
Required By Sub-deck will automatically update for OS - Pattern # Ballots.
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BALLOT STYLES TALLY WORKSHEET
The Ballot Styles Tally worksheet may be used to track and tally the overall number of ballots
required to conduct the comprehensive test decks for the Primary Election Pre-Qualification
Testing. The CBOE may modify this spreadsheet to in order to accommodate the number of
ballot styles being tested.

Ballots ReqUlrecf By Sub-deck

OS - EV
# Ballots

OS-

OS - Pattern
Blank
BMD - PV
# Ballots
# Ballots # Ballots

BMDRandom
# Ballots

Total

# Ballots

0
0
0

ii---------t-----+-----1----+----+-----+--- f--- ............ ,..... ---+----->---

o

,

,,,_,,,,,.,....+------ ···········"""."'

0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0

0
0
0

0

0

0
0

0
0

!i---------t-----+-----1----+----+-----+----l•··-·
-

0
Q

+-----+---l-··-·----

0

0
0
,

Total

1·.,

.,,

,,,.,., ...,...
'""

...... ,,,

SBOE Election Operations
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0

........,........

.

..... ......................
/

REPORT IN RESPONSE TO THE MISSION AND OPPORTUNITY PROVIDED FOR
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GENERAL ELECTION
BALLOT CALCULATOR.

How TO USE THE GENERAL ELECTION BALLOT CALCULATOR
The General Election Ballot Calculator will assist County Board of Elections (CBOE) in
determining the number oftest deck ballots required to create a Comprehensive Test Deck.
The General Election Ballot Calculator (MS Excel spreadsheet) is available for download on the
SBOE FTP site.
File Name: General Election Ballot Calculator Amended Procedure 11 22 11.xls
Download the General Election Ballot Calculator Amended Procedure 11 22 11.xls file from
the SBOE FTP site.

SBOE FTP site is located at ftp://ftp.elections.state.ny.us (if needed, contact SBOE Election
Operations for user name and password- 518.473.5086)
Open the General Election Ballot Calculator Amended Procedure 11 22 11.xls
File). The following spreadsheet will open.
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(MS Excel

Step #1 - Take a look at your ballot. Determine the following Ballot Properties:
# of Rows (displayed on the ballot)
# of Contests (displayed on the ballot)
# of Props I Proposals (displayed on the ballot)
Example:# of Rows= 7
..X - --

.............

....

·
Row
'

A

.;

0

.....................
...............

Oemocratic

JI!?...

)Ballot Proposition !lumber (1) Otlf

0

IRei Prc.servoOOnBond !Mu.e

'

:

Justice of the Supreme Cm1rt
SthJudiclalOislrict
(Vote for any SDO
Democratic
Oe.mocral.ic

De!"OOttalic

t·~"
R ow 3-··,.
1t :s:_
Rew
>A
Matthews

livon

Roiw {'""'""
··

c

IC
B
qrnr

Squire

Row slI

B.ocW 6

o\iv 7

/

48
SandraJ.

""

<C

Edwards
SandraJ.
Edwards

"""?

lndepeo.denc,e-Till
2D

,..,
T11tm.,,_

Toole'/

O'DonnPILJ

"'

I ......

:

County

0$:mcratic

MftonP.

SA
Booker
Republican

MichaelJ.
M
Castle
Repu n

OeoffreyJ.
56

JotephA.

Contervatl'le Cc1ae1vatl-Je
5C
•c
Cummings
Albright
<looffreyJ.
Ja5e?hA.
Albright
Cummings

Lb-era!

Pierson

/

Y&s

Jusuce or the Supreme Court
5th JudicialOBtrict

DEMOCRATIC
B
REPUBLICAN
C
CONSERVATIVE
D
INDEPENDENCE
E
LIBERAL
F

Note forsnv SIX"

i

'

.,.,,,.,CflllC
.....,, cram;;
u-eroocraic
SA
>A
1A
JeroffleB.
UealP.
JchnJJ.
Sullhtan
O'Donnell
Matthews
Repubk:an
Repubk:an
Repubtican
18
26
W.Brorriey
Rol>erlW.
Murray
Tillman
Squire
Con.servllti¥e CoMervati'le Coll$ervattve
1C
2C
W.Brofffe'/
RobertW.
Squire
Murray
TillmAO
Independence w.:lepemrence hdepende-nce
30
20
10
Thomas:J.
W.Bromley
Tooley
Squire
Tfflm an
UIN!NII
Lberal
L\be:ral
2E
·JE
1E
W. Bromley
Je:romeB.
t1e11lP.
Matthews
Squire
O'Donnell

"""
"'"
,c

""""

""""

RIGHT TOLIFE
WRITE-IN

uemocraic
A
F.Oana
Pierson
RepubJican
8
San<1r11J,
Edwards
Conservative
4C
s11ndraJ.
E<twarrts

◄

◄

1
- ·-·
5A

MiJ:oriP.
Booker
RecuMcan
SB
G.eoffrey.J.
Cummings
Conserv.!tive
SC
Ge-offreyJ.
Cummlngs

Con.servatt.'e
7C
Crawford
AlfrerlC.
Crawford

...

Ballot PropoHI Jk.Jn1ber (1) ONE .............................

0

. ···········

I

ve.,"'.,,a.,..,

"'

.Michaal.J.
Cactle
Recub-ican.
6B
Joseph A.
Albright
Conse-rvatiYe

6C
Jos-&phA.
Albright

sewageFaciitie:1

"

MilonP.

Booker

'

Limb For

y

A

(Vote tor OHti {Vote for ONE) \Vo
.,.,.,...,cralic
7A
SlephMA.
Oavtdson
Repubican
7B
Atfr«!C.
Crawford
Consewative
7C
AlfredC.
Crawford

Oemocrattc

"'

PabickKe.•,1"\
Hammond
Rapuhlican
8B
JamesM.
Ton,pkins

Con.servatt-.-e
SC
James.Lt.
Tompkills

Libtra.!
6f
t.llchaelJ.
Castle
Fu)httoLife
7f
Stephen A.
Oavklson

' ' ""!'-,'--'""'-""-

SBOE Election Operations

Righlic-L
8f

"°

Pierson

<:onse1vative Con!lewati',e
12C
13C
Sherwood Hedgemen
ThomasE.
Haney
Sherwood Hedgemen

PalrickKe--.,m
Hammond

RobertW.
Russman
lberal

..

<:onsf<fYative Conser-,1att1e Ccnservattle
8C
9C
10C
Tompkins
Abbott
fklmitton
JamesM.
Marga:retA.
le:>oa.tdW.
lodepentlenC6
Tompkins
ThOml)!;on
Hamitton
80
Rmrtw.
Russman

lnrle nden

L"!C-!ral
4E
f. Dana

'

..

Rightto life
7f

0

'

Lffl11l
SE
Ulcha-elJ.
Castle

"

. ...;..

A

..

.....

Supervisor
SuperCounty
Councilman
Legislator
lntendent
2n-tl0istnci
ofttlghways
(Vote for ONE.) (Vote fer ON£) (Vote-for ON£) lVote for ONE) {Vote for ONE}
NoteforanyiWO}
Oen10cra.tlc
Democratic
o cratic
Den'Klcra1ic
Dt-mocratic O mocralic Of!.mccratic
10A
11A
1>A
13A
stephenA.
PatrlckKe !n
-GeorgeG.
Tony
ChoW -lpher L. MargaretF. Ru"elS.
7A
M
Davidson
Hammond
Johnston
Knigllt
COdy
Ruthmaycr
Attwol
R&;:>ubh:ao
Republic6n
Republican
Re1rnbican
Republican Republic6n
78
98
108
.128
138
AlfredC.
JamesM.
WDamC.
leona.rdW.
Thomatt.
tlancy
Judge

lrlilonP.
Booker

IRalPreservation Bondl"ue

....

•··············
District
Attorney

Court

Offllccre.tic

.......................

........... , ......................

'

jsewage-Faciitie-s

StepMOA.
Davidson

'. ..........................

i·•·

t
Proposal tk1mber (1) ONE
\AnAmendment DebtLim.lls For

0

Liberal

Example: # of Contests = 7
Jeanot Proposition tlumber{t) OHE
..........YJ .........
'
D.......
0
'

I

j

···- - ---··

0

To·:al == 7

Conser.;atlve

'3-mnum

Br.,_. l&tome B.
MatthP.
Squire

_.,,,,,.

Ger-aid

3A
O'Donnell

Co

Murray

Rob-eflW.

10

Bro..-,
Squire

Repub A

f.03118
4A
Pierson
Republic.Ao

.

18

E

« JP.

JerorM S.

... x _!'_
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Ri;httoLife
8F
Patrtct:Ke'-fin
Hammond

I

L
2

I, :5•or

ator
k:1
ONE) (Vote Ottt)
...,.,...,cram:
.. .,,,...era c
9A
10A
0.&0rgeG.
Tony
JOhnston
Knight
Repubtic8n
Re-publiean
95

WitiamC.
Abbott
CMSeJVatiYe

•c

MMgaretA.

Thom on

105

LeonardW.
Htlmitton
Conservam'e
10C
leonard:W.
ffMTillton

·1I CI:

int
of H

!Note

t

ays
ONE)

{Votef any1W0)

.ueir.oeta!li: oemoaatle

uemocreic

11A
1>A
13A
Chris1opherl. Ma.rgaretF.
RuScUIS.
Ruthmayer
COdy
Attwel
Re?Ublx:an
R&?Ubkan
138
12B
Thoma.sf.
Haney
Sherwood
Hedgemen
Conserv11tt1e Conservative
12C
BC
ThemasE.
Nancy
Sherwood Hedgemen

Example: # of Props / Proposals = 2

"'D

Yes

f

D

'Baltot Proposition !lumber (1} Off

y,.

No

JRaj P4rvation Send fa.sue

D

D

DEMOCRATIC
B
REPUBLICAN
C
CONSERVATIVE
D
INDEPENDENCE
E
LIBERAL
F

(Vcte for any SO(}

Oemocratic
1A
JohnJJ.
Sullivan

Derrocrstlc
2A
Jerome 8.

Repubican

Republican

16
W.Bro y

Matthew.s
28

RobertW.

Democratic
)A
NNlP.
O'Donnell
Republican
36

"'"'"

Tilfman
connrvatr,e Con r;;att-.-e Consef\•a!Ne
3C
1C
2C
Gerald
W. Bro y
RobfflW.
Squire

Squire
lodependen

1D
W.Broniey
Squire

Liberal
1E
'N.Bro/Rey
Squire

Murray

Murray

Tillman

fn.depe-ndem:e h &l'W&flce
20

ThomasJ.
TooJey
Libera!
2E
J&romeB.
Matthews

Democralie
4A

Democratic

Oemocrati<:

Pierson
Republican

MlonP.

Booke,

MichaelJ.

F,Oana

46
Sam:fraJ.
EdWard

COMer'Jalive

,c

Sal\OraJ.

Edwards

5A

8A

Castle

Re,,'ubican

SB
GeoflreyJ.
Cummtngs

Repubkan

BB
Josep.hA.
Albright

Contervative Cooser.-ali'-le

SC
GeoffreyJ.
Cummings

ec

Jose:,hA.

Albright

,0

"'"""

efaciffia

Super
County
Supervisor
District
Counclfman
lntendent
LeglsUltor
Court
Attorney
of Highways
Judge
2nd0Blrlct
(V lorOtlE) (Vote forOIJE) (Vote l:>f'Ofu:} {Vol& for ONE) Note for ONE}
{Vote, for any1Vi0)
Democratic
Democratic
Oemccratlc
Deroocralie
Detmcratic
Democrat!<:
Democratic
7A
8A
10A
11A
12A
131\
RinselS.
Stephen A
Palricl:Ke-vll'I
GeorgeG.
Tony
ChliStO?he-fL. Margaretf.
Ruthmayer
Davidson
Hammond
Johnston
Knight
Cody
Attwel
Repoblitan
Republican
Repucican
Republican
Repubtcan
Republican
86
12B
11B
106
16
Tholl\\SE.
Haney
Jamest.1.
AlfredC.
\'nliamC.
LeonardW.
Tompkins
Sherwood Hedgemen
Crawford
Abbott
Hamilton
conservatr,e
CcMervative
COASet'<'AL've
Conservative
ConserYaWe conse,-.,,atlve
,c
oc
BC
10C
12C
7C
Haney
Jame3-1,1,
Margaret A.
AlfredC.
To0,mnE.
LeonardW.
Crawford
Thompson
Sherwood Hedgemen
Tompkins
Hamilton
!m:lependeoe<f

'"

,.

00

RobertW.

Ttflman

Liberal
3E
NealP.

O'Donnell

RIGHT TOLIFE

Df-bt

County

Justice of the Supreme Court
SthJudicitllOblricl

A

;-2:ndment llmh For
[-

.·

············

. Ballot Proposal Number (1t ONE

Russman
Liberal

Liberal

lbetal

f.Dana

Mi!onP.

l.!lchaelJ.

<E

Pierson

SE

Booko,

"

castle

Right toLife
7f
StepMnA.
Davidson

WRITE N

Rjghll<>Ute
SF

Palricl::Ke-,1'\

Hammond

Step #2 - Enter (fill in) each of the Ballot Properties numbers into corresponding field.
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The number of ballots required is automatically calculated for the following sub-decks:
OS - EV # Ballots

OS-EV

OS-Pattern
# Ballots

OS-CE
iiBallots

SBOE Election Operations
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Step #3 - Calculate the number of ballots required for OS - Pattern Vote sub-deck.
Looking across each row on your ballot, find the contest in that row with the largest number of
candidates. Enter that number next to its row in the OS Pattern Vote Sub-deck Tally grid. Go
down row by row and do the same for each row until you reach the 'Write-In' row.

Row 1:

......................................,"t··········Y''··-'··,·····················' ·"······ ....,;

:I D

:::: .::::::::::::;Rai P!M«va Bond hue

,,D

}AnAme OdltLmbfcr

District
Attom,y

Justice of the Supreme court
SlhJudicelOislri;::t
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B
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D
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1B
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1D

W.Bromley
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W.Bromley
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0
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'

Reputkan
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"

llealP.
O'Donnell
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Cody
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Justk:e of the Supreme Court
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A
DEMOCRATIC
B
REPUBLIC*
C
CONSERVATIVE
D
INDEPENDENCE

LIBERAL

SUlJlvan

Re bn

w.

oemccr111ie
2A

....

oeroomti::

Democratic Otm.,crauc Ofloocrattc

3A
i alP.

"I' ·:s·
Jer:>mEB.
Matthews

ra11vSI)('>

01>onnell

:,r :('
4A

F.Dana
Pierson

SA

<A
MichMIJ.
Castle

MilonP.

J.
Edwards cummmg,
um,y
l"lllman
Conser¥11li¥e CMUNati-4e, CMstrvi11.ive Cons.er1;atr11!c CeMe-ivatm-:
,c
IC
3C
5C
niey

Squire

,...,.

Ro W.

,c

W.Broniey Rc 1tW.
Murray

Geti!lkf
lillman

lnd Endonce: hd flee touepernknco
,0
10
't'/. Brol'liey
ToomasJ.
Tooley
TiJJm.an
Squire
L ral
L!N'ntl
l r&l

"'

"

W.Bro.nie"y
Sql.ttr&

,.

Jeron-.e6.

MllttlleW9

RIGHT TOLIFE

"'"'"
"
!ie,,IP.

O'Donnell

Sandti!li.

fdWArds

\otl£

:

'

Oemoc:«1tk:
1A
J lmJJ.

:Ballot Proposal Humber(1)

D
············· '..AnAmerldme:ntOet:tL.mbFor

GeoffreyJ.
Cummingll

"I'
J
A.
A rtghl

Court
Judge
VoteforOtlE)

m:,cr11t1e
7A

St!-phenA.
Davidson
lttpub'k.an

78
Alfred C.

Crawtord

COru!l!l'YIIUe Conservall,;e
7C
.AlfredC.
Jo:sephA.
Crawford
Albright

ec

••

ao

Russman

Ubert1l

Libttr11I

tJl-=hulJ.

"

"'

CasUe

RJghttoll1e
7F
Sle-;ihenA.
Davidson

WRITE.IN
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SuperCounty
Supervisor
COUncHman
Attorney
Legislator
lntendent
ofHjghways
2tv.10Strid
(VotefarOIIE)
(VoteforOUE) (Vote for ONE} (Vote for ONE}
Vtltl! f;:ir anv TWO'
O<!ITl!IC1'6llc oemocratlc
Oemocrallc
Democratic
Oemocratlc
Offl'IOcratic
12A
8A
SA
10A
11A
13A
PatrickKe•,'lll
(IeorgaO.
Ch topherl. J.1ar rf!,if.
Rl.rsttlS.
Tony
Hammond
Cody
Ruttlmayer
Attwell
Johnston
Knight
Rep1.1bkan
Republean
Rtpu n
Rl!;,ubk.an
Rep11blc1m
108
128
;v mc.
:hctrtasE.
tlanc-1
JamesM.
L&onardW.
Hamilton
Sherwood ttedgemm
Abbott
Tompkins
Con!erYtl!Ne
ConsErvalivt:
Cen!-!NAfJ,.,5 ConS!rYi'IINe
ConHfYtltM!
12C
IOC
8C
9C
13C
JamestJ.
leonardW .
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Tompkins
Sherwood Hedgemen
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Lberel
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A
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C
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.
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2A
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Matthews
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2S
RobertW.

1A
JotmJJ.
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NHIP.
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Reputik&n

"'

Gerald:
TIiiman

Murray
ConttHvatr,e
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Coo3er <.-iltve

hd&yernterice

!Me rntenu

'y

INDEPENDENCE

lndo;>endonca
10
W.Brc«iley
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E

Liberal

Liber1'J
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W.Bro.mley
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Jerome 6.
Matthews

S"C<"i
"Oemocralic
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lntendent

..

(Volefor OW.:)

oemocrat.c

Oerrocrati¢

o.mocr...

Mic.hMIJ.
Castle

Ste.;>henA.

PatrickKe>f.n
Ht!lmmond

Re;mbka.'I
68
Jo,ephA
Albright

Rt1>1.1bkan

Republcan

crawtord

Tompkins

Co!UIMV&We

ConnM1,tive

·&

Derr.ocratie
SA
M nP.
Booker
RepuMcan
SB
G«ffreyJ.
Cummings
CMHNllti'v&

CoMervatt,e

Libetd!

Liberal

ut,r5!

f.Oana
Pierson

MilonP.
Booker

MlchaelJ.
Castle

'A

F.Oana

Pierson

,.

Re t:kan
SandroJ.
Edwards

CMS.ENll!iYe

Edw

s C

yJ.

ng,

,&
A

7A

llavld,on
78
AlfredC.

7C
AlfrttdC.
Crawford

1

w

20
Thot'l'.a J.
Tooley

,,

"

HealP.
O'Donnell

..

OecrgeO.
Johnston

-"""
98

WibmC.

Jt1m.uM.

SC

Jame.st.I.
Tompkins
rnlei,lffldenco
80

Abbott

Con:l!Natm

•c

Marge tA.
Thompson

Democratic
10A

Tonv

Knight
Rtpublc&n
108
LeonardW.
H,mlllon
COJ'l:SMYftfivE-

IOC
LeonllrdW.

lhmlJton

Chrillt::iphe-rl.
Cody

V;:itef;:,ra TWO}
m::>cr&tx: OeimcnttiC

12A

13A

Mat9ar f. Ruue!S.
Ruthmeyer
Ahw"
ubkan Repubk.an
128
138
ihei'M$£.
tlancy
She<Wood Hedgemen
CortiaJYllliY-a ConHr<.'lllive
12C
1JC
1llOIDO!!f.
Nancy
Sherwood Hedgemen

RowtW.
Ruuman

Gerald

lillmtn
'!.ctl'lll

(Vote!orONEi

8A

ofHighW Ays
lVOU: fnOHE}
Oemocrallc
11A

5

6'

RightloUfe

Rightlatife

Slt>;>M'nA.

Patrick Kev

7F

RIGHTTOLIFE

Dllvidson

8F

Hammond

WRITE-IN

I : Ballot Cal -lator
I

''"'"' "'I'i--

:''

w,••t¥¥;¥n,,'

.

.,

0

PatternVote Ballots Required:

......._.. . . .: .....·• ... •. i .
OS-EV
# Ballots

1

OS - Pattern
# Ballots

OS-CE

# Baflots

o

OS-. Blank
ii Ballots

Sub.Total
OS Ballots

a
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=+,=======t=
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Justice or the Supreme Coort
SthJuttici!IIOB!rict

A
DEMOCRATIC
B
REPUBLICAN

►

INDEPENDENCE
E
LIBERAL
F

lA

\Jerr.ocratie

3A

JeromecB.

18

NealP.

..,,.

'"

W. Btcriey Rc rtW.
Squire
Murray
1C

CONSERVATIVE

Dffllccratic

P.1atthews o•ooonell
Reputtcen RepUbl!can
RubkAn38

Con,ervatt-,e

C

D

Democratic
1A
John JJ.
Sullivan

W.Brofl'le)'
Squire

!nd• detlU
W.B rriey
Squire

l ral
1E

,c

l:ooHNlll7l&

llllman
CoMeJVll!iv&

n3 ce lnoit!llC&
RcbertW.
fJurray

Tillman

J.
TOOiey
L r&I

G
TIiiman
liberal

,.

w.aroniey Jero/1'!$8.
Squire

,c

Geraki

"'

NulP.
Matthew• O'Donnell

RIGHT TO LIFE

Pierson

_....

County
Court
Judge

VGteforOt-lE}

Oemoaattc cr,ouatlc
-4A
F. Dana

I

.........!Ballot Propoul Humber (1)

0

Democraflc

aA.

SA
IJ:lo11 P.

l,.!ichMI J.

Cutle

Booker

Repubk;,Jn Re-puhk.ft.n
48
5-B
Sol'!dr& J.
GN!ffreyJ.
Ectwaros Cummings

Re;rnbk.M
68

Jo.'!eph />...

Albrtgh1

CMUNllltle- Cons atlve CoMervatt,e
4C
5C
SC
Slllndra J. C-.eorffey J.
Joupll A.
Edwards
Cummings
Albright

ITJOC!llttc

7A

S!e?henA.
Davidson
R bkan
78
Alfre C.
Crawtord

CoM:er,atue
7C
.AlfredC.
Crawford

[Vote forOtiE}
Democratic
8A

..

PatrickKe-r.fl

Hammond
Re;ub-kan

JameaM.
Tompkins
con atiVe

,c

JamesM.

Tompkins
hdEpMdem:-e

8D
RobertW.

L eral
51'
fJ nP.
Booker

Russman

Liberal

6E

MlehaelJ.

Castle

RigtlltoUfe
1F
Stt'i)h.!IIA.
Davidson

WRITE-IN
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R>Qh.ttolife
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county

legislator
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oemoc.ra.'ie
9A
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Johnston
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\VilamC.
Abbott
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Thompson
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Supervisor

superlntendent
ofHighW 3YS
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G-emccratic
fnmocratir.:
10A
11A

Tony-

Knight
Rtpubfcan

108

LeonardW.
Hamlttc>n

Cor,urv111ive
10C
LeQntm.lW
•
H1milton
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Cody
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oemouatie
12A

13A

Margar F.
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Ruthmayer
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She<Wood Hedgemen
Con rvatr.>!! ConurvaWe
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1JC
Thomuf.
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DEMOCRATIC
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B
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W.Bro(ljey
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Oemccralic
2A
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Matthew.fl
RepubJ/can
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Ro rtw.
Murray
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ot the Supreme Court
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Re?Ublcan
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TIiiman

Repubicen
46

"

Repubk.an

SB

-O ffreyJ.
Edwards Commtngs
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C

D
INDEPENDENCE

1C
W.Brorrley
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fJurray
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<C
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Edwards
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W.Bromley
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Tooley
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Libera!

► i'

LIBERAL

2C
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W.B rrley
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"'""

Jff* '!

Ma

s

N
O'Donnell

RIGHTTOLIFE

SC

Ge'offteyJ.
Cumm!ngs

..

""
131)

RobmW.
Russm&n

_'I".

;:.r.,

Ri;-l'ltloUJe

Ballots Required by OS Sub-deck
#Ballots

OS-Pattern
#Ballots

OS-CE

# Ballots
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WRITE-Ill
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Court
Attorney
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Ruthmayer
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Castte
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Le◊nardW.
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Crawford
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Albright
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l¾ alP.
F.Oana
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O'Donnell
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E
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Sullivan
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Murray
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W.Bromley
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►
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F.Dana
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Michael J.
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Albnght
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Cummings
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-..
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RIGHT TO LIFE
WRITE-IN
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Ruthmayer
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fer
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Justice of the Supreme coon

A

I

Couoty
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Abbott
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Thompson
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ThMIIIE.
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ThomasE.

Conurvative
13C

"'"""

Sherwood Hedgemen

The number of ballots required is automatically calculated for the OS - Pattern # Ballots subdeck.

Ballot Calculator

Ballots R'equired by OS Strb-deck
OS-EV

OS- Pattern
# Ballots
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OS-CE
# BaUots

OS-Blank
#'Ba:lfots

Sub Total
OS Ballots

0

5

96,
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Step #4 - Determine the number of ballots required for OS - Cross Endorsement Sub-deck.
Manually enter the number of ballots required into the OS - CE # Ballots field. The BMD - CE
# Ballots will automatically update with the correct number of ballots.
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Step #5 - The OS Sub-Total OS Ballots, Sub-Total BMD Ballots and Total # Ballots have
automatically been calculated once the above information was entered for Steps #1 through #4.

Pattern Vote, Ballots Required:

84

··-·-·•------------------------------..:::::..:::::..:::::..:::::..:::::_-..:::;:..;
. .-: -.-:.- : -=. - --== .r=========t=========t===== :::::
Ballots Requiredby OS Sub-deck
OS-EV
#Ballots

OS- Pattern
#Ball'ots

OS-CE
#Ballots

OS-Blank
# Ballots

Sub.Total
OS Ballots

This example will require 106 ballots for the comprehensive test deck.
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BALLOT STYLES TALLY WORKSHEET
The Ballot Styles Tally worksheet may be used to track and tally the overall number of ballots
required to conduct the comprehensive test decks for the General Election Pre-Qualification
Testing. The CBOE may modify this spreadsheet to in order to accommodate the number of
ballot styles being tested.
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